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1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we present an overview of visibility-based pursuit-evasion in the plane and also 
discuss the organization of the dissertation. 
1.1 Pursuit-evasion in the Plane 
In the last decade there has been a steady interest in robotics and computational geometry in 
designing motion strategies for pursuit-evasion scenarios. The basic task is to compute motion strategies 
for one or more robots (pursuers) to guarantee that unpredictable targets (evaders) will be detected 
using sensors. A key difficulty which makes the problem more challenging than basic exploration is 
that the evaders can sneak back to places already explored. Efficient algorithms that compute these 
strategies can be embedded in a variety of robotics systems to locate other robots and people. They can 
aid mobile surveillance systems that detect intruders using sonars, lasers, or cameras. Mobile robots can 
be used by special forces in high-risk military operations to systematically search a building in enemy 
territory before it is declared safe for entry. If robots have limited communication, the algorithms could 
be used to help robots locate each other for coordinated tasks such as map-building, localization, or 
target tracking. Beyond robotics, these algorithms could help in the training of firefighters engaged 
in a rescue effort, law enforcement officers in a hostage situation, or soldiers attempting to secure a 
potentially-hostile area. The strategies can also be used in virtual environments to help game developers 
design complicated pursuit strategies. 
1.1.1 Definition and variations of the pursuit-evasion problem 
We now proceed with a formal definition of the pursuit-evasion problem in the plane. Consider a 
simple connected finite region in the plane. The region can contain infinitely small objects who can 
move along continuous paths. The objects are of two different types: evaders and pursuers. The motions 
of an evader are random, i.e., unpredictable to the pursuers. The pursuers are equipped with 1 or more 
flashlights (sources of a ray of light) or alternatively with a source of light which illuminates all visible 
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points of the region. (We assume that the region is hollow: the points inside it are transparent, the 
boundary points are opaque yet they do not reflect light.) The goal of the pursuers is to illuminate all 
the evaders, or to verify that there are no evaders in the closed region, a.k.a. "clear the region". The 
pursuit-evasion problem is defined as finding a schedule for clearing the region. In its simple decision 
variant, given a region and a number of pursuers, the question is whether there exists a schedule of the 
pursuers which clears the region. Alternatively, there is a more general, minimization version: given a 
region, what is the minimal number of pursuers required to clear it? Also for a region which we can 
be cleared, we are interested in a clearing schedule: a description of the corresponding moves of the 
pursuers which guarantees that the region is clear. 
The first, restricted version of a pursuit-evasion problem in the plane was introduced by Icking and 
Klein [20] who solved the "two-guards problem" (two pursuers had to maintain mutual visibility all the 
time). Independently, the general pursuit-evasion problem was first introduced by Suzuki and Yamashita 
[49], who considered several pursuers moving independently (no restriction on mutual visibility) in a 
polygonal region, collaborating in a search for an evader. 
The pursuit-evasion problem can be classified according to several criteria, among which: number of 
the pursuers, visibility capability of the pursuer, shape of the area that has to be cleared, etc. Following 
is a description of some of the versions together with corresponding research. 
Shape of the region 
Most of the research in pursuit-evasion has been done with the assumption that the region to be 
cleared is a simple polygon. However. LaValle and Hinrichsen [25] considered a similar ucurved world" 
problem in which the boundary of the region is a smooth curve with tangent defined at every point. In 
fact, we believe that the pursuit-evasion decision problem depends solely on the position of the concave 
regions of the boundary; the exact shape of region can be ignored since minor changes in the boundary 
will not change the result of the decision problem. Thus an algorithm which solves a version of the 
problem for polygons can be extended to a similar algorithm solving the corresponding version in which 
the region is bounded by a simple curve with a finite number of concave regions, i.e., a finite number 
of points in which the tangent switches from inside to outside the region. 
Number of flashlights for the pursuer 
There are different versions of the problem depending on the visibility capability of the pursuers. In 
the simplest case, a pursuer is equipped with a single flashlight and can see only along the ray of light 
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emitted by it. Furthermore, we can increase the power of the pursuer by allowing her to hold up to k 
flashlights, where k 6 N, these pursuers are also known as fc-sear chers. Ultimately, we can allow each 
of the pursuers 360° vision, by essentially assuming that the number of flashlights k is infinite 
Number of pursuers 
LaVaile et al [26] showed that the problem of finding the minimal number of pursuers required to 
clear a given polygon is NP-hard. The proof, however, assumed that the polygon may have holes. It is 
not known whether a similar result can be obtained for polygons without holes. 
Independent pursuers vs. rhain of pursuers 
Icking and Klein [20] defined and solved a search problem for two guards who move on the boundary 
of a polygon and are always mutually visible. Heffernan [16] later improved the time complexity of their 
result to the optimal 0(n), where n is the number of edges in the polygon. 
Efrat et al [12] considered pursuit-evasion by a chain of k guards as a generalization of the search 
with two guards. Their pursuit is subject to the restriction that the first and the fc-th guards always 
move on the boundary while guard i, 1 < i < k moves in the interior of the polygon and maintains 
visibility with her neighbors, guards * — 1 and i + 1. Efrat et al [12] gave a polynomial-time algorithm 
for the k guards problem. 
1.1.2 Results 
LaVaile et al [26] presented a complete algorithm for an oo-searcher clearing a polygon, however its 
running time may be exponential in the number of edges of the polygon. 
Recently, Simov et al presented an 0(n3) solution for a single 1-searcher in a polygon with n edges 
[42], a result which they later [28] improved to 0{n +• m logn + m2), where m is the number of concave 
regions of the polygon. Park et al [35] presented a polynomial-time solution for the case of a single 
2-searcher and proved that adding more flashlights to a single pursuer does not increase the class of the 
polygons she can clear. 
1.2 Dissertation Organization 
The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we present a polynomial-time algorithm for 
clearing a polygon by a single 1-searcher. We extend the result to a polynomial-time algorithm for a 
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pair of 1-searchers in Chapter 3. Both chapters are based on research done together with Dr. Giora 
Slutzki and Dr. Steven LaVaile. 
Chapters 4 and 5 represent joint research with Dr. Srini Tridandapani, Dr. Jason Jue and Dr. 
Michael Borella in the area of computer networks. Chapter 4 presents a method of providing privacy 
over an insecure channel which does not require encryption. Chapter 5 gives approximate bounds for 
the link utilization in multicast traffic. 
We conclude the dissertation with Chapter 6 by giving some directions for future research in 
visibility-based pursuit-evasion. 
o 
2 AN ALGORITHM FOR SEARCHING A POLYGONAL REGION 
WITH A FLASHLIGHT 
A paper published in the International Journal of Computational Geometry and Applications 1 2 
Steven M. LaVaile, Borislav H. Simov and Giora Slutzki 
Abstract 
We present an algorithm for a single pursuer with one flashlight searching for an unpredictable, 
moving target in a 2D environment. The algorithm decides whether a simple polygon with n edges and 
m concave regions can be cleared by the pursuer, and if so, constructs a search schedule in time 0{mr + 
mlogn + n). The key ideas in this algorithm include a representation called "visibility obstruction 
diagram" and its "skeleton": a combinatorial decomposition based on a number of critical visibility 
events. An implementation is presented along with a computed example. 
2.1 Introduction 
Consider the following scenario: in a (dark, doorless) polygonal region there are two moving agents 
(represented as points). The first one, called the pursuer, has the task to find the second one, called 
the evader. The evader can move arbitrarily fast, and his movements are unpredictable by the pursuer. 
The pursuer is equipped with a flashlight and can see the evader only along the illuminated line segment 
it emits. The pursuer (a.k.a. 1-searcher) wins if she illuminates the evader with her flashlight or if both 
happen to occupy the same point of the polygon. Clearly, the pursuer should, at all times, be located 
on the boundary of the polygon and use the flashlight as a moving boundary between the portion of 
the polygon that has been cleared (i.e., the evader is known not to hide there) and the contaminated 
'Reprinted from the International Journal of Computational Geometry and Applications, Volume 12. Numbers 1-2, 
Steven M. LaVaile, Borislav H. Simov and Giora Slutzki, An Algorithm for Searching a Polygonal Region with a Flashlight, 
Pages 87-113, Copyright 2002, with permission of World Scientific Publishing Co [29]. 
2 Earlier versions of this paper were presented at the 2000 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation 
[42] and at 16th ACM Annual Symposium on Computational Geometry [28]. 
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portion of the polygon (i.e., the part in which the evader might be hiding). If there is a movement 
strategy of the pursuer whereby she wins regardless of the strategy employed by the evader, we say that 
the polygon is searchable with one flashlight, or 1-searchable. 
The problem above was introduced by Suzuki and Yamashita [49], who were interested in the 
existence and complexity of an algorithm which, given a simple polygon P with n edges, decides 
whether P is 1-searchable and if so, outputs a search schedule. Although the problem has been open 
for a while, no complete characterizations or efficient algorithms were developed. Naturally, several, 
restricted variants were considered. Independently of [49], Icking and Klein [21] defined the two-guard 
walkability problem, which is a search problem for two guards whose starting and goal position are given, 
and who move on the boundary of a polygon so that they are always mutually visible. Icking and Klein 
gave an 0(n log n) solution, which later was improved by Heffernan [17] to the optimal 0(n). Tseng 
et al [52] extended the two-guard walkability problem by dropping the requirement that the starting 
and goal positions are given. They presented an 0(n logn) algorithm which decides whether a polygon 
can be searched by two guards, and a 0(n2) algorithm which outputs all the possible starting and goal 
positions which allow searchability by two guards. Recently, Lee et al [30] defined 1-searchability for a 
room (i.e., a polygon with one door — a point which has to remain clear at all times) and presented 
an O(nlogn) decision algorithm and a method to construct a solution in time 0(n2). In this paper 
we solve the original problem defined in [49], and we show that it is a nontrivial generalization of the 
variants of 1-searchability defined in [21] and [30]. 
Originally, the problem of 1-searchability of a polygon was introduced in [49] together with a more 
general problem in which the pursuer (a.k.a. Ar-searcher) has k flashlights; when k is not bounded this 
corresponds to a 360° vision. For results concerning 360° vision refer to [49, 10, 15, 31] for search in 
polygons and to [25] for curved planar environments. 
Our model is motivated in part by the need in mobile robotics systems to develop simple sensing 
mechanisms and to minimize localization requirements (knowing the precise location of the robot). 
The "flashlight" could be implemented by a camera and vision system that uses feature detection to 
recognize a target. Alternatively, a single laser beam could be used to detect unidentified changes in 
distance measurements. Many localization difficulties are avoided since the robot is required to follow 
the boundary of the environment. Sensors could even be mounted along tracks that are fastened to the 
walls of a building, as opposed to employing a general-purpose mobile robot. Although it is obviously 
restrictive to consider only environments that can be cleared by a single pursuer, the problem considered 
in this paper is rather challenging. In addition, it may be possible to extend some of the ideas in the 
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algorithm for a single 1-searcher to allow the coordination of multiple pursuers, eventually broadening 
the scope of applications. 
Although the algorithm presented in Section 4 is not complicated conceptually, a rigorous correctness 
proof requires rather delicate geometric considerations which are presented thoroughly in Sections 2 and 
3. The concepts from these sections also provide a general framework in which other pursuit-evasion 
problems could be studied. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the notation and provides ob­
servations which reduce pursuit-evasion by a 1-searcher to a search problem on a torus. In Section 2.3.1 
we define critical points on the boundary which are essential for determining the solution schedule of 
the 1-searcher. In Section 2.3.2 we use these points to reduce the search as presented in Section 2.2 to 
a search in a finite maze. In Section 2.4 we present an 0(m2 + mlogn 4- n) algorithm which, given 
a polygon with n edges and m concave regions, decides whether the polygon is searchable and if so, 
constructs a schedule for the 1-searcher. Section 2.5 discusses an implementation of the algorithm, 
and also the relationship between our result and the results in [21, 17, 52], [12] and [30]. Section 2.6 
concludes the paper with a summary and directions for future research. 
2.2 Notation and Preliminaries 
2.2.1 Visibility and configurations 
Let P be a simple polygon. (From now on, a polygon is always assumed to be simple.) We denote 
the boundary of P by dP. We assume that dP Ç P and that dP is oriented in the clockwise (also 
called positive) direction. For any two points o, c € dP, we write (a, c) to denote the open interval of 
all points 6 € dP such that when starting after a in positive direction along dP, b is reached before c. 
We also use the notation [o,c], [o,c) and (a,c] for the closed and half-closed intervals on dP. 
Let po.pt,..., Pn—i denote the vertices on P ordered in the positive direction. The edges of dP are 
eo,ei,...,en_t, where edge e, has endpoints pi and pt+i, where i 6 Z„ (i.e., the indices are computed 
modulo n; e.g., po = p„). 
We use the standard definition of visibility. For points c, d 6 dP we say that d is visible from c, if 
every interior point of the line segment cd lies in P—dP. Obviously, if one point is visible from another, 
then the two are mutually visible. Note that no two points on the same edge of P are mutually visible. 
Consider a simple example of how the pursuer can clear the polygon in Figure 2.1(a). Initially, she 
is at point 0 with the flashlight pointing at 0. To start the search she moves from point 0 to point 14, 
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while at the same time3 she rotates the flashlight from point 0 to point 1. Next, the pursuer, while 
staying at 14, rotates the flashlight from point 1 clockwise to point 5. Then she moves from point 14 
to point 13 constantly illuminating point 5. Following that, she rotates the flashlight from point 5 to 
point 7, and then moves from point 13 to point 10. After a final rotation of the flashlight from point 
7 to point 8, the pursuer is at point 10 illuminating point 8. The search is completed when she moves 
from 10 to 9 and simultaneously rotates3 the endpoint of the flashlight from 8 to 9. 
The following observations are immediate. Because of his unbounded speed, we can assume that 
the evader moves only along the boundary. As we mentioned above, the pursuer also moves along dP 
and uses the flashlight to separate the clear and contaminated portions of the polygon. Furthermore, 
without loss of generality, we will assume in the rest of the paper that the clear portion of the polygon 
is always to the left of the pursuer as she looks in the direction of the beam of light emitted by her 
flashlight. We call this assumption the left Invariant. Thus, a single pair of points is sufficient to 
record the current status of the pursuit as seen by the pursuer. We define a configuration to be a pair 
(p, q) of points p, q € dP, and the space of all configurations .Y to be: 
.Y = dP x dP = {(p ,q) I P,q € dP} .  
Let Xa C X denote the set of all diagonal configurations (p, q) such that p and q lie on the same 
edge of dP. We denote the set of all feasible configurations, .Y* Ç _Y, consisting of pairs (p,g) of 
mutually visible points, i.e., such that q is visible from p. Intuitively, for (p,q) € -Y„, p represents the 
position of the pursuer, while q represents the point illuminated by the flashlight. If the left invariance 
assumption holds for configuration (p,g>, then all points between p and q (along dP) are clear and all 
the points between q and p are contaminated. Finally, let the set of all non-feasible configurations, 
-Yn = X — JYj — Xv, consist of all pairs (p, q) of points which do not lie on the same edge and are not 
mutually visible. Thus a non-feasible configuration represents a situation, that cannot arise because of 
the geometry of P. 
Definition 2.1. The visibility obstruction diagram(VOD) for a polygon P is defined as the 3-
partition of X, (Xd-X„,Xn), where Xd, Xv and Xn are defined as above. 
Figure 2.1 provides an example of a simple polygon and the VOD corresponding to it. The black 
squares along the diagonal of Figure 2.1(b) represent Xd, the shaded area represents .Y„, and the white 
3Note that the beginning and the end of the search are the only times when the pursuer has to simultaneously move 
herself and rotate the flashlight. 
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Figure 2.1 (a) a simple polygon (b) corresponding visibility obstruction dia­
gram 
area represents X„. 
2.2.2 Linking the snapshots together 
In the previous section we have shown how a single snapshot of the pursuit in polygon P can be 
represented as a feasible configuration in X„ Ç X, where X is the VOD corresponding to P. Next we arc 
interested in a way to encode an entire strategy of the pursuer. Without loss of generality we can assume 
that the pursuer starts at time t = 0 and finishes at time t = 1. For each t, 0 < t < 1, let T{t) € X„ 
denote  the feasible  configurat ion that  the pursuer  is  in  a t  t ime t .  That  is ,  le t  T{t)  = (Ti( t ) ,T2{t)) ,  
where Ti(t) € dP denotes the position of the pursuer and To(t) € dP denotes the point on the boundary 
illuminated by the flashlight at time t. We are interested in I\(i), To(t) and T(t) as functions of the 
time t, because we would like to represent a pursuer strategy (i.e., continuous motion of the pursuer and 
rotation of the flashlight) as a path in Xe. Clearly, every strategy of the pursuer can be mapped via T 
into a path in X„. On the other hand, does every path in Xv have a corresponding pursuer strategy? 
The answer is "no". If T(t) corresponds to a pursuer strategy, then it does not contain: 
1. a vertical jump: this would imply discontinuity in 7\(t), which is impossible since the pursuer 
must  move cont inuously a long the boundary.  Therefore ,  i f  there  are  any discont inui t ies  in  T(t) ,  
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they have to be horizontal jumps. 
2. a horizontal jump over points in X„: this would imply that a pursuer who is stationary at 
point p € dP and is rotating her flashlight from point 91 to point 92 does not illuminate some 
point between qi and %. But this is impossible, since all points between q\ and q* are visible 
from p, and every visible point must be illuminated. Therefore, if there are any horizontal jumps 
in T(t), they have to be over X — X„ = Xd U X„. 
3. a horizontal jump over Xd'. this would correspond to the pursuer pointing the flashlight outside 
the polygon, which is impossible. Therefore, horizontal jumps in T(t) are only possible over X„. 
4. a left-to-right horizontal jump over configurations in X„: this would correspond to a 
stationary pursuer who tries to rotate the flashlight clockwise across an invisible interval — this 
will invalidate the left invariant. For example, in Figure 2.1(a), if the pursuer is at point 14 and 
rotates the flashlight from point 5 to point 12 (over the invisible points between 6 and 11), this 
will cause the whole polygon to be contaminated again, thus losing all the work to this point. 
This invalid move is shown as the left-to-right dotted arrow in Figure 2.1(b). 
Finally, by combining (l)-(4) we conclude that if there is any discontinuity in T(t) ,  it can be only 
in the form of a horizontal jump from right to left over X„. This corresponds to a stationary pursuer, 
who rotates the flashlight counterclockwise across an interval of invisible points. For example, in 
Figure 2.1(a), if the pursuer is at point 13 and rotates her flashlight from point 5 to point 2 (over the 
interval of invisible points between 3 and 4), the move is represented in Figure 2.1(b) as the right-to-left 
dotted arrow in X. We call this a recontamination move since in the example originally the points 
on the boundary between 13 and 5 are clear, while after the move only the points between 13 and 2 
remain clear, i.e. the interval between the points 2 and 5 is contaminated again. 
Note that, technically, recontamination happens every time when the pursuer rotates the flashlight 
in counterclockwise direction. However, since counterclockwise rotation over visible points is reversible 
(i.e., a subsequent clockwise rotation of the flashlight to the original position preserves the left invariant), 
we consider it as a trivial form of recontamination and reserve the term decontamination" for the 
irreversible counterclockwise rotation of the flashlight over an interval of non-visible points. 
Definition 2.2. Let T(t) = ÇTi{t)tT^(jt)) 6 X„, 0 < t < 1, be a piecewise continuous path in X„ which 
has exactly k discontinuities (k > 0) at times *1,(3 ,*&, such that every discontinuity represents a 
horizontal jump from right to left over X„; see the dotted horizontal segment labeled J in Figure 2.1(b). 
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Let for some nonreflex vertex p 6 dP, T(0) = (p,p) = limf_»0+r(i) be the beginning of the path, 
such that T(t) approaches T(0) from above and from the right. (This means that the path starts from 
a conf igurat ion in  which almost  the ent ire  boundary is  contaminated.)  We cal l  such a  path T( t )  a  
legal  path.  Abo,  i f  T( t )  is  a  legal  path in  which for  some nonref lex  vertex q  € dP,  T(l)  =  (q ,q)  = 
T(t) is the end of the path, such that T{t) approaches 7*(1) from below and from the left (this 
means that the path ends in a configuration in which almost the entire boundary is clear), we say that 
T(t) is a winning legal path or simply a winning path. 
For example, the winning path representing the solution described in Figure 2.1(a) is plotted as the 
rectilinear path of solid arrows in Figure 2.1(b) starting from the letter 'S' (representing 7X0)) in the 
lower right corner, wrapping around4 and ending at the letter 'F* (representing T(l)). 
From the discussion above it is clear that there is a one-to-one correspondence between (winning) 
pursuer strategies and (winning) legal paths. This implies the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.3. Let P be a polygon with a VOD X. P is 1-searchable if and only if there exists a 
winning path in X. 
Note that 7\(t) and Tn(t)  are treated differently. Since the pursuer moves continuously on the 
boundary, then 7\(t) is also continuous. On the other hand, since the endpoint of the flashlight can 
jump over invisible intervals of dP, I%(0 is piecewise continuous: we allow Ta(t) to make horizontal 
jumps from right to left over X„. This is the main difference between the problem of clearing a polygon 
with a single 1-searcher as compared to the problem of clearing a polygon with two guards [21]. The 
two-guards problem can also be represented as a search in the VOD, with the only difference that %%(() 
and therefore T{t) have to be continuous, i.e., the recontamination move is disallowed. 
If for a polygon P there exists a winning path without a recontamination move, we say that P can 
be cleared without recontamination On the other hand, if all of the legal winning paths for P 
contain a recontamination move, we say that clearing P requires recontamination. (For a more 
detailed example of a polygon, which requires recontamination, see Figure 2.12, discussed in detail in 
Section 2.5.) 
2.2.3 Compact encoding of a solution 
In the previous section we showed that in order to check whether a polygon is 1-searchable, it 
suffices to verify whether there exists a winning path in its VOD. However, if in addition we want our 
4 The circularity of OP implies that there is a vertical and horizontal wraparound along each of the axes, making X 
into a torus. 
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algorithm to describe the winning path (i.e.T output a winning strategy of the pursuer) we have to take 
into account several considerations. If a polygon is 1-searchable, then the number of existing winning 
paths is infinite. They may vary by shape or length, so, intuitively, we would like to output a relatively 
simple (shorter, smoother, with less detours) path T(t). Even in this case, it is clear that we cannot 
expect the algorithm to print all the configurations T(t) in the time interval t € [0,1]. This implies that 
instead, we have to print a finite sequence 
T(t 0  = o),r(tl),r(t2),...r(*t_l),r(tfc = i) , 
which conforms to the following two requirements: 
e the length of the sequence, k, is as small as possible, (ideally, k is bounded by a polynomial in n, 
since we are looking for an algorithm which runs in polynomial time) 
• each move from configuration T(t j )  to configuration T(t i + l ) ,  0 < i  < k belongs to a finite set 
of "elementary moves": these moves should be easy to describe and also easy to perform in a 
real-world implementation. 
Note that the two requirements are conflicting so next we present a reasonable tradeoff between 
them, by carefully defining the set of "elementary moves". 
2.2.3.1 The naive approach: rectilinear paths in X„ 
The most straightforward, yet flawed, approach to choosing a set of elementary moves is to assume 
that during any elementary move either the pursuer or the illumination point is stationary. Thus the 
motions of the pursuer and the rotations of the flashlight can be represented by an alternating sequence 
of vertical or horizontal directed segments in X as follows: 
1. Flashlight rotation in clockwise direction over visible points and stationary pursuer corresponds 
to a horizontal segment in X„ directed from left to right. In Figure 2.1, the rotation from point 
1 to point 5 in the beginning of the solution is represented by the first (horizontal) arrow in the 
path. 
2. Flashlight rotation in counterclockwise direction over visible points and stationary pursuer corre­
sponds to a horizontal segment in X„ directed from right to left. 
3. Motion in counterclockwise direction of the pursuer with the flashlight illuminating the same point 
corresponds to a vertical segment in X„ directed up. In Figure 2.1, the move of the pursuer from 
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point 14 to point 13 while illuminating point 5 is represented by the second (vertical) arrow in 
the path. 
4. Motion in clockwise direction of the pursuer with the flashlight illuminating the same point cor­
responds to a vertical segment in X„ directed down. 
5. Recontamination move. 
One advantage of choosing the five moves above as elementary ones is that they are simple and easy 
to describe. However, the examples in Figure 2.2 suggest, that there is a serious drawback if we use 
only rectilinear moves to describe a winning strategy for the pursuer even in a relatively simple polygon. 
Detailed explanation follows. 
(a) 
Figure 2.2 The size of a rectilinear legal path is not bounded by n 
Consider first the polygon in Figure 2.2(a). It can be searched, for example by the following recti­
linear winning path: 
(0,0), (15,1>, (15,3), (13,3), (13,#, (?,#, (%a), (10,a), (10,4), (8,4), (8,6), (7,7) 
While this is not the only rectilinear winning path, an important property of the polygon is that in order 
to get from configuration (13,3) to configuration (10,4), we need to introduce intermediate stopping 
points a, 0 and 7 .  
Let us now change slightly the shape of the polygon. We move vertices 13 and 10 horizontally 
towards each other, leaving the rest of the vertices intact, see Figure 2.2(b). The original position of 
the edges [10,11] and [12,13] is shown as a dashed line. How does a rectilinear winning path for the 
new polygon look like? It will have at least 9 intermediate stopping points: 
(0,0),(15,1>, (15,3), (13,3), (13, e), (i,e),(«,d>, (A,d>, (A,c), 
(g,c), (g, 6), (/,6), (/,o), (10,o), (10,4), (8,4), (8,6),(7,7> 
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Note that the polygons in Figure 2.2(a) and (b) are very similar. In particular, they have the same 
number of edges, n, and furthermore, the visibility relation between edges and vertices is the same in 
the two polygons. So at least intuitively, the length of the minimal rectilinear winning paths should be 
the same. However, as we have shown, the second polygon requires a longer rectilinear winning path. 
Since we can use a similar construction to build a polygon in which the vertices 10 and 13 are arbitrarily 
close, it follows that we can increase the length of its rectilinear winning path to infinity. Thus the 
length of the path and hence the time to describe a solution, does not depend on the number of edges 
n, therefore the proposed set of elementary moves is unsuitable for a compact encoding of a solution. 
2.2.3.2 Encoding a solution with 0(n 2 )  moves 
Since several other papers dealing with 1-searchability [49, 30] had to formally describe a strategy 
of the pursuer, a valid question at this point is, how did they encode a solution? While a detailed 
definition can be found in [49, 30], we can summarize the approach, which we call conservative, as 
follows. The set of instructions contains the recontamination move, as well as, four other instructions, 
which allow simultaneous moves of the pursuer and rotations of the flashlight as long as those do not 
cross a vertex of dP. It is not hard to show that this approach limits the maximal length of a solution 
to 0(n2), therefore the time for an algorithm which has to print a solution is fi(n2). 
There is a minor drawback to using the conservative set of instructions to describe a solution. 
Consider the following example from Figure 2.2(a). Suppose that the pursuer is at point 15 and is 
illuminating point 1. If the pursuer starts to rotate the flashlight in clockwise direction until it illumi­
nates point 3, this intuitively represents a single move: (15,1) -» (15.3). However, in the conservative 
approach, we have to break the rotation of the flashlight at every vertex that we illuminate, thus in this 
case, the rotation will be described as: (15,1) —> (15,2) -> (15,3). An extreme example would be the 
case of a regular n-sided polygon in which every pair of points is visible. Clearly, this is the simplest 
possible instance of the problem and can be cleared with a single rotation of the flashlight. On the 
other hand, if we use the conservative instructions, the single rotation has to be broken into a series of 
n instructions, one for each vertex that is illuminated by the flashlight. 
Intuitively, it is not necessary to break up the moves of the pursuer or the rotations of the flashlight 
just because they cross a vertex. In the next section we present a set of elementary instructions which 
combines the advantages of the previous two approaches and allows us to encode every solution with 
0(m) instructions, where m, the number of concave regions in the polygon is defined in Section 2.3.1. 
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2.2.3.3 Atomic moves 
In this section we define the five atomic moves, which will be the basic building blocks for any legal 
path. One of the five moves is the recontamination move. The other four moves resemble the four 
conservative moves from the previous section: the pursuer is moving and simultaneously is rotating the 
flashlight. We call these moves northeast (NE), northwest (NW), southeast (SE) and southwest (SW) 
because these are the directions of the respective paths in the corresponding configuration space X (the 
VOD off). 
Definition 2.4. Let Pi,P2,Çi»92 € dP be in clockwise order on the boundary, such that, d = (p2,qi), 
c" = (pi,9z) € X.. Let also Q Ç X — Xd be the rectangle with lower left corner d and upper right 
corner c".  We say that  there is  an atomic NE move from d to  d'  i f :  
( i )  Q Ç X„, i.c., every configuration in Q is feasible, or 
(it) for every feasible configuration c 6 Q H X„, there is an atomic NE move from d to c and an 
atomic NE from c to d'. 
Case (i) can be illustrated by the following example, see Figure 2.2(a). The move from configuration 
(14,3) to configuration (13,0) is a northeast one. To show this, we let p\ — 13, pz = 14, qi = 3 and 
92 = 0. Clearly, every point in [91,92] is visible from every point in \pi,pi\. Thus the rectangle Q, 
as defined above, contains only feasible configurations and the case (i) holds. A move from (15,1) to 
(13,0) is an example for an atomic NE move, illustrating case (ii). The atomic SW, atomic SE and 
atomic NW moves are defined similarly. 
An immediate observation is that each of the five rectilinear elementary moves defined in Sec­
tion 2.2.3.1 is also an atomic one. Furthermore, if we now use the atomic moves, a solution (i.e., 
winning path) for the polygon in Figure 2.2(a) can be represented as: 
(0,0) —• (15,1) ^5 (13,$) ^ (10, q) ^ (8,6) —• (7,7), 
where NE and NW stand for the atomic northeast and northwest moves. An important observation is 
that Figure 2.2(b) has almost identical solution: 
(0,0) —f (15,1) ^5 (13, e) ^ (10, o) ^5 (8,6) —* (7,7). 
This illustrates the clear advantage of the set of atomic instructions compared to the rectilinear ones 
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defined in Section 2.2.3.1. 
Also, a solution for the case of a n-sided regular polygon can be described with a single northeastern 
move, which is an advantage as compared with the conservative moves from Section 2.2.3.2. 
2.3 Shelters and Skeleton of the Search Space 
In Section 2.3.1 we use simple geometric conditions to introduce "critical points", which provide the 
basis for determining the alternating order of the moves of the pursuer and the rotations of the flashlight. 
In Section 2.3.2 we use the critical points to construct a more compact, "skeleton" representation of 
the VOD. 
2.3.1 Critical points 
Vertex pj € dP is a reflex vertex if the angle formed by incident edges ej_t and e,, in the interior 
of P, is greater that 180° (i.e., points p<_i, pi, and Pi+i, form a left turn). Otherwise, p* is a non-reflex 
vertex. A maximal subinterval of dP of the form C = (p«, Pj+1 ), where all the vertices Pi+i,..., Pj are 
reflex vertices, forms a concave region. Obviously, two concave regions cannot overlap and must be 
separated by non-concave regions (each of which contains at least one non-reflex vertex). For example, 
Figure 2.1(a) shows two concave regions labeled A and B. 
x 
j 
Q 
ej 1 »b, k 
P 
Figure 2.3 An illustration of critical points 
Inasmuch as the concave regions of P represent the obstructions to visibility, their extreme edges 
represent the best hiding places for the evader (in view of his unbounded speed). Consider the fc-th 
concave region Ct = (pi,pj+i) of P, see Figure 2.3. Define shelters of Ct to be the two points at and 
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6fc, the midpoints of the edges e, and ej ,  respectively. Shoot a ray [7, 18] starting at point a* through 
Pi+i and let x be the point of dP where the ray leaves P for the first time. Define the threshold of 
at, denoted by a'k, to be the point in atx fl dP which is farthest away from at in positive direction 
along the boundary. Similarly, shoot a ray starting at point through pj and let y be the point 
of dP where the ray leaves P for the first time. Define the threshold of bfk, to be the point in 
buy n dP which is farthest from bk in negative direction along the boundary. Given the points a* and 
a'k define %(o&) = (a&,a^] C dP. Note that a& is not visible from any point in %(a&). Thus, intuitively, 
whenever the pursuer stays in 7i{at), the evader can hide at a* and is guaranteed not to be detected 
by the pursuer .  Similar ly ,  we def ine %(6&) =  [6*,6fc)  C dP.  
We have defined, for each concave region C& of P, four types of important points: two shelters, 
and 6*, and two corresponding thresholds, a'k and 6*. These are collectively called the critical points 
of Ct and the sets of all such points, for the various concave regions of P, are denoted, according to 
types, by A, B, A', and B' respectively: 
A — {°0i ,®m—I} » A — {ûQ,...,Om— 
B — {6o, - - -, 6m—I }i B' = {%, } -
Note that in general A' and B' can be multisets. 
Lemma 2.5. Let P be a polygon with n edges and m concave regions. The critical points of P and 
their order along dP can be found in time 0(n + m logn). 
Proof: The points in A and B can be found in time 0(n). To find the points in A' and B' we can 
use the ray-shooting algorithms of Chazelle et al [7]. After a preprocessing time of 0(n), we can find 
each threshold by a single ray-shooting query in time O(logn). Thus we perform 2m queries for a total 
time 0(n + m log n). • 
2.3.2 Skeleton of Xn 
One of the main ideas of our algorithm is that instead of trying to determine (and use) the exact 
shape of .Y„, we will use the information obtained from the critical points to build an "equivalent" 
search space that is computationally much more convenient. This leads to a skeletal representation of 
the set of infeasible configurations, X„, in the VOD of the polygon P, and will allow us to construct 
a solution in time 0(m2 + m logn 4- n), where m is the number of concave regions of P. A detailed 
description of the new search space follows. 
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For any shelter a< € A define the horizontal wall a* and vertical wall a? to be segments in -Y„: 
ai = {(°«.Ç> I 9 € H(oi)}, a? = {(p,a<) | p € Ufa)} . 
Similarly, each shelter bi € B induces the horizontal and vertical walls and /?" respectively: 
Pi = {(M> I q 6 nbi)},  f t  = «p,6i> I p 6 H(bi)} .  
For instance, in Figure 2.5(a) the vertical segment between (oo,oq) and (oô,ao) represents the 
vertical wall ag. Also the horizontal segment with wraparound between (&t,6i) and (bi,b\) represents 
the horizontal wall 3i- Note that all walls are subsets of Xn. 
Definition 2.6. For a polygon P define the skeleton S C -Y„ to be 
S = V U Ak U U A" U 3" , 
where: 
• D = {(p,p) | p € dP) is the diagonal wall, or simply the diagonal, 
• Ah = ur="0l ak> = UETo1 &k> are the two sets of horizontal walls, 
• A" = U£Tol a£, "B" = UtLV &k> are two aets °f vertical walla. 
Let a* (respectively, af) be a horizontal (respectively, vertical) wall. The tip of the wall a* 
(respectively, a") is the configuration (oi,o<) (respectively, (o^.oi)). The tips of the walls 0* and (if are 
defined similarly. Note that a tip need not belong to -Y„. However, as the next lemma shows, for every 
tip T (of a horizontal or vertical wall) there is a feasible neighborhood Q C -Y„ such that r belongs to 
the (topological) closure of Q. For example, in the lower left corner of Figure 2.5(a) the black circle 
represets configuration (oq.oo) which is the tip of the vertical wall ag. The dotted rectangle represents 
a neighborhood Q lying in .Yv. 
Lemma 2.7. Let (a'k,at) be the tip of a£. There exists a rectangle Q with left upper corner {ak,ui) 
and lower right corner (v,uz), where € (tii,u2) and a'k € (at, v), sttcA tftat tAc interior of Q lies 
entirely in Xv. A similar statement holds for the tips of the other three types of walls. 
Proof: The proof follows directly from the definitions of the critical points and a'k. Let at lie 
on the edge e, = pïpï+T of dP; refer to Figure 2.3 in Section 2.3.1. Let t*i = p{ and uj = p,-+i- Also, 
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let v € (a^.Ofc) be sufficiently close to a'k, such that the entire edge e« is visible from every point in the 
interval (a^,v]. Clearly, the interior of Q lies in 
The next lemma establishes that all horizontal and vertical walls in the skeleton S touch the diagonal. 
Lemma 2.8. Let v\vz be a horizontal (respectively, vertical) segment, such that U[,uo € Xtt and «Tfy?n 
V = 0. If vïvz H -Y„ jt 0, then vTv? H (A" U 3") ^ 0 (respectively, ûïû? A (Ah U ®h) # 0/ 
Proof: The two cases being similar, we assume the hypotheses for a horizontal segment vTUZ, where 
«1 = (p,qi>, t/2 = (p,fl2>, see Figure 2.4(a). By assumptions, there exists a point s E (91,92), such that 
u = (p,s) E -Y„. Then there exist configurations ut = (p,»i) and u? = (p,s2), such that ïïïûô is the 
maximal horizontal subsegment of t/fû? which contains u and whose interior lies in .Y„. Since none of 
the points in («i, so) are visible from p, there must exist a concave region Ct which obstructs the view 
from p. Moreover, exactly one of the points s 1 and so lies on Ct and is visible from p, while the other 
point is not visible from p and does not lie on Ct, see Figure 2.4 (b,c). We consider both cases: 
• If s2 6 Ct and (p,si) G -Y„, then s = at 6 (si,s2) and p G %(at), see Figure 2.4(b). Thus 
U1U2 nx" ^  0. 
• If si 6 Ct and (p,si) 6 -Y,, then s = 6t € (st,so) and p G 7<(&t), see Figure 2.4(c). Thus 
STuinB" 0. 
It follows that uiuo n (A" u S") / 0, and since utu2 C tJïûô, this completes the proof of the lemma. • 
Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.8 illustrate the intuition behind the term "skeleton": all horizontal and 
vertical walls in S span from the diagonal to a horizontal or vertical extrema (tips) of Xn. Thus, in a 
sense, these walls form a supporting frame for Xn. For example, Figure 2.5(a), shows the VOD together 
with the skeleton S for the polygon in Figure 2.1. 
P 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.4 Illustration for the proof of Lemma 2.8 
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Figure 2.5 Skeleton (a) and square grid (b) of the polygon from Figure 2.1 
Next we show that if we relax somewhat the restrictions that the regions Xn and -Y,< impose on legal 
paths, we can build a discrete representation of X, which, as we shall see, will allow us to find a solution 
in time 0(m2 + m logn + n). The idea is to replace the regions Xn and Xj by the skeleton S. The 
new search space is called skeletal obstruction diagram (SOD) and is illustrated in Figure 2.5(b). 
It represents the skeleton S of the same polygon, drawn over the square grid formed by plotting the 
critical points along the axes. Note that the lines which form the grid are added for reference only and 
are not part of the skeleton. The thick grey and black lines in the figure correspond to the vertical and 
horizontal walls of S. For convenience we assume that the configuration (oq, oq) is in the upper left 
corner of the grid. This results in a slight shift along the diagonal of the SOD (Figure 2.5(b)) relative 
to the VOD (Figure 2.5(a)). 
Definition 2.9. A relaxed path in X is a continuous rectilinear path which does not cross the diagonal 
Dora horizontal wall and does not cross a vertical wall from left to right. A relaxed path which starts 
immediately above 2) and ends immediately below D is a winning relaxed path. 
Every legal path is also relaxed, thus every winning legal path is identical to a winning relaxed one. 
In the next section we show that a winning relaxed path can be transformed into a winning legal path. 
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2.3.3 Correspondence between winning legal paths and winning relaxed paths 
In general, Xv consists of a finite number of maximal connected regions. These are called conser­
vative regions, because any path within a region preserves the left invariant5. For example, there are 
three (two small and one large) conservative regions in Figure 2.5(a). 
1, % % 1, 
Figure 2.6 Horizontal separation of conservative regions in the proof of 
Lemma 2.10. 
The following lemma states that conservative regions which do not overlap horizontally are separated 
by horizontal walls. 
Lemma 2.10. Let R be a conservative region, and let the configuration (pi, $>) Ç X be a load minimum 
of the boundary of R. Let 91,94 6 dP be such that q% 6 (91,94), and such that c\ = (pi.qi) and 
Co = (pi,#*) are configurations in Xn that do not lie on the boundary of R, see Figure 2.6. Let Q be 
a sufficiently small rectangle (possibly a segment) with an upper edge cïcô, such that all interior points 
of Q lie in Xn. For any ps € dP and 93 € (91,94), if (ps,9s) 6 -Y„ — Q, then there is a horizontal 
wall which separates p\ and pz, i.e., there exists p> € (pi,pz) such that the horizontal segment between 
(P2,9i) and (#,,94) is a part of a horizontal wall. 
Proof: The proof relies on an observation of Guibas et al [15] that when the pursuer moves along the 
boundary, an interval of visible points appears/disappears exactly when a point on a bitangent line is 
crossed6. Note that in the lemma, the existence of a local minimum (pi.92) for the conservative region 
R means that when a pursuer is moving in the positive direction along the boundary, a visible interval 
neighboring point 92 disappears exactly when the pursuer crosses point p\. Therefore, pi must be a 
point where a bitangent intersects dP. Assume that the pursuer continues to move clockwise on the 
sThe conservative regions in our paper have a meaning dose to the conservative cells defined by Guibas et al [15]. 
®These are the "green segments" defined in [15]. 
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boundary past point p\• How soon can point 93 become visible? No point x € (91,94), including 93, is 
visible before the pursuer crosses another point p{ (shown in Figure 2.6) of the bitangent. Since there 
is a point pz 6 AU B (the set of all shelters) such that p> 6 (pi,p[) and (91,94) C %(#,), it follows that 
there is a corresponding horizontal wall which includes the segment between the configurations (p2,9i) 
and (p2,94>- • 
Since describing the exact shape of the conservative regions is rather complicated, we would like to 
enclose every region in a rectilinear boundary which will be easier to construct and explore. 
Definition 2.11. Given a configuration c € -Y—S, the set  of  all  configurations reachable from c without 
crossing the skeleton is  called a t i le (of  c) .  
Note that every conservative region of .Y is contained in some tile. If a tile does not contain a 
conservative region, it is an empty tile. Otherwise it is nonempty. 
Lemma 2.12. Every tile contains at most one conservative region. Thus, for a nonempty tile T. if 
CQ,CI 6 Xv n T, then there is a path between Co and ci entirely within Xv N T. 
Proof: The claim is trivial for an empty tile, so assume that T is nonempty. Let c<j,ci be two 
configurations in .Y„ f*l T. Since co.ci € T, there is a finite rectilinear path ir within T from Co to ci-
We will prove by induction on k, the number of segments in ir, that there is a rectilinear path from CQ 
to ct entirely within Xv n T, i.e., along feasible configurations. 
The basis of the induction includes two cases: k = I and k — 2. The case for k = I follows 
immediately from Lemma 2.8. The case for k = 2 follows from Lemma 2.10. Assume that the statement 
is true for all paths of length less than k, k >3. 
Consider a rectilinear path tt = (ct> = ttq,= ct) within T. The inductive step includes 
separate arguments for monotone7 and nonmonotone rectilinear paths. 
(a) Assume that the path t is monotone. Without loss of generality, assume that the segments 
3To)Ti, jrprj and SvjfJ are left-to-right, upward, and left-to-right, respectively, see Figure 2.7. (The 
rest of the cases are similar.) Let us start to translate the segment îrtîr2 horizontally from left to 
right to the segment where one of the following two events will occur: 
- Tri = tt3, see Figure 2.7(a). 
Then the path (CQ = ttq, = %%,..., T& = ci) consists of less than k segments so the 
induction hypothesis applies. 
7We define a "monotone rectilinear path" as a rectilinear path, whose projections on the horizontal and vertical axes 
are monotone. 
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Figure 2.7 Inductive hypothesis for a monotone path, Lemma 2.12 
- will cross the tip of a horizontal or vertical wall, see Figure 2.7(b). 
That is, there exists a point x  6 X„ fl Then we can apply the inductive hypothesis to 
the paths (co = ttq, ir[,x) and (z, ir!,, ffs, ...,?& = ci). 
We have shown that, if the path has k segments and is monotone, the statement holds. 
It. 
*«, 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.8 Inductive hypothesis for a nonmonotone path, Lemma 2.12 
(b) Next assume that the path ir is not monotone. This implies, that there exists t such that the 
segments jfjlTnT and are in opposite directions. 
Without loss of generality, assume that WïHîWî, îrïTfî+7 and ^7+7^7+2 are upward, left-to-right 
and downward, respectively, see Figure 2.8. (The rest of the cases are similar.) Let us start to 
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translate the segment KiXi+i downward to the segment JTjjrJ+1, where one of the following three 
events will occur: 
- 7r(+l = TTi+2, see Figure 2.8(a). 
Then the path (co = = 7r,>2,...,7rt = ci) has less than k segments so 
the induction hypothesis applies. 
- îtJ = 7Tj_i. 
Then the path (co = 7r0,..., jtJ+1, JT.+2»..., = ci) has less than t segments so 
the induction hypothesis applies. 
- jrjjrj+l will cross the tip of a vertical wall, see Figure 2.8(b). 
That is, there exists a point x € X„ CI 7R-7r(+l. Then we can apply the inductive hypothesis 
to the paths (CQ = iro,...,7RI_LT7R5,X) and (r,,%I+2,...,%& = ci). 
We have shown that, if the path has k segments and is not monotone, the statement holds. 
Combining (a) and (b) completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
Let To and T\ be two nonempty tiles, and let p,qo,qi be points in dP, such that qo € (p,gi) and the 
configurations do = (p,<7o) and di = (p,çi) are interior points in To and T\, respectively, see Figure 2.9. 
If the line segment dbdt crosses neither the diagonal nor any nonempty tiles other than To and T\, we 
say that To is a left neighbor of T\. The idea behind the relation "To is a left neighbor of T\" is to 
represent a useful recontamination move of the pursuer from T\ to To. Thus without loss of generality 
we can assume that To (respectively, T\) does not border the diagonal from above (respectively, from 
below). We can make this assumption because if there is recontamination to To and To borders the 
diagonal from above, then we can ignore all the previous moves, since To is reachable directly from the 
diagonal. Similarly, if there is recontamination from T\ and T\ borders the diagonal from below, then 
we can ignore the rest of the moves, since the diagonal is reachable directly from T\. 
The following lemma gives an important property of neighboring nonempty tiles. 
Lemma 2.13. If To and T\ are two nonempty tiles such that To is a left neighbor of T\, then the 
corresponding conservative regions, RQ and Ri, overlap horizontally, i.e., there exist cQ = (p.qo) E RQ 
and Ci = (p,qi) 6 Ri. Moreover, the segment cqci does not cross any conservative regions other than 
Ro and Ri.  
Proof: Note that if one of the two tiles Tt is unbounded (on the torus), then the corresponding 
conservative region R, is unbounded and it overlaps horizontally with the whole vertical axis; this 
Figure 2.9 Position of Ro, RI, TO, and T\ in the proof of Lemma 2.13. 
implies the claim. Therefore, it suffices to consider the case in which both tiles are bounded from above 
and below by horizontal walls. Let LO = Co.-) (respectively, L\ — (fi, -)) be the lowest (respectively, 
highest) horizontal wall which borders To (respectively, T\). Similarly, let mo = (mô,mô') (respectively, 
mi — (m[, m")) be a global minimum (respectively, maximum) on the boundary of the conservative 
region flo (respectively, RI), see Figure 2.9. 
Since To is a left neighbor of T\, there exists a horizontal segment dod\, di 6 T,, which crosses To, 
T\ and possibly some empty tiles in between. Without loss of generality, assume that do</t lies between 
the walls LI and LQ. (The case in which DODI lies between the walls £0 and LI is similar, we just 
have to redefine the walls LO and L\ to be the highest and lowest horizontal walls of the corresponding 
regions.) If m'0 (h,lo) or m, £ (li,lo), we can apply Lemma 2.7 to show that there are nonempty 
tiles between To and T\. This would contradict the hypothesis that To and T\ are neighboring tiles. It 
follows that  MÔ.MÎ G {liJo).  
Finally, we argue that the conservative regions RQ and RI overlap horizontally. If they do not, then 
m'0 G We can apply Lemma 2.10 by choosing mo for the local minimum in the lemma, and 
any point in A7„ sufficiently close to mi for the configuration in .Y„; the lemma implies that there is 
another horizontal wall which crosses the rectangle with left upper corner mo and lower right corner 
mi. Thus a horizontal wall lies between the walls Li and Lo, so either Lo is not a bordering wall of To, 
or Li is not a bordering wall of T\. This gives a contradiction, implying that m'Q & It follows 
that Ro and Ri overlap horizontally, i.e., there exist c0 = (p.qo) G Ro and ct = (p,qi)  G Ri,  such that 
the horizontal segment c&cT does not cross any conservative regions other than Ro and Ri. 1 
Every relaxed path ir which starts and ends at a nonempty tile can be partitioned into a sequence 
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Figure 2.10 Inductive step in Proposition 2.14. 
of subpaths r0, pi, T\,...,pt, tu such that every subpath rj lies completely inside a nonempty tile and 
every subpath pi starts in the tile of tï_i, ends in the tile of rtT and crosses no other nonempty tiles. On 
the other hand, a legal path p can be partitioned into a concatenation of subpaths to,ri,*i,...,r&,f& 
where each is a legal path inside the same conservative region and r. is a horizontal path which starts 
from the conservative region of tj_i, ends in the conservative region of and does not cross other 
conservative regions. Intuitively, a path corresponds to a sequence of the four reversible atomic moves 
of the pursuer as defined in section 2.2.3.3. A horizontal segment n (always right-to-left) corresponds to 
a recontamination move: stationary pursuer, rotating the flashlight counterclockwise across an interval 
of invisible points. 
We will show that we can transform every relaxed path -r into a legal path p, by replacing every 
subpath Ti and pi with legal subpaths U and r,. A formal description follows. For convenience, we use 
s(it) and f(it) do denote the start and the end of a path it (same for path p). 
Proposition 2.14. Every relaxed path it = (r0,pi, n,...pk,Tk) with s(it),f(it) £ XB can be trans­
formed into a legal path p = (to.../>,£*), where rlr pir ti and n are defined as above and 
s(ir) = s(p) and f(it) = /(p). 
Proof: The proof is by induction on k, the number of times the path it switches between nonempty 
tiles. 
[Basis, k = 0]. If it = To, this implies that it starts and ends in the same conservative region and 
never leaves its original tile. From Lemma 2.12 it follows that there exists a path p = to. such that 
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s(p) = s(;r), f(p) = /(ir), and to lies entirely within X„. Thus p is a legal path. 
[Hypothesis, k < n]. Assume that the proposition is true for all Jk < n. 
[Inductive step, k = n]. Let jt = {r0,pi,Ti,.. .p„, rn) be as described in the proposition. We have to 
show that it can be transformed into a legal path p = (to,rItti,...rn,tn). Let To and 7\ be the first 
two nonempty tiles that it visits, i.e., TQ C T0 and rt C 7\. From Lemma 2.13 it follows that there exists 
a pair of configurations cq G -Y„ D To and ct G X„ D Ti such that ro = coci is a horizontal segment in X, 
see Figure 2.10. Also, by the assumption, we have s(r0) = s(ir) G r0n.Y„, and since Co G T0n.Y„, from 
Lemma 2.12 it follows that there exists a legal path to C To n -Y„ with s(t0) = S(T0) and /(to) = CQ. 
Finally, there is a path r[ C T\ such that S(T{) = ct and f(r[) = f(n) = s(P2). 
We apply the inductive hypothesis to the relaxed path r7 = (r{, pz,  T->, ... pn ,  R„) to get the legal path 
p' = (ti, r2, t2,... rn, t„). We concatenate (t0, r0) and p' into the legal path p = (t0.r0, tt.r2,t>,. ..rn.t„) 
thus proving the inductive step J 
We summarize the discussion of the section in the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.15. (i)  Every winning legal path is  a winning relaxed path,  ( i i)  Every winning relaxed path 
can be transformed into a winning legal path. 
Proof: Part (i) follows immediately from the definitions of legal and relaxed path. The proof of (ii) 
is based on Proposition 2.14 and the fact that for every nonempty tile T which borders the diagonal, 
the corresponding conservative region R also borders the diagonal J 
The theorem shows that clearing P is reducible to finding a relaxed path in its corresponding SOD. 
We take up the latter problem in the next section. 
2.4 Finding a Solution 
2.4.1 Finding a relaxed path in time 0(m2 + m log n + n) 
The grid in Figure 2.5(b) is useful to illustrate compactly the restrictions imposed by the skeleton. 
Intuitively, we can think about a winning relaxed path as a path in a maze with horizontal and (one­
way) vertical walls. For clarity of exposition we will present the search for a winning relaxed path in 
a directed graph Gp that represents (the restrictions on) the connectivity between neighboring squares 
of the grid. Let (ro,ri,...,r4m_l> be the sequence of all the critical points in A, A'. B. and B'. as 
defined in Section 2.3.1, such that r0 = ao and the elements of the sequence are ordered in the positive 
direction along dP. 
V(GP), the set of vertices of the graph, consists of: 
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(vl) non-diagonal vertices, one for each square away from the diagonal; e.g., the square labeled 
with A in Figure 2.5(b), 
(v2) starting vertices, one for each half-square (triangle) immediately above the diagonal; e.g., the 
half-square labeled with B in Figure 2.5(b), and 
(v3) goal vertices, one for each half-square (triangle) immediately below the diagonal; e.g., the half-
square labeled with C in Figure 2.5(b). 
We define E(Çp),  the edges in the graph, as the largest subset of V(Gp) x V(Qp) satisfying the 
following constraints: 
(el) there can be edges only between neighboring squares or half-squares of the grid, 
(e2) there is no edge across the diagonal, 
(e3) there is no edge across a horizontal wall, 
(e4) there is no edge from left to right across a vertical wall, and 
(e5) there is no edge from right to left across a vertical wall Q° (respectively, 3V)  if there are no 
horizontal walls crossing a" (respectively, 0V) between the edge and the tip of a" (respectively, 
2"). 
Rule (el) ensures that a path in the graph represents a continuous relaxed path. Rules (e2). (e3) 
and (e4) are required by the definition of a relaxed path. Finally, rule (e5) guarantees that a relaxed 
path avoids unnecessary recontamination. i.e., we disallow a recontamination move between two squares 
if there is a path between them which does not require recontamination. For example, there is no edge 
from the square labeled E to the square labeled D in Figure 2.5(b). 
Finding a winning relaxed path is equivalent to finding a path in the graph Gp from a starting to a 
goal vertex. Finding a path in Gp can be done by a breadth-first search and it takes time linear in the 
size of the graph. 
Theorem 2.16. There is an algorithm that, given a simple polygon P with n edges and m concave 
regions, decides whether P can be cleared by a I-searcher, and if so, outputs a winning relaxed path in 
time 0(n + m logn 4- m2). 
Proof: An outline of an algorithm which, given a simple polygon, finds a winning relaxed path 
if one exists, is presented in Figure 2.11. The correctness of the algorithm follows immediately from 
Theorem 2.15 and the definit ion of the graph Gp-
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FIND-RELAXED .PATH () 
1 Input a polygon as a sequence of points (po»Pi,---Pe-i)-
2 Determine the shelter points {a@,...a._i} and {bo,...b._i}. 
3 Use ray shooting to find the threshold points a^, for i € ZB. 
4 Sort the critical points into a sequence (ro,ri,....r4e-i>. 
5 Construct the graph Gv -
6 Using BPS on Gv find a path from a starting to a goal vertex. 
7 Output the path or a message if such a path does not exist. 
Figure 2.11 Outline of the algorithm for finding a winning relaxed path 
We have to show that the algorithm runs in time 0(n + m logn •+• m2). Steps (1) and (2) of the 
algorithm take time ©(n). To perform step (3) we apply from Lemma 2.5, which states that after a 
preprocessing of 6(n), we need to perform 2m ray shooting queries, each of which can be performed in 
time 0(log n), thus the total time for step (3) is 0(m log n + n). Step (4) takes time 0(m log m). Steps 
(5) and (6) can be completed in time 0(m2) since the graph has m2 vertices and the outdegree of each 
vertex is bounded by 4. 
Since the number of concave regions cannot exceed the number of edges in the polygon, the number 
of critical points is 4m, which is O(n). Thus the total running time is 0(n •+• m log n + m log m -+- m2) = 
0(n + m logn +- m2). Note that in the worst case, when m = 0(n), we have a 0(n2) algorithm, but 
when m = 0(y/n), we have a linear time algorithm. • 
2.4.2 Transforming a relaxed path into a legal path 
Note that the search in Gp will find a relaxed, but not necessarily legal, path. In time 0(m2  + 
m logn + n) we can transform a winning relaxed path r into a winning legal path containing 0(m2) 
atomic instructions. We do this by a procedure similar to a sequence of iterative applications of the 
induction step in Proposition 2.14. The procedure can be divided into two stages: 
• First we find the places where recontamination occurs in the relaxed path, i.e.. where r crosses 
a vertical wall from right to left. For each recontamination in r we have to identify a pair of 
configurations qj.ci € -Y„. representing the corresponding atomic recontamination move from co 
to ci, see Lemma 2.13. Such a pair can be found in time 0(n0 + nt + logn + m), where n0 and ni 
are the number of vertices in the respective concave regions associated with the recontamination 
move. In order to compute the total time for finding all the atomic recontamination moves, we 
note that there can be at most two recontamination moves across a given concave region (one per 
each hiding place in a concave region) and thus a total of at most O(m) recontamination moves. 
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Since each vertex of P is counted at most twice, the total time is 0(n) + 0{m) - 0(log n + m) = 
0(n + m logn + m2). 
• Once we have broken the relaxed path r into subpaths ,..., r*, which do not contain any 
recontamination moves, we have to transform each subpath r, into a sequence of the other four 
moves. We do this by partitioning each n into maximal monotone subpaths ,..., . Then 
each monotone subpath Tij can be divided into a sequence of the four atomic moves by iteratively 
finding the tip of a wall closest to a(r,j) (vertically or horizontally in the direction of /(r,j)). 
Every single step described above takes time linear in the number of segments of the corresponding 
subpath, so transforming all relaxed subpaths tï into sequences of atomic moves can be done in 
time 0(m2). 
Thus the total time for outputting a description of a winning path consisting of 0{mr) atomic instruc­
tions is 0(n + m logn + m2). Note that in the worst case, when m = 0(n) this is equivalent to 0(n2). 
However, in the cases in which m = o(n) (e.g., in the case of curved planar environments [25]), our 
algorithm is considerably faster than 0(n2). 
On the other hand, if we need a more detailed description of the sequence of vertices visited by the 
pursuer or illuminated by the flashlight, this can be done in time 0{n2) by computing in O(n) time the 
visibility polygon for all the vertices and critical points as identified by the algorithm. 
2.5 Implementation and Comparison with Previous Work 
The single-pursuer algorithm was implemented using GNU C++ and the Library of Efficient Data 
Types and Algorithms (LEDA), and experiments were performed on a Pentium III SOOXIhz PC running 
Linux. The algorithm was determined to be efficient enough for practical use in real environments. 
Figure 2.12 provides a sequence of snapshots for a solution. Note that the position of the pursuer on 
the boundary is designated with a small white circle. 
The polygon in Figure 2.12 is a simplified version of one from [49] and it is of interest beyond a mere 
illustration of the algorithm implementation. It represents a polygon which requires a recontamination 
in order to be searched successfully. The recontamination happens between frames (d) and (e): the 
endpoint of the flashlight jumps over an interval of dP. thus some of the area which was already cleared 
is contaminated again after the pursuer rotates her flashlight counterclockwise. 
It is important to note that a schedule for a 1-searcher which contains a recontamination move 
cannot be simulated by a corresponding search schedule with two guards [21, 17]. The reason is that 
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(e) (f) (g) (h) 
Figure 2.12 A polygon which requires recontamination (between frames (d) 
and (e)). 
the two guards cannot maintain visibility and stay on dP while attempting to simulate a jump of the 
flashlight. Therefore, there are polygons that can be cleared by a 1-searcher but cannot be cleared by 
two guards. Since every schedule for two guards is a schedule for a 1-searcher as well, it follows that 
the set of polygons that can be cleared by a 1-searcher is a strict superset of the polygons that can be 
cleared by two guards. Also, note that while the polygon in Figure 2.12 can be cleared by a chain of 
three guards using an algorithm by Efrat et al [12] (this is generalization of the two guards problem to 
a chain of k guards), this is not equivalent to finding a solution for a 1-searcher. 
Similarly, it is not hard to show that every point in the polygon in Figure 2.12 is contaminated at 
some time during any successful 1-searcher schedule. Thus there is no point d such that the room (P, d) 
can be cleared by a 1-searcher as described in the 0(n2) algorithm of Lee et al [30]. 
2.6 Conclusion 
In this paper we have presented an 0[m2  + m logn + n) algorithm which, given a simple polygon 
with n edges and m concave regions, decides whether the polygon can be cleared by a 1-searcher and 
if so, outputs a search schedule. The algorithm is a nontrivial generalization of the two-guard search 
algorithm and solves a (rather longstanding) problem left open in [49]. The most interesting extension 
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of the result in the current paper would be an algorithm which, given a polygon and an integer k, decides 
whether the polygon can be cleared by k 1-searchers, and ideally, returns a search schedule. Note that 
the problem does not impose any restrictions on the mutual visibility between the 1-searchers which, 
we showed in Section 2.5, allows clearing of a strictly greater set of polygons as compared to a chain of 
*4-1 guards. Finally, while the proposed problem for k 1-searchers is NP-hard for polygonal regions 
which contain holes [54], little is known about the complexity of the problem for simple polygons. 
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3 CLEARING A POLYGON WITH TWO 1-SEARCHERS 
A paper submitted to the International Journal of Computational Geometry and Applications 1 2 
Steven M. LaValle, Borislav H. Simov and Giora Slutzki 
Abstract 
VVe present an algorithm for a pair of pursuers, each with one flashlight, searching for an unpre­
dictable, moving target in a 2D environment (simple polygon). Given a polygon with n edges, the 
algorithm decides in time 0(n4) whether it can be cleared by the pursuers, and if so, constructs a 
search schedule. The pursuers are allowed to move on the boundary and in the interior of the polygon. 
They are not required to maintain mutual visibility throughout the pursuit. 
3.1 Introduction 
Consider the following scenario: in a (dark, doorless) polygonal region there are three moving objects 
(represented as points). Two of them, called the pursuers (also known as 1-searchers), have the task 
to End the third, called the evader. The evader can move arbitrarily fast, and his movements are 
unpredictable by the pursuers. Each pursuer is equipped with a flashlight and can see the evader only 
along the illuminated line segment emitted by the flashlight. The pursuers have perfect knowledge 
about each other s location. They plan their moves in cooperation and are not required to maintain 
mutual visibility at all times. The pursuers win if they illuminate the evader with a flashlight. If there 
is a movement strategy of the pursuers whereby they win regardless of the strategy employed by the 
evader, we say that the polygon can be cleared by two l-searchers. In this paper we present an algorithm 
which, given a polygon with n edges, and m concave regions decides in time 0(n~ + nm~ -+- m4) whether 
it can be cleared by the two 1-searchers, and if so, constructs a search schedule. 
1 Reprinted with permission of World Scientific Publishing Co. 
2 An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 2002 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation 
[431. 
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The scenario above is a typical problem in pursuit-evasion, a field of recent interest in both robotics 
and computational geometry. The basic task in pursuit-evasion is to compute motion strategies for 
one or more pursuers to guarantee that unpredictable evaders will be detected. A key difficulty which 
makes the problem more challenging than basic exploration is that the evaders can sneak back to places 
already explored. Efficient algorithms that compute these strategies can be embedded in a variety of 
robotics systems to locate other robots and people. They can aid mobile surveillance systems that 
detect intruders using sonars, lasers, or cameras. Mobile robots can be used by special forces in high-
risk military operations to systematically search a building in enemy territory before it is declared safe 
for entry. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.1.1 gives a brief overview and history of the 
visibility-based pursuit-evasion problem. We introduce the notation and provide some basic definitions 
in Section 3.1.2. Two formal models of the pursuit as a search in a continuous information space are 
presented in Section 3.1.3 and Section 3.2. A discrete representation of the pursuit as a search in a finite 
graph is presented in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4 we present an algorithm which, given a polygon with 
n edges and m concave regions, decides in 0(n2 + nm2 + m4) time whether the polygon can be cleared 
by two 1-searchers and if so, constructs a winning search schedule. We note that the representations 
in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.2 are given only as a conceptual framework and are not directly used by the 
algorithm in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 concludes the paper with a summary and directions for future 
research. 
3.1.1 Related work 
Pursuit-evasion in the plane was introduced by Suzuki and Yamashita [49). They considered a 
single pursuer looking for an evader inside a simple polygon. They defined different kinds of pursuers 
depending on the number of flashlights that the pursuer is equipped with, e.g„ a 1-searcher has one 
flashlight, a fc-searcher has k flashlights, and an oc-searcher has 360°-vision. This naturally defines a 
pursuit-evasion problem for each class of searchers. Independently of [49], Icking and Klein [21] defined 
the "two guard walkability problem", which is a search problem for two guards whose starting and goal 
position are given, and who move on the boundary of a polygon while maintaining mutual visibility. 
A solution to the two guards problem was provided in [21], followed by improvements in [17. 52]. 
While [49, 10, 30, 31, 27] presented polynomial solutions for deciding searchabilitv of special classes of 
polygons, the general case single pursuer problem was open for quite a while. 
Recently, the authors provided a 0(n3) solution for a single 1-searcher in a polygon [42], a result 
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which they later improved to 0(n + m logn + mr) [28]. Park et al [35] presented a polynomial solution 
for the case of a single 2-searcher and proved that adding more flashlights to a single pursuer does not 
increase the class of the polygons she can clear. Note that the set of polygons that can be cleared by 
a single 2-searcher is a proper subset of the set of polygons that can be cleared by two 1-searchers. 
Figure 3.4(a) presents an example of a polygon which can be cleared by two 1-searchers, yet cannot be 
cleared by a single 2-searcher. 
Guibas et al [15] extended the pursuit-evasion problem to one in which multiple pursuers collaborate 
in order to clear a polygonal region. They showed that determining the minimal number of pursuers 
needed to clear a polygonal region with holes allowed is an NP-hard problem. It is not known whether 
the same problem defined over simple polygons without holes is also NP-hard. 
Efrat et al [12] considered pursuit-evasion by a chain of k guards as a generalization of the search 
with two guards. Their pursuit is subject to the restriction that the first and the fc-th guards always 
move on the boundary while guard t, 1 < i < k moves in the interior of the polygon and maintains 
visibility with her neighbors, guards i — 1 and i + 1. Efrat et al [12] gave a polynomial algorithm for 
the k guards problem. Note that the pursuit with two 1-searchers is not a special case of the k guards 
pursuit since (i) the 1-searchers are not required to maintain visibility all the time, and (ii) for each 
1-searcher, the endpoint of the ray of light emitted by her flashlight does not have to move continuously 
along the boundary of the polygon. 
Suzuki et al [48] provided a polynomial-time solution for a version of the pursuit in which a single 
oo-searcher is restricted to the boundary of the polygonal region. Vidal et al [53] addressed a version 
of the pursuit-evasion problem that uses probabilistic models. 
3.1.2 Notation and preliminaries 
In the rest of the paper "pursuer" will be synonymous to a 1-searcher, unless otherwise specified. 
Also, all polygons are assumed to be simple. The boundary of a polygon P is denoted by dP and we 
assume that dP Ç P and that dP is oriented in the clockwise (also called positive) direction. For 
two distinct points o, c E dP. we write 9P(a, c) to denote the open interval of all points b 6 dP such 
that when starting after a in positive direction along dP. b is reached before c. We write a < b < c, 
if 6 € dP(a,c), and also use the notation dP[o,c], dP[a.c) and dP(o,c] for the closed and half-closed 
intervals on dP. 
Let P0,Pi,- -- ,Pn~i denote the vertices on P ordered in the positive direction. The edges of dP 
are eo, e%, ..., en_i, where edge e, has endpoints pi and p,+i, and the indices are computed modulo n. 
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e.g., pn = Po- Vertex Pi € dP is a reflex vertex if the angle formed by incident edges Ci_i and e,, in 
the interior of P, is greater that 180° (i.e., points p,_i, pi, and Pi+i, form a left turn). Otherwise, pi is 
a non-reflex vertex. 
We use a standard definition of visibility. For points c,d Ç. P we say that d is visible from c, if every 
interior point of the line segment cd lies in P — dP. Obviously, if one point is visible from another, then 
the two are mutually visible. Note that no two points on the same edge of P are mutually visible. 
(b) (a) 
Figure 3.1 The two kinds of gap edges: (a) left, (b) right. 
Let r 6 P, ql ,<r € dP be three colinear points, see Figure 3.1(a). We say that the pair {qx ,q*) 
forms a left gap edge relative to r if: 
• ql is visible from r, 
• no point in (ç1, g2] is visible from r, 
• every open interval which contains ç2 also contains a point visible from r. 
Note that we do not require that ql and q2 are mutually visible. 
Similarly, see Figure 3.1(b), the pair Or,?1) forms a right gap edge relative to r if: 
e q2 is visible from r, 
• no point in [g1,?2) is visible from r, 
• every open interval which contains ql also contains a point visible from r. 
Clearly, the order of r, ql and q2 is important in the definition of a gap edge. However, from now 
on we will be a bit more casual about the order, if it can be inferred from the context. 
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Consider g0, g1,g2,g3 € dP ordered in positive direction and p € P. Suppose that r, g1 and g2 form 
a (left or right) gap edge and g° and g3 are sufficiently close to g1 and g2 respectively, so that all the 
points in (g°,gl) U (g2,g3) are visible from r, see Figure 3.1, (a) or (b). Suppose a pursuer is located at 
r and her lightpoint (the point of the boundary illuminated by her flashlight) is at g°. If the pursuer 
rotates the flashlight clockwise, the lightpoint moves continuously over dP before it reaches g1. At 
that moment the lightpoint jumps from ql to g2. After g2 the lightpoint moves continuously to g3. VVe 
call this a lightpoint jump from (r,g') to (r.g2). The reverse move, from (ng2) to (r,gl), is also a 
lightpoint jump. We note that the lightpoint jumps are the only possible discontinuities in the location 
of the lightpoint. 
3.1.3 Semantics of the pursuit 
For i  = 0,1 and mutually visible points n € P, g, € dP. we say that pursuer i  is in configuration 
(r«,gi) if the pursuer is located at and her lightpoint is at g;. Naturally then, the positions of both 
pursuers can be encoded as a pair of configurations, (ro,go) and (rt,gi). 
The segments rjjqb and rïgT partition P into a number of connected components. We call each 
component a contamination region, consisting of all points of P which are connected by a path 
within P not crossed by a ray of light. 3 For example, in Figure 3.2(a) there are two contamination 
regions, Co and Ci- For stationary pursuers, an evader can move undetected to every point within a 
contamination region, hence all the points in a region have the same contamination status. From now 
on we will simply refer to the region itself as being contaminated if it may contain the evader, or as 
being clear otherwise. 
We can now define the motion of the pursuers as a trajectory in the space P x dP x P x dP. 
parametrized over time. Without loss of generality we can assume that the pursuit starts at time t = 0 
with the assumption that the polygon is contaminated. For i = 0,1, define the functions n : [0, oc) —• P, 
and qi : [0, oc) —• dP, such that at time t the i-th pursuer is in configuration (ri(t),g<(t)). For i = 0,1. 
the functions r* and qi are subject to some additional constraints stemming from the semantics of the 
pursuit: 
• At any time t € [0, oc), r,(t) and g*(f) are mutually visible. 
e The position of the pursuer, n(t), is a continuous function. 
3TO avoid tedious technicalities, we exclude from the partition the points lying on the segments roqo and rïqï. 
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• The lightpoint, q,-(t), is a piecewise continuous function with discontinuities corresponding to the 
lightpoint jumps defined earlier. 
We define a schedule to be a 4-tuple of functions,(ro(f),%(*), f"i (t), Çi (*)), satisfying the above 
constraints. Starting with a contaminated polygon, a given schedule implicitly determines the contam­
ination status of the polygon. That is, at any time t > 0, there is a well-defined set of points in P which 
are clear. For a fixed polygon, if a schedule starts at time t = 0 with a contaminated polygon and at 
some time t = T, the polygon is clear, the schedule is called a winning schedule. 
Definition 3.1. A polygon P can be cleared by two l-searchers if there exists a winning schedule for 
P. 
3.2 Canonical Pursuit 
In Section 3.1.2 we defined a model of the pursuit, called a schedule. Its main advantage is its simplic­
ity, i.e., it explicitly represents the motions of the pursuers. However, it has certain shortcomings. First, 
a snapshot of the pursuit at a fixed moment of time t, or equivalently, the values (ro(t),qo(0. n(0r9i(0) 
alone, do not give us information about the complete status of the pursuit. We need the past trajectory 
of the four functions to determine the clear and contaminated areas of the polygon. 
In this section we consider an equivalent model of pursuit, in which the two 1-searchers stay on the 
boundary most of the time. While the schedule defined in Section 3.1.3 corresponds to a trajectory in 
(P x dP)~, the schedule we define in Section 3.2.2 is similar to a trajectory in a smaller space, (dP)4. 
In addition, every snapshot of the new representation will give us the complete status of the pursuit: it 
contains both the pursuers' positions and the contaminated regions of the polygon. 
3.2.1 Canonical configurations 
We first show how, without causing contamination, we can map an arbitrary configuration to one in 
which the pursuer is on the boundary. For i = 0,1, suppose pursuer i is at point r, E P — dP. directing 
the beam at point % E dP, see Figure 3.2(b). Shoot a ray starting from r, in the direction opposite 
of qi and let pi 6 dP be the first boundary point hit by the ray. We say that (p<,Çi) is the canonical 
configuration corresponding to the configuration (r,,g,). If n E dP, then (n,%) maps to itself. 
An interesting property of the mapping is that the contamination regions induced by the segments 
piqi are a refinement of the regions induced by the segments rïqi. For example, consider Figure 3.2(b) 
and assume the pursuers are in configurations of (rirqi), i = 0,1. If we define the area Ci = C^uC^uCf, 
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(b) (a) 
Figure 3.2 Contamination regions induced: (a) by configurations (r0,q0) and 
(ri,çt) and (b) by the corresponding canonical configurations 
(po,Ço> and (pi,gi>. 
then rôqô and rTqî partition P into just two contamination regions, Co and C\. On the other hand, for 
the corresponding canonical configurations, (pi,qi), i = 0,1, there are four contamination regions: Co, 
C?, Ci and Cf. The contamination regions Co, C?, C,1 and Cf are a refinement of the regions Co and 
Ci which leads us to the following observation. 
Observation 3.2. At any single moment, we can replace a pair of pursuers located in the interior of 
P with the corresponding canonical pair without causing additional contamination. 
VVe showed how to map an arbitrary configuration into a corresponding canonical one. A natural 
continuation would be to use the same transformation to map an arbitrary trajectory of a pursuer from 
P x dP onto dP x dP. Most of the time the continuous motion of r.(t) € P translates into a continuous 
motion of pi(t) € dP, see Figure 3.3(a). However, there are exceptions: pi may not be a continuous 
function on dP, as seen in the example in Figure 3.3(b). For simplicity, assume that pursuer 0 is 
stationary at point r0 with lightpoint % Pursuer 1 moves over a continuous path from r{ to rf. which 
is projected as a piece wise continuous path on dP from p{ to pf. The move of the first pursuer can 
be divided into two parts. The first part, from r{ to rf, is projected into the continuous path from p\ 
to pf. The second part, from and excluding rf to rf. is projected into the continuous path from and 
excluding pf to pf. Note that the jump from pf to pf represents a discontinuity in pi(t). the projection 
of rt (t) on dP, and this jump cannot be simulated by a pursuer moving solely over the boundary. 
The solution is to allow the pursuer to move along the segment pfpf- Thus the continuous motion 
from r{ to rf can be represented as a continuous motion from p[ topf along dP, followed by a continuous 
motion from pf to pif inside P, followed by a continuous motion from pf to pf along dP. 
We call the move from (pf.qi) to (pf,?i) a pursuer jump. Just like in the case of the lightpoint 
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Figure 3.3 Projecting motion in the interior onto motion on the boundary. 
jump, the reverse move, from (pi,qi) to (pf,<7i), is also considered a pursuer jump. Note that in reality 
the physical location of the pursuer is still continuous but at least for a moment the pursuer had left 
the boundary. From now on this will be the only circumstance in which the pursuers will leave dP. 
3.2.2 Canonical schedule 
Our next goal is to define a pursuer schedule based on canonical configurations. Recall that we 
defined canonical configurations as directed line segments of mutually visible points on the boundary. 
However a lot of the discussion in the rest of the paper will deal with visibility, which is a symmetric 
relation. Therefore, we do not base the new schedules solely on the original definition of canonical 
configurations, but we also incorporate an alternative interpretation of canonical configurations as 
undirected line segments. 
Let x0, yo, xi, yi 6 dP, such that XQ < xi < yi, and for t E {0,1}, XI and are mutually visible. 
Let the order (of %), k, denote the number of points from {xi,yi} between x0 and yo, or: 
We refer to (xo,yo,xi.yi,k) as a visibility tuple. Due to the circularity of dP, each tuple has three 
more equivalent tuples: (yo,-ri,yi,x0,6/), (xi,yi,x0,y0,k"), and (yi,xQ,yo,xi,k"'). The set of all 
visibility tuples is defined as the visibility space, Z*. 
0, if x0 -< y0 < *1 -< ffi 
* = |{*i.yi}ndP(x0,y0)| = « 1, if x0-< xt -< y0-< yt 
2, if xq -< xt < y \  <  yo 
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Suppose (po,qt>) and (pi ,qi)  are two configurations with the property that the light segments poqo 
and piqi are a permutation of the light segments x0yQ and ziyT- The visibility tuple contains exactly 
the same visibility information as the pair of configurations (po,<7o), (pi.Çi)- At the same time, the 
visibility tuple has the advantage that the order of the points xq, y0, xt, and yt is completely determined 
by their position in the tuple and k. 
Let X„ be the set of all pairs of mutually visible points (x, y) € dP x dP. such that x < y.  The set 
Xv is part of the visibility obstruction diagram (VOD) defined in [42], as a graphical representation of 
the visibility relation between pairs of points from dP. The only difference is that, since visibility is a 
symmetric relation, without loss of generality, in this paper we have restricted Xv to points above the 
diagonal. For example consider, the polygon in Figure 3.4(a). The corresponding VOD Xv is shown 
as the set of points in the white regions in Figure 3.4(b). If for the moment we disregard k, then we 
can think about a visibility tuple merely as two points in Xv. A visibility tuple (8,27,9,26,2) denotes 
that the two light segments are 8,27 and 9,26 but does not determine the position of the pursuers, i.e., 
pursuer 0 can be either at point 8 or at point 27 of the polygon in Figure 3.4(a). Points (8,27) and 
(9,26) from the set Xv shown in Figure 3.4(b) represent the positions of the two light segments 8,27 
and 9,26. 
VVe have replaced a pair of configurations (po.qo) and (pi ,qi) ,  i.e.. two directed segments, with a 
visibility tuple (x0,y0,xi,yi,k), which no longer stores the direction of the segments, or equivalently, 
the location of the pursuer. To record this additional information, we need one extra bit for each 
segment. For i € {0,1}, define the direction bit di for pursuer i, such that di € {0,1}, and <U = 0. 
when Xi corresponds to a pursuer location, i.e., when x, € {po.pi}-
As we mentioned before, one drawback of the schedule defined in Section 3.1.2 is that it does not 
explicitly show the status of the contamination regions. We fix this as follows. Since the segments 
piqi, or equivalently, xïyî, i = 0,1, divide the boundary into four regions, four bits will be sufficient to 
record the contamination status at a given moment of time. Let us number the intervals from 0 to 3 
in positive direction, starting from the interval beginning at xq- For i = 0.3. define contamination 
bit BI € {0,1}, to be the contamination status of interval i, with 6, = 0. when the interval is clear. We 
refer to (<4>,<fi,6o, 61,63,63) as a bits tuple. The set of all bits tuples is defined as the bits space, Z&. 
Consider a fixed moment during a pursuit, and suppose that the two pursuers are in configurations 
(PîjÇi)? ' = 0,1. Let AT. X,, yit di, i = 0,1, and bj, j = 0,3 be as defined above. Define the canonical 
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Figure 3.4 Visibility obstruction diagram (b) for the polygon in (a). The white 
regions in (b) correspond to the set X„ of the mutually visible pairs 
of points in dP. 
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Information state for the pursuit to be the concatenation of the visibility and the bits tuples: 
(XO,YO,XI,YI,K,DO,DI,BO,BI,B2,B3) 
Note that the information state gives us explicitly a full snapshot of the pursuit at that moment. 
Consider again the polygon in Figure 3.4(a) and its corresponding VOD, Figure 3.4(b). A canonical 
information state (8,27,9,26,2,1,0,0,1,0,1) denotes that the two pursuers are at points 27 and 9, 
illuminating points 8 and 26 respectively. The intervals dP{9,26) and dP(27,8) are contaminated. The 
intervals dP{8,9) and dP(26,27) correspond to the same region which is clear. 
A canonical information state is a start if all the contamination bits are 1, corresponding to a 
contaminated polygon. A canonical information state is a goal if the contamination bits are 0, i.e., the 
polygon is clear. The set of all canonical information states is the canonical information space, Z. 
Observe that Z = Z* x Z6, i.e., I is a product of the infinite space Z* and the finite space Z&. 
After the definition of information states and the introduction of the pursuer jump we can define a 
canonical schedule to be a piecewise continuous trajectory in the corresponding canonical information 
space, Z, parametrized over time. It is quite similar to a schedule with the restriction that the pursuers 
move almost always on the boundary and enter the interior only during the pursuer jumps. We can 
view a canonical schedule as a function I : [0,oc) -» Z, where /(t) = {xo,yo,xi,yi,k,do,«<1,60,61,62»63) 
encodes the information state at time t. Just like in previous definition, a canonical schedule has to 
also satisfy some conditions derived from the semantics of the pursuit: 
• The functions Xj(t), y<(t) are piecewise continuous in dP, with discontinuities corresponding to 
jumps, pursuer or lightpoint. Note that the direction bit di is required to determine the type of 
a jump for x*(t)  or yi(t) .  
• At time 0 the canonical schedule is in a starting canonical information state. 
• The direction bits di,  the contamination bits bj and the order k change only during a jump or 
during a change in the relative order of xq, yo, xi, yi. (We provide a detailed explanation of the 
types of changes to the information states in Section 3.2.3.) 
A canonical schedule which at some time is in a goal state is called a winning canonical schedule. 
In the rest of this section we show that winning schedules are equivalent to the original schedules. 
That is, we do not reduce the power of the pursuers by restricting them to moving on the boundary 
most of the time. 
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Lemma 3.3. A polygon can be cleared by two l-searckers, if and only if there exists a winning canonical 
schedule. 
Proof. First, consider the reverse direction. Note that if we ignore the details of the representation, 
every canonical schedule is a just a more restricted version of a schedule. So if there exists a winning 
canonical schedule, then there also exists a winning schedule, therefore the polygon can be cleared by 
two 1-searchers. 
For the forward direction, assume that the polygon can be cleared, so there exists a winning schedule. 
Consider its corresponding canonical schedule. From Observation 3.2, at any time, the contaminated 
regions in the canonical schedule are a subset of the contaminated regions in the original winning 
schedule. It follows that the canonical schedule is a winning one. • 
3.2.3 Changes to the canonical information states 
In this section we discuss the ways contamination bits change. This will allow us to define a finite 
set of elementary moves, so that a canonical schedule can be considered a sequence of these elementary 
moves. 
From the definition of a canonical schedule, it follows that it is a piecewise continuous function in 
I. If we consider every element of the tuple I(t) as a function of time, for most of the duration of 
the pursuit, it is a continuous function. Only at discrete moments of time, there are relative order 
changes or discontinuities in XQ, YO, XI, or YI- These conditions trigger corresponding changes in the 
other elements of the tuple, the direction bits di, the contamination bits bj and the order k. We identify 
the different types of changes to the information state and define those as elementary moves. For a 
given schedule, let 0 < it < <2 < ... be the points of time at which either a jump or a change of order 
occurs. We call each portion of the schedule a type 1 move. Every type 1 move corresponds to 
a continuous path in the canonical information space, I. On the other hand, the change occurring at 
each ti corresponds to a jump in I. Details about the different types of elementary moves are provided 
in the rest of the section. 
We assume that at the begging of the move, the information state is 
/  — (x0 ,y0 ,x l ,y l ,k  ? 
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and at the end of the move the information state is 
I" =  K \ « C M , 6 3 )  -
In the following paragraphs we denote the move from V to I" as (/' =» I") and we describe the 
move by defining the value of I" as a function of /'. Also, we note that the reverse move, from I" to 
/', is also an elementary move. We denote it as (/' <=• I") and we describe it by defining the value of /' 
as a function of /". For simplicity, if any of the x;'s or the y*"s are the same in /' and in I", we omit 
the ' symbol. An exhaustive list of all the elementary moves follows: 
Type 0: change of choice of xo 
This elementary move is purely technical. It represents no real change in the canonical information 
state, merely a permutation of the positions of the pursuers and the bits. Recall that in the definition of 
a canonical information state in Section 3.2.2 we chose xo arbitrarily out of {po,Ço.Pi.Çi}- This implies 
that depending on the choice of xo, there are four different canonical information states which represent 
the same status of the pursuit. In order to account for that fact, we define a move which switches xo 
to be the next point in positive direction out of xi, y0- (Note that we do not have to consider y\ as 
a next point since it is always after x&.) Following is an example for a type 0 move from a canonical 
configuration with k = 0. 
(I') d") 
y; x, <; x, 
b', 
b; 
H* Di> 
b; 
y, y» 
Let /' be the information state before the switch. Depending on the value of k'. after the switch the 
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value of I" is as follows: 
(/' => I") : I" = 
2,60,6^.60,63), if fc'=0 
(arjtîTÎrffot^o» 4» 1 - do,l,6{,,6'1,6;,6'3), if f = 1 
(^i.îz'i.yo'^, di. 1-dÔ,0,6{(,6'l,6^,6^), if f = 2 
Type 1: no jumps, no change In the relative order 
This is a continuous move which represents almost all of the time of the canonical schedule. Through­
out the duration of the move there are no jumps. Both the relative order of XQ, YO, XI, YT and the values 
of the bits are preserved. The next figure provides an example for a type 1 move with k = 1. The move 
is similar for the other other values of k. 
(I') 
Apart from the x's and the yTs, the information states do not change: 
(/' => /"): k" <- k\b'J <r-b'j,j€Z3 
(/' <= /"): k' <- k", b'j <- b'J J € Z3 
A type 1 move followed immediately by its own reverse, leaves the contamination bits intact, re­
gardless of their initial values. 
Type 2: clearing a corner 
The move occurs at a moment in which one of the light segments, xTyT, becomes arbitrarily small. 
i.e., during the move points x, and y* merge at (or more precisely, converge arbitrarily close on both 
sides of) a non-reflex vertex, p. 
Since the type 0 moves allows us to reorder the points, without loss of generality, we can assume 
that X[ and yi merge at p and p € dP(xi,yi), as shown in the example. 
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(D (I") 
y„ y0 y. 
p 
Since the underlying contamination region can be made arbitrarily small, we assume that after the 
move the region incident to p is clear. The forward and the reverse move are identical, so we only 
describe one: 
(/' => /"): k" = b'4 <- 0, b'j <- bj,j € {0.1.3} 
Type 3: point merge move 
The move occurs at a moment in which two endpoints of different light segments merge into a 
single one and subsequently their relative order changes. As mentioned before, the type 0 move allows 
us without loss of generality to choose xo such that f = 0 and the merge is between yo and X[. In 
the forward direction, the move represents a change in the relative order from xo -< yo -< •< yi to 
x0 -< x" < y0 < yi, i.e., y0 and xt switch positions. 
(D (I") 
At the moment in which yo = xi there is a change in the contamination regions. There were three 
regions prior to that moment and four regions after that. The newly created region is clear. The tuples 
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change as follows: 
(/' => /") : *" = !, b'{ *- 0, 6? <- b'j,j € {0,2,3} 
(/' <= /") : k'= 0, b\ *- b%, b'j <- € {0, 2,3} 
Type 4: llghtpoint jump 
Next we describe moves of type 4 and type 5. They are both similar in the sense that one of the 
pursuers makes a pursuer or lightpoint jump, while the other pursuer is stationary. The jump results in 
possible contamination of previously clear regions. (We call this recontamination.) There may also 
be a simultaneous change in the relative order of the points xq, yo, xi, and xi-
Without loss of generality, we can choose x@ such that (i) pursuer 1 is stationary (ii) y'0 is an interior 
point of the line segment x0yô', (iii) there is a jump from y'Q to yg. The jump is a lightpoint one if and 
only if do = 0. Otherwise, if do = 1, the jump is a pursuer one. 
The way a jump will affect the values of k and bj depends on the relative position of x0, y&, yô', xt 
and yi. One out of the 6 different orderings is not feasible, so there are 5 cases that we have to consider: 
y. y-
in 
(/") 
On I bV 
b: / 
> w \ 
y. y-
not feasible 
In the forward direction of this move, (/' ^ I"),  there is a single lightpoint jump, from y'0 to yd, 
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Le., do = 0. The changes to the tuples are listed for each of the 5 possible cases: 
(«) (/' => /"): k" «— 0, b'i <- 6" <- b\ V b'0, b'j <- b'jJ 6 {0,2} 
(/' 4= /"): V *— o. b'0 <- bS Vb'{,b'j b'JJ e {1,2,3} 
(6) (/' => /"): k" *— 1, 6g 6V6" «- € {0,1,3} 
(/' <= /"): k' *— 1, 6't f- 6" V 6?,à< <- b'j J € {0,2,3} 
(c) (/' => /"): k" 4-2, 6 G < - 6 ^ V % , 6 Y < - ^ , ; E { 0 , L , 2 }  
(/' <= /"): *- 2, b'0*-b!>*- bZvb%,b'j <- b'JJ € {1.3} 
(«0 (/' => /"): k" <-2, 6" +- 63 <-6W 63,6£ <- b'0, tii <- 6', 
(/' <= /"): *— o, 6Z, <- 6{, <- 6G V 6?. 63 <- 63,6'T T- ^ 
(e) (/' => /"): k" *— 2, 6? «- 6" <- 6',, 63 <— 63 V K,6g <- b'0 
(/' <= /"): *— 1, b'2*-b'0<- 6{F V 6?, 6't <- 6;' V 6". % <- 63 
Type 5: pursuer jump 
In the forward direction of this move, (/' ^ /"), there is a single pursuer, from i/Q to i/o * 'e- do = 1. 
The changes to the tuples are listed for each of the 5 possible cases: 
(a) (/' => /"): fc" <-0, 6» <- b'{ 6{, V6'v6.7 <- ^ 
(/' 4= /"): if <— 0, % 6; 6% V 6", 63 <- 6? 
(6) (/' => /"): k" 1, 6? «-&'<- 6', V %,6y <- 6^J € {0.3} 
(/' <= /"): f 1, 6^ 6" V 6?,6'j <- 6", j € {0,3} 
(c) (/' =• /"): fc" <-2, 6q *-6? <- 63 V 63,6" <- 6't 
(/' <= /"): <- 2. % 64 6^ <- 6? V 63,6't <- 6',' 
(rf) (/' => /"): fc" <-2, 6q <- 6" <- 6? <- 6^ V 6;. 6? <- 6; 
(/' 4= /"): r <— 0, 6(, <- 6Î, <- 6'3 <- V 6V. 6't <- 6? 
(e) (/' => /"): fc" <-2, 6g <- 6't' <- 6't.6g <- 63 <-b'0Vb'z 
(/' <= /"): if *— 1. 6', <- 6't' V 6?, 6J, <- <4 <- 6!, <- 6g V 6g 
3.3 Finite Representation 
In the previous section we defined canonical configurations as a simpler model for the two pursuer 
problem. Yet the canonical information space is still an infinite one, which makes an exhaustive search 
for a winning canonical schedule infeasible. In this section we will introduce an equivalent, finite 
representation of the search space and we will show how to find a winning strategy by an exhaustive 
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Figure 3.5 Example of a VHC box B, VHC core C, and corresponding extreme 
points, denoted as black circles. 
search in the finite space. 
3.3.1 VHC boxes 
Let X = (x, x) and Y = (y, y) be two open intervals from dP such that x < x < y and x < y < y. 
Let B be the region (most often a rectangular box) defined as {(x.y)|x 6 X.y € Y",x < x < y}. Suppose 
C = B n Xv 0. We define £ as a vertically and horizontally (VHC) convex box, and also we 
define C as a VHC core, if both conditions are true: 
• for every x € X, the set {y | (x",y) € C} is a single connected nonempty interval. This condition 
corresponds to horizontal convexity. 
• for every y € Y, the set {x | (x,y*) € C} is a single connected nonempty interval. This condition 
corresponds to vertical convexity. 
We define eight parameters or extreme points, which will be sufficient to represent C. Let x 
be the lower boundary of the interval .V. If (x, y1 ) and (x, y2) are the endpoints of the segment 
{(x,y) | (x, y) € C}, we define them as the extreme points for x. Similarly, there are three other 
pairs of extreme points, two points for each x, y and y. For example of a VHC box. VHC core, and 
corresponding parameters, refer to Figure 3.5. In the rest of the paper, we will not be interested in the 
precise shape of C. Instead, the points x, x, y, y, x1, x2, x3. x'. y1, y2, y3, y4 will be sufficient to 
record the extremums of C. Note that the extreme points need not be distinct and it is possible for a 
box to have as little as two unique extreme points. 
For i = 0,1, let -Y, = (xj ,xî).  and Y, = (yi,yï) be open intervals on the boundary dP. defining the 
VHC box B(XitYi). Consider all the intersections of an interval from {.Yo, Vo} with an interval from 
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{Xt, i'i}. If at most one of the intersections is nonempty, we say that the two boxes are independent. 
Otherwise, we say that the boxes are dependent. 
The next lemma allows us to determine in constant time whether a particular visibility tuple is 
feasible. 
Lemma 3.4. Let Xo, Yo, Xi, and Yi be open intervals on the boundary dP, defining VHC boxes 
B(XO,YQ) and B(Xi,Y"i). Given an integer k 6 {0,1,2} and the parameters of the two boxes, define 
the condition 
^(xi,yi) ^C(Xi,Yi),0<i <1 : [„ = [xo,yo,xi,yi,k) eXv • (3.1) 
The condition above can be evaluated in O(l) time. If existing, a tuple /t. can be constructed in time 
O(l) if the boxes are independent and in time 0(n) if the boxes are dependent. 
Proof. The proof is presented in Appendix A. • 
3.3.2 Concave regions and red intervals 
A maximal nonempty subinterval of dP of the form C — (jpi,pj+i),  where all the vertices pt+1,... ,pj 
are reflex vertices, forms a concave region. Obviously, two concave regions cannot overlap and must 
be separated by non-concave regions (each of which contains at least one non-reflex vertex). Let the 
Ar-th concave region of P be (pi,pj+i). We define points at and 6* as the midpoints of the edges e. and 
ej, respectively, and refer to them as critical points.4 For example, the polygon in Figure 3.4(a) has 
two concave regions, (5,10) and (22,29). The midpoints of the edges (5,6), (9,10), (22,23) and (28,29) 
are the critical points for the polygon. 
The critical points of a polygon P divide dP into intervals Ro,Ri, . . . .R-zm-i ,  where m is the 
number of concave regions in the polygon. The critical points define a grid of vertical and horizontal 
lines over X which partition Xv into multiple maximal connected subsets. The next lemma establishes 
a connection between grid elements and VHC cores. 
Lemma 3.5. Consider the grid over X defined by the critical points and let A be an arbitrary grid 
element. If C is the intersection of the interior of Xv with the interior of A, then C is either empty or 
it is a VHC core. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the lemmas in Section 3.2 of [29]. • 
4 The terms concave regions and critical points of dP have been defined previously, see [29] for more details. 
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Later in the paper we will show that for each jo, ji € Z?m, there is at most one maximal VHC box 
B(X,Y), such that X C Rj0 and Y Ç RJx. We will describe how given jo and j\ we can compute the 
extreme points of B(X, Y) and vice-versa. This will allow us, instead of considering the rather complex 
shape of Xv, to work with the grid elements each of which is by itself has a simple shape as guaranteed 
by the vertical and horizontal convexity property. 
3.3.3 Equivalence classes in I and finite search schedule 
In Section 3.1.3 we defined contamination regions in order to capture equivalence of positions of the 
evader. In this section we explore similarities between mutual positions of the two pursuers in order to 
group together equivalent visibility tuples and also equivalent canonical information states. 
We define a binary relation on the visibility tuples. Let P be a polygon with a corresponding 
partition of dP into red intervals. Consider a pair of visibility tuples 
Ii = Cri,y£,xi,y{,fc),i € {0,1} . 
We say that /£ is similar to /' if there exist red intervals RJ 0 .  RJ t ,  and RJ 3 .  such that, for 
i 6 {0,1}, XQ € Rj0, yô € Rji, x[ € Rj,, y[ 6 RJ3- Clearly, "similar' is an equivalence relation so from 
now on we just say that 1% and /„ are similar. We denote the equivalence class containing 1° and I1 as 
(joJukJ3,K). The relation partitions Z* into 0{M4) equivalence classes. 
The "similar" relation on visibility tuples can be extended to a relation on canonical information 
states. Let 1° and /' be two canonical information states, such that for i € {0,1}. /' is a concatenation 
of a visibility tuple and a bits tuple /&. We say that 1° and I1 are similar if 1% and are similar. The 
"similar" relation over informations states is also an equivalence relation. It partitions the information 
space 1 into 0(m4) equivalence classes of the form (jo, A, V2, Va,do, di, 60,61.63,63), where j0. ji, ji, 
jz, and k are as described above, while do, and 60, 6%, 63, 63, are the direction and contamination 
bits, correspondingly. 
Lemma 3.6. Let 1° and I1 be similar canonical information states, contained in the equivalence class 
v. It follows that there is a type I move from 1° to I1 entirely over canonical information states in v. 
Proof. Follows from the definition of VHC boxes. • 
We define the directed information state graph G = (V.E) to capture the equivalence classes 
of the similar relation over I. The set of edges of G is V{G) C (Z2m)4 x Z3 x (Z->)6. A tuple 
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v = (Jo,ji ,h,j3,k,do,di,bo,bi,b2,b3) G V(G) if and only if v is a (non-empty) equivalence class of the 
similar relation over I. The set of edges, E(G), consists of all the pairs (i/°, v1), such that there is an 
elementary move from some canonical information state in v° to some canonical information state in 
v1. Intuitively, we are replacing the canonical schedules (i.e., piecewise continuous trajectories in I) 
defined in Section 3.2.2, with corresponding finite paths in G. 
Define v G V(G) to be a starting (respectively, goal) vertex if v contains a starting (respectively, 
goal) canonical information state. A winning finite schedule is a path in G from a starting to a goal 
vertex. 
Lemma 3.7. For a polygon P, there exists a winning canonical schedule, if and only if there exists a 
winning finite schedule. 
Proof Let I and G be the canonical information space and the information state graph G for the 
polygon P. 
Suppose there exists a winning canonical schedule, i.e.. there exists a path ~ G I from a starting 
to a goal information state, such that IT consists of elementary moves. The path ? can be divided into 
subpaths ît0 ,7T[,. . . .TTfc where each -r* is a path within the same equivalence class v' C Z. u* G V(G), 
0 < i < k. Since the path ir0 begins at a starting canonical state, then v° is a starting vertex. Also, for 
1 < i < k, the transition from iTi_t to ir< corresponds to an elementary move, so (u'~l, v') G E(G). It 
follows that the corresponding path v°,v l ,  vk  is a finite schedule. Finally. ~k ends at a goal canonical 
information state, so v* is a goal vertex and the path u°. v1..... u* is a winning finite schedule. 
Now suppose that there exists a winning finite schedule v°.v l , . . . ,vk .  For 1 < j < k. from 
G E(G), it follows that there exist canonical information states I"_l G vJ~l and /] G ^ 
and also a path itj in I which corresponds to an elementary move from l"_l to fj. However, in general, 
for 1 < j < k — 1, I'j ^ I", so simply concatenating the paths îrt. ir2,... it* will not yield a valid 
canonical schedule. On the other hand, since for 1 < j < k — 1, Ij and I" belong to the same equiva­
lence class vi, we can apply Lemma 3.6, which states that there is a (type 1) elementary move between 
the two states, thus there is a path pj from /j to I". Define the path <r C I as a concatenation of 
^i,Pi,^2,~ • • The vertex v° is a starting vertex, thus /£' G B° is a starting canonical 
information state, therefore ~ is a canonical schedule. Finally, u* is a goal vertex, thus I'k G f* is a goal 
canonical information state, so x is a winning canonical schedule. • 
Lemma 3.7 shows how to transform a winning canonical schedule into a winning finite schedule, 
however, it does not describe how to construct a winning canonical schedule, given only the polygon P. 
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3.4 Algorithm for Finding a Finite Search Schedule 
In the next section we provide an algorithm which, given P, first constructs the graph G and then 
performs a breadth-first search in G to find a winning finite schedule. If for a given polygon P and 
graph G such a schedule exists, it will serve as a description of a winning strategy for the two pursuers. 
The running time of the algorithm is 0(m4 + m2n + n2) where n is the number of edges and m is the 
number of concave regions of the polygon. 
In order to construct the graph G, it is sufficient to construct the vertex set V(G) and the edge set 
E(G). In the next sections we provide details for both constructions. 
3.4.1 Constructing V'(G) 
In this section, we describe how to construct V'(G), given the parameters of all the 0(m2) VHC 
boxes defined by the critical points. Since the parameters of each box will be used in 0(m2) different 
computations, it is helpful to precompute them. 
Suppose p € dP is a critical point. By constructing the visibility polygon for p, we can identify 
all pairs (ql ,q2) such that (g1 .g2) corresponding to a (left or right) gap edge relative to p. We define 
configurations (p,ql), (p.ç2), (ql-p), (<T,p) € X, to be critical gap configurations. 
d* 
> 
x* 
C 
d' 
•x 
> 
Figure 3.6 Example of bitangents (shown as dashed lines) and bitangent points 
(shown as points c,  d. d and i f) .  
Let c,d € dP be mutually visible vertices and x € P be an interior point of the segment cd. see 
Figure 3.6. If there exist points </. € dP such that the pairs (c. d) and (<f. ) form gap edges 
relative to x, we say that c and d define a bitangent. We call c, d, d and <f bitangent points. If 
p,q € {c,d.d,<¥} and pj£q we define the pair (p.q) € X as a bitangent configuration. 
Lemma 3.8. For a polygon with n edges and m concave regions, the parameters of all VHC boxes 
defined by the corresponding red grid can be precomputed in a 2m x 2m matrix in 0(n~) time. Thus, 
given the matrix and jo,ji E Z;m, in constant time we can determine the red intervals, Rj0  and Rj l t  
and the parameters of the VHC box B[X, Y), where X Ç Rj0 and Y Ç RJir if such a box exists. 
Proof. The lemma summarizes the discussion so far: every extreme point of a VHC box is either a 
bitangent configuration or a critical gap configuration. By traversing the boundary, in O(n) time we 
can construct a vector of size 2m which stores the critical points. i.e.. the endpoints of the red intervals 
Rj0 ... . For each critical point in 0(n) time we can construct the corresponding visibility polygon 
which determines the critical gap configurations. So the time to determine the critical gap configurations 
for all  critical points is 0(n + 2mn) = 0(mn). 
In order to determine the bitangent points, for every vertex pi of P we can compute the visibility 
polygon of pi in 0(n) time. Since there are n vertices, the total time to determine the bitangent 
configurations is 0(n2).  Thus the total t ime to determine the parameters of all  VHC boxes is 0{mn + 
n2) = 0(n2). • 
Lemma 3.9. For a given polygon, if the parameters of all the boxes are precomputed, then V*(G). the 
vertex set of the information state graph G. can be constructed in time 0(m4). 
Proof. Let v = (Jo,ji,h,ji,k.do,di,bo,bi,b2,b3) be a tuple in which j0. ji, j2, js 6 Z2m are the indices 
of red intervals RJ0, RJt, Rj,, RJ3, while Ar € Z3 corresponds to the order, and the di's and 6|'s are the 
direction and contamination bits correspondingly. We show how to determine whether v E V(G). 
If the parameters of each box are precomputed as described in Lemma 3.8. then in constant time we 
can construct VHC boxes B(X0 ,Yo) and fl(X t ,  Y* t) ,  where X0  Ç RJ 0 ,  Y*0  Ç RJ t .  X t  Ç R^. Y" t  Ç RJ 3 .  
If any of the two boxes does not exists, then v 0 V(G), so assume that both boxes exist. 
Note that v E V*(G) does not depend on the values of the bits di and bi, but only on the mutual 
position of the parameters of the boxes, as well as on the value of k E Z3. Therefore, using Lemma 3.4 we 
can determine the existence of a visibility tuple Iv = (xo,yo,*i-yi,k) € I*, where (Xi.yi) E C(.Yt. F,). 
i = 0,1. But this is equivalent to determining whether there exists a canonical information state 
I — {xo.yQ,xi,yi,k.do,di,bo,bi,b2,bz) E I where (%,.#) E C(.Y,. Y",). which itself is equi\*alent to 
determining whether v E V(G). 
To construct the set V(<7), we consider all possible choices of j0. ji, j>- jz E Z2m. k E Z3, di.bt E Z >-
Ignoring di and bi, for each tuple we can evaluate Equation 3.1 from Lemma 3.4 in 0(1) time. Since 
the number of all such tuples is 0(m*), the set V(G) can be constructed in 0(m4) time. • 
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3.4.2 Constructing E(G) 
In order to construct the edge set, E(G), of the information state graph G, we regard E(G) as a 
(not necessarily disjoint) union of sets of edges: 
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E(G ) = (J Ei, 
1=0 
where for 0 < i < 5, E, C V'(G) x V'(G) is set of edges, such that (t/°. u1) e E t  if and only if there is a 
type i elementary move from a canonical information state in u° to a canonical information state in u1. 
In the rest of the section we will show how to construct each of the sets Ei, 0 < i < 5. 
3.4.2.1 Constructing E0  
The edge corresponds the completely technical type 0 move, during which we change the reference 
point x0 in a tuple. As a result of the move the order k may change, while the other elements in the 
tuple are merely permuted, since there is no real motion of the light segments, merely a relabeling of 
their endpoints. 
For i = 0,1, consider vertex v' = Oo../Û 75 ' • <*0 » , 6 v 60,63 ) € V'(G), with corresponding 
VHC boxes B(X^Y^) and #(%;,}?), where .Yj Ç A,., ï'0» Ç Rj{, A"{ Ç A,.. and Y\' Ç A,.. Pick 
an arbitrary tuple 1° = (xg,{/g,x?,j/?,fc°,dg,d?,6g,6?,6S,6§), such that (x°,yf) € B{X?,Yt°), I € {0.1} 
and k° corresponds to the order of x°, x°, As shown in Section 3.2.3, given 1°. in constant time 
we can build a second tuple I' = {xQ,y'0,x'l,y[,k',dQ,(fl,bb,b[,bl,,b!s), which is the result of applying a 
type 0 move on /°. Then 
(v°, v1 ) € E0 /' G vl x^ 6 -YQ1 A y'0 € V'0L A x't € -Ytl A y[ € >V A = dj A b\ = b} (3.2) 
Clearly the condition in Equation 3.2 can be computed in constant time. In order to compute all 
the edges in EQ, we need to consider the all the possible pairs of vertices t?°. i/1 € V(G). so the total 
time is 0(m2 - m2) = 0(m4). 
3.4.2.2 Constructing Et 
Intuitively, a type 1 edge represents a move during which pursuer 0 moves between neighboring grid 
elements while pursuer 1 is stationary. There are no jumps and the relative order of the endpoints of 
the light segments does not change. 
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Consider distinct vertices v l  = Oq, j{,J2,J3.k,do,dlr6o,63) 6 V(G), i  = 0,1, and the corre­
sponding VHC boxes B(.Y°,y0°), B(.Y0l,r0l) and B(Xi,Yi), where .Y° Ç fljg, F0° Ç flj?, ,Y0l Ç fi,., 
r0l Ç FIJI.-Y1 Ç BJ2, and V1 Ç flj3. Assume that B(.YQ, yo°), B(.YQ, >'0l) share a (vertical or a hor­
izontal) grid segment si,s.(To avoid tedious technicalities, i.e., a change in fc, assume also that 
jo # Ji1-) 
Let 33,33 be the maximal subsegment of sTTsï whose interior lies entirely in X„. If 33,33 is not 
empty then there exists a VHC box B(.Y, Y) which is an infinitely small open set which contains 33,33. 
Observation 3.10. There exista a type I move between canonical configurations from v° to vl. i.e., 
(t/°, u1) 6 Ei, if and only if fc, B(.Y, Y) and B(Xi,Y\) satisfy Lemma 3-4. 
Proof. Note that Lemma 3.4 is satisfied by some I„ — (xo,yo,xi,yi,k) € ID  if and only if there 
are points (xj,y£) € B(.Y£,Y'J), sufficiently close to (x0,yo), so that /* = (x'0,y^,ii,yi,k) 6 I», 
i = 0,1. This is equivalent to the existence of a type 1 move between canonical information states 
/' = (xi,^,xt,tf1,fc,do,dl,6o,6i,63,63) 6 I, i = 0.1, i.e., equivalent to (u0,!;1) € Ei- • 
It follows that determining whether (vo,t/i) € Et is equivalent to evaluating Equation 3.1 from 
Lemma 3.4. The condition can be verified and I„ can be constructed in constant time for independent 
VHC boxes and in time O(n) for dependent ones. There are 0(m4) different independent boxes and 
0(m2) dependent ones, so to construct the edges in Et we need time 0(m4  + mrn). 
3.4.2.3 Constructing En 
Intuitively, a type 2 edge represents a moment during which pursuer 0 clears the corner corresponding 
to a non-reflex vertex while pursuer 1 is stationary. 
For i = 0,1. consider u* = (jo,ji , j2-h,k,do,di,b'0 ,b\.60.6 3 )  6 V"(G), with corresponding boxes 
B(Xo,Yo) and B(.Yt,V1). where .Y0 Ç RJ0, Y0 Ç Rh, .Y, Ç R^, Y", Ç Rh. If neither of B(.Y0,r0) or 
B(A't. V't) contains a non-reflex vertex, then (v°. v1) ^ E3. So assume that there is a non-reflex vertex 
p 6 dP which belongs to one of the boxes. Let p~.p+ € dP. p € (p~.p+) and also define the intervals 
-Y = (p~.p) and Y = (p.p+). Let (p~,p-(-) be sufficiently small so that B(.Y. Y) = C(.Y, Y) Ç XB is a 
VHC core. Without loss of generality, possibly after some relabeling, we can assume that p E B(Xi, Yi ) 
and neither of Y or V" overlaps with .Yo or tô- Suppose that (x0, yo) is an arbitrary point from C(A"o, Yo). 
If pursuer 0 is stationary at (x0,y0) while pursuer 1 converges from (p~,p+) to (p,p), this corresponds 
to a type 2 move, as described in Section 3.2.3. 
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To determine whether (v°,v l) € £», we just have to verify that the contamination bits 6&, 6{, 
64, 6^, i = 0,1, are consistent with the bit changes for a type 2 move. More precisely, let /* = 
[xo,yo,P~,P+,k,do,di,bo,b\,bi,,b!s), i = 0,1. In constant time we can determine whether there is a 
type 2 move between 1° and I1. It follows that membership in £3 can be determined in constant time. 
There are O(n) possible values for p,  i .e. ,  for the box B(X, Y) and 0(mr) possible values for B(XQ ,  YO), 
so the total time to construct £3 is 0(nm2 + m4). 
3.4.2.4 Constructing £3 
Intuitively an edge in £3 corresponds to a type 3 move between canonical information states. Each 
of the pursuers moves continuously but within the same VHC core. The order k changes and there is 
a possible change in the contamination bits. 
For i = 0,1, consider v' = (jo,ji , j?,j3,k.do,d\, ,b'Q ,b\ ,  6 4 , 6 3 )  6 V'(G). with corresponding boxes 
B(X0,Y0) and B(A't,F[), where .Yo Ç RJ0, Vô Ç Rjt, A't Ç Rj^, Y't Ç R]z. If none of .Y0 or >0 
intersects with .Yi or Vi, then there can be no overlap between the endpoints of the light segments, 
thus there can be no type 3 elementary move and (v°, v1) g £3. So without loss of generality, possibly 
after some relabeling, we can assume that Yo O.Yt ^ 0. Choose xo,yo,yi G dP, such that yo € VônXt, 
also (xo,yo) E C(JYo,to), (itori/i) € C(.Yi,yi). Since Vô n .Yi is a nonempty open set there exists a 
sufficiently small interval (x{,z°) € Yo n At, with the property that y0 € and also that the 
entire segment between the points (z{,tfi) and (z°,yt) lies in C(-Yt,l'i)- If pursuer 0 is stationary at 
(*o,yo), while pursuer 1 moves from (z°,yi) over (y°,yi) to (x{,yi), this corresponds exactly to a type 
3 move, as described in Section 3.2.3. 
To determine whether (t/0,!/1) € £3, we just have to verify that the contamination bits %, 6{, 
64, 63, i = 0,1. are consistent with the bit changes for a type 3 move. More precisely, let /* = 
(xo,yo,x\,yi,k,do,di,bQ,bi,bi,,b^), i =0,1. In constant time we can determine whether there is a type 
3 move between 1° and /l. It follows that membership in £3 can be determined in constant time. There 
are 0(m4) possible values for v° and v1, so the total time to construct £3 is 0(m4). 
3.4.2.5 Constructing £4 and £5 
Intuitively the edges in £* and £5 correspond to the type 4 and 5 jump elementary moves. For 
every elementary move, given the original canonical information state 10 and the type of the move we 
can construct the resulting canonical information state I1. Thus our main goal is to determine whether 
there is a feasible jump between the corresponding visibility tuples /J and . If the latter jump exists, 
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we can determine in constant time whether there is a type 4 or type 5 jump between the corresponding 
information states 7° and I1 .  
<0.0) 
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Figure 3.7 (a) Tangent defined by points a, b and c. (b) Corresponding con­
figurations in X. The points in Xv are white, the points in X — Xv 
are grey. 
Consider a tangent defined by the points a,b,c 6 dP. see Figure 3.7(a). The tangent induces two 
corresponding jumps in X: a jump from (a, 6) to (a, c) is a jump over a left gap edge represented a 
horizontal segment and a jump from (c, 6) to (c, a) is a jump over a right gap edge, represented as a 
vertical segment, see Figure 3.7(b). Just as in the definition of the type 4 and type 5 elementary moves, 
we will only discuss the jumps over left gap edges. The jumps over right gap edges are analogous, e.g., 
they can be constructed by considering a mirror image of the polygon. 
Suppose pursuer 0 performs a jump over a gap edge from (a, b) to (a.c), such that x<> = a, = & 
and UQ = c. The points a,6,c € dP induce a partition of X„ into six regions (fc0,*1), 0 < fc° < fc1 < 2, 
where every region (fc0,*1) contains all the points (xl,y1) such that there exist Ilv = (x0, j/^,xi,yi,fc'), 
i = 0,1. Intuitively, the visibility tuples and Z1 denote a move in which pursuer 0 is making a jump 
from xo,y® to x0, t/ô, while pursuer 1 is stationary at (xi,yt). Region [k°.kl) denotes all the positions 
of pursuer 1, such that the order of the /£ is fc° and the order J1 is fc1, see Figure 3.7(b). 
Clearly, if we fix x0, and t/g and we are also given the VHC box of (x[,yt), in constant time we 
can determine the feasibility of a jump. However, since the number of possible positions for XQ, ANC' 
yo is infinite, our next goal is to partition all the jump moves into a finite number of classes. 
Consider red intervals RJO R  RJ o, RJI and let B(Xo, YQ )  and B(X0 ,YQ) be the corresponding VHC 
boxes where Xo Ç Rja, Ç Rjo, Yj Ç R}i. Let (x£,x£) Ç Xo be a maximal interval with the property 
that for every x° G (x^.xg), there is a jump from (x°,j/°) G C(X5,1'0°) to (x°, y1) G C(X0ltVôl)- We 
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define (x^.x^) to be a jump Interval and we use it to group together equivalent jumps from B(X$, Y'0°) 
to B(XQ, YQ). For two given boxes as defined above a jump interval (XJ,,XQ) may not exist or may not 
be unique, yet its boundaries always correspond to either bitangent or critical gap configurations. 
Therefore, since each such point can border at most two intervals and the number of both the bitangent 
configurations and the critical gap configurations is 0(m2), it follows that the jump intervals are also 
0(m2). 
Let i/' = O'o.ii, J2,is, *\ dô, b\ , 60, 6 3 ) ,  i  = 0,1 be vertices in V(G) with corresponding boxes 
B(Ao,Ko 0) ,  B(Xo,Yf}) and B(A\,n),  where .Y0  Ç RJ O ,  Y'0 0  Ç fl j ? T  Y0 l  Ç R j { ,  .Y t  Ç Y l  Ç Rh .  
Assume that (a',o") is a jump interval for boxes J9(A'o, >*00) and B(.Yo,Vo ). Suppose that b'. b". d and 
d' are such that there is a jump from (a'.b') to (a',d) and also a jump from (a",b") to (a",c") and 
let x0 6 (a',a"), y„ G (6",6') and i/Q G (d,d') by such that there is a jump from (xo.yS) to (x0,yp) 
as shown in Figure 3.8(a). Figure 3.8(b) illustrates the corresponding VOD X„. The white points 
correspond to the points in Xv. The shaded points are the ones in X — Xv. The trapezoid which is 
shaded darker represents all the different jumps for the given jump interval. The red lines corresponding 
to the boundaries of the intervals Rj0, RjO and Rji, shown as thicker lines in Figure 3.8(b), are part 
of the grid and divide X into regions labeled with X, A, B, C and D. Note that there are no points 
from Xv in a region labeled X, so B{Xi,Y\) has to be in one of the other four. If B(Xi,Y\) lies in 
a region labeled A or B, then we can determine in constant time whether there exist and /* and 
a corresponding type 4 (resp. type 5) move between them, and we can determine in constant time 
whether (u°, v1) G £4 (resp. G £5). On the other hand, if B(Xi,Y\) lies in a region labeled C or D. we 
need to construct a finite number of visibility polygons (similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4) to determine 
membership in £4 and £5. 
What is the time needed to construct £4 and £$? For a fixed jump interval the intervals RJ 0 .  Rjo 
and Rji are fixed as well .  There are 0{m2) possible choices for and R } 3 .  Since there are 0{m2) 
boxes B(.Yi, Y"i) which lie in regions labeled A or B and each one take O(l) time, the total time for 
those is 0(m2). On the other hand, the are O(l) boxes which lie in a region labeled C or D and each 
one takes O(n) time, so the total time for the C and D regions is O(n). Thus, for a single jump interval 
the time is 0(n + m2). There are 0(m2) jump intervals so the total time to construct £4 and £5 is 
0(m2(n +- ni2)) = 0{mx  + rim2).  
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Figure 3.8 Jump interval and partition of X into regions of different labels. 
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3.4.3 Finding a winning finite schedule 
We can precompute the bitangent and critical gap configurations in 0(n2) time. Given this précom­
pilation, we can construct the graph G in time 0(m* + wrn). Finally, we can run breadth-first search 
in the graph to find a winning finite schedule. The size of the vertex set, V'(G), is 0(m4). The size of 
the edge sets £T0, E\, E-> and E3 is also 0(m4) since every vertex in V'(G) has a constant outdegree for 
each of those edge sets. Finally, the size of the edge sets E, and £5 is 0(m4) as well, since there is a 
constant number of edges for every jump interval and box Thus, the size of E(G) is 0(m4); 
therefore, bread-first search in G will take 0(m4) time. 
It follows that determining the existence and constructing a winning finite schedule can be done in 
time 0(n2 + rim2 + m4). 
3.5 Conclusion 
We presented a complete algorithm for a pair of pursuers, each with one rotating flashlight, searching 
for an moving target in a simple polygon. For a polygon with n edges and m concave regions, the 
algorithm in time 0{n2 +- nm2 + m4) decides whether it can be cleared by the pursuers, and if so, 
constructs a search schedule. The algorithm can be implemented and embedded on any moving devices 
with unidirectional vision (flashlights, lasers, or cameras). A natural direction for extending the current 
results is designing a similar algorithm for two pursuers with 360° vision. A more ambitious goal is 
to provide an algorithm for searching a polygon without holes using any number of pursuers. Another 
interesting problem is combining the results of our paper with the minimal sensing approach of Sachs 
et al [37], Le., whether the two pursuers can find a winning strategy without prior knowledge of the 
shape of the polygon. 
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4 INTEGRATING SECURITY IN THE MAC LAYER OF WDM 
OPTICAL NETWORKS 
A paper published in Photonic Network Communications 1 2 
Borislav H. Simov. Jason P. Jue and Srini Tridandapani 
Abstract 
We introduce a new technique for providing security in a broadcast-and-select. wavelength-division-
multiplexed (WDM) optical network. The approach provides privacy of communications by employing 
a novel challenge-response scheme and exploiting the tuning delay inherent in optical receivers. The 
proposed technique can be integrated easily into any existing WDM media-access-control (MAC) pro­
tocol that employs tunable receivers. The modified protocol would require every idle user, who is not 
scheduled to receive data, to time in to a channel that does not contain sensitive data. A violation of the 
protocol can be detected with very high probability, and appropriate measures can be taken against the 
violator. The technique provides features that cannot be achieved with cryptography alone. Significant 
benefits of the proposed approach include the ability to detect security violations as they occur, and an 
efficient mechanism to provide privacy for multicast transmissions. 
We develop two simple solutions to deal with different levels of attack: (1) eavesdroppers working 
alone, and (2) eavesdroppers working in collaboration. We compute the throughput of the two solutions. 
and we prove that they are optimal in the number of non-data (challenge and response) channels added. 
1 Reprinted from Photonic Network Communications. Volume 4, Number 1. Borislav H. Simov. Jason P. Jue and Srini 
Tridandapani. Integrating Security in the MAC Layer of WDM Optical Networks. Pages 19-35. Copyright 2002. with 
permission of Kluwer Academic. [41] 
2 An earlier version by Simov and Tridandapani was presented at the 1998 IEEE International Conference on Commu­
nications. [441 
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4.1 Introduction 
The Internet is rapidly becoming the next major world marketplace, with millions of financial 
transactions taking place daily. As the volume of financial data and other sensitive information being 
transmitted over the Internet continues to grow, the need for security is greater than ever. A network 
must provide adequate safeguards in order to ensure that sensitive data cannot be intercepted by 
parties other than the destination. Security is especially a concern in local area networks which utilize 
a broadcast medium, such as a WDM optical network based on a passive-star coupler. 
For the most part, existing security solutions rely primarily on cryptography [38, 4j. With encryp­
tion, it is assumed that anyone could intercept the encrypted message, but decrypting the ciphertext 
will be impossible without the secret decryption key. A completely different paradigm for providing 
security involves designing the physical and media access layers of the network in such a way that 
untrusted users are prevented from intercepting the message in the first place. In this chapter, we will 
investigate such an approach to providing privacy at the media access layer. Our method relies on the 
fact that the physical hardware in a WDM local-area network gives us some control over the access to 
the channels. To the best of our knowledge, very little work has been done to incorporate privacy at the 
physical or media-access layer [1, 51] — our approach [41] is the first to integrate privacy and intrusion 
detection at the media-access layer. 
In this chapter, we consider a broadcast-and-select wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) optical 
network and a corresponding media access protocol which allows iV users to share K data channels, 
where K < N. Each user has a transmitter which may either be fixed to a single channel or tunable 
over a range of channels, and a tunable receiver which can be tuned to any channel. We assume that 
the optical fiber is secure against outside intrusion. Moreover, we do not expect an attack that uses 
additional devices to tap into the data channels. The question is whether, under these assumptions, 
privacy can be guaranteed. Unfortunately, the following problem may occur. Let Alice, Bob and Eve 
be three of the iV users in the system and suppose Alice is scheduled to send a message to Bob. At 
the same time Eve is idle, that is. she is not scheduled to receive any data. Then Eve may decide to 
tune her receiver to the channel on which Alice is sending a message to Bob. Thus Eve can perform an 
unauthorized read, and therefore the system does not guarantee privacy. 
How can we deal with the problem described above? As already mentioned, pre-existing solutions 
involve cryptography [38. 4, 40]. Alice and Bob agree on a secret key in advance and then use it to 
encrypt and decrypt the messages before and after the transmission, respectively. However, there are a 
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few drawbacks to cryptographic schemes. First, there is a time overhead for encrypting and decrypting 
messages between Alice and Bob. This processing delay may not be tolerable for certain types of 
real-time traffic. Second, key management may be a non-trivial task. For example, key distribution 
may require either additional secure channels or long computations, depending on whether private or 
public key cryptography is used, respectively. In addition, keys may be forgotten, compromised, or 
may need to be renewed over time, which adds to the complexity of the problem. Furthermore, when 
providing security for multicast communications, the problem of distributing and revoking keys becomes 
an extremely complex issue, especially if the multicast group membership is changing dynamically. 
Finally, there is no easy way to detect an attack on the privacy of a message. If the key is unknowingly 
compromised, Alice and Bob will not be able to detect that their encoded messages are being intercepted. 
In this chapter, we suggest a novel approach to privacy which does not use encryption; however, 
it may be combined with encryption to provide an even higher degree of privacy. In addition to the 
existing K data channels, we introduce a challenge channel and a response channel on which no private 
data is transmitted. The main idea is that every time Eve is idle (i.e.. not scheduled to receive any 
data) she is required to read on the challenge channel, thus she is prevented from eavesdropping on a 
data channel. At time slot t, a random bit string is sent to Eve on the challenge channel. Since Eve 
has only one receiver, she has to tune to the challenge channel: thus, she is not able to tune to a data 
channel and eavesdrop. On the next time slot, t + 1, Eve must send back the same random bit string 
that was sent to her as a challenge in time t, otherwise she is in violation of the protocol. 
In most existing security mechanisms, security violations are discovered after the fact, when a sig­
nificant amount of damage has already been done. In the proposed scheme, violations are detected with 
high probability as they occur, allowing for immediate action to protect the system and to discipline the 
perpetrator. Once a violation is detected, a number of actions may be taken. An extreme approach is to 
switch off all communications in the network, thus avoiding further compromise of sensitive information. 
Another option is to halt only the sensitive transmissions, and to resume transmission once compliance 
with the protocol is detected over some arbitrary number of time slots. Off-line administrative actions 
against the perpetrators may be also considered. 
One significant advantage of the proposed scheme is that it can provide privacy for multicast com­
munication in an efficient manner. The trusted users in a multicast group can tune their receivers to the 
multicast channel, while untrusted users are simply forced to tune their receivers to a different channel. 
No significant modifications to the protocol are necessary. 
Note that the correctness of our approach relies on the fact that the attackers have limited resources. 
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If, in the example above, Eve is allowed to use extra hardware, then she can add up to K nontunable 
receivers (one for each data channel). Now she can use her original tunable receiver for the challenges 
that are presented to her, while at the same time she can eavesdrop on all K channels using the 
nontunable receivers. Our protocol is not designed to counter such a committed hardware-oriented 
attack. We are assuming that Eve does not change the physical configuration of the system, yet she 
may decide to listen to someone else's conversation with the resources that she already has. A setting 
in which such conditions exist is, for example, a computer lab in an university. If there are surveillance 
cameras, this would deter users from changing the hardware configurations. However, it might still be 
possible for an user to modify the software in order to eavesdrop on the messages on the local network. 
In this study, we will investigate a challenge-response approach to providing privacy in an optical 
broadcast network. Our primary measures in analyzing this approach will be the level of security 
provided, as well as the cost of security in terms of both the additional hardware required to implement 
the scheme and the degradation of network performance. The remainder of this chapter is organized 
as follows. In Section 4.2 we define in detail our assumptions about the channels and the underlying 
scheduling protocol. In Section 4.3, we show how to modify any existing scheduling protocol so that 
the new protocol can detect eavesdropping. We present two solutions which guarantee privacy against 
attacks by several attackers working individually, and several attackers working in collaboration, in 
Sections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. In Section 4.6 we conclude the chapter and provide some directions 
for future work. 
4.2 Assumptions about the Scheduling Scheme 
We would like to make as few assumptions about the original scheduling protocol as possible. Our 
approach can therefore be applied to any existing protocol for multi-channel broadcast WDM networks. 
The protocol may employ deterministic scheduling in which every user has a predetermined channel 
and time slots to transmit [9, 14, 3]. The protocol will be a modified form of simple time-division 
multiplexing on the K channels. Alternatively, the protocol may be reservation-based, such that the 
users "compete" for time slots on which they transmit, and the bandwidth allocated to each user over 
a period of time depends on the amount of information the user has to transmit [9, 8, 47, 33, 23]. 
Normally, protocols of the second type use at least one extra control channel on which reservations are 
made and resolved. Additional transmitters and receivers may be required for this control channel. 
We assume that the propagation delay and the processing time are negligible and we also require that 
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the protocol is collision free (Le., users know in advance that they are not chosen to transmit, thus they 
do not interfere with the users who will transmit). Scheduling of transmissions is resolved early enough 
so that all users have sufficient time to tune their receivers and transmitters to the correct channels. 
Every user has one receiver which is tunable and one transmitter, which may or may not be tunable. In 
addition, users have one or more transmitters and receivers that may be dedicated for scheduling on the 
control channel. The tunability of the receiver is essential since our approach forces idle users to tune 
out of the data channels. Therefore, we cannot apply our approach to a protocol in which users have 
only fixed-tuned receivers. Finally, the protocol employs time slots of equal length, which correspond 
to the transmission time of one packet, and transmissions on all channels are synchronized. 
We denote the number of users in the system by N and the number of data channels by K. The 
scheduling scheme of the original protocol can be summarized by introducing two functions, reads and 
sends which tell us at every time t whether a user is receiving or sending information and on which 
channel. 
exactly when users it,..., ij are all scheduled to receive a data packet on the same channel at time t. 
For the rest of this chapter, however, we will focus only on point-to-point, i.e., unicast communications. 
To further specify the operation of the protocol, we also define a function, data{k,t) ,  which tells 
us what is the data transmitted on channel k at time t (see Figure 4.1). It is useful to think about 
data(k, f) as a reference to a location (channel k and time t) from which data can be read and to which 
data can be written. This allows us to write data(k, t) <— a to denote that the value of a is written to 
channel k at time t, and 6 <— data(k, t) to denote that the value of 6 is read from channel k at time i. 
reads(i,  t)  k if user i is scheduled to receive on channel k (1 < k < K) at time t 
nil if user i is not scheduled to receive at time t 
sends(i, t) k if user i is scheduled to transmit on channel k (1 < k < K) at time t 
nil if user i is not scheduled to transmit at time t 
Note that the semantic of the function reads{i, t) also captures multicasting. For example, 
reads(ii , t)  = reads(i2,t)  = . . .  = reads(iJ r t)  ^  nil 
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time t time t +1 
channel 1 
channel 2 
channel K 
data(l, t)  data(l, t  +1) 
data( 2, t) data(2,t +• 1) 
; 
data(K, t)  data(K, t  + 1) 
Figure 4.1 The original protocol. 
4.3 Secure Protocol 
The main idea of the secure protocol is to exploit the tuning latency of the receivers in order to 
prevent eavesdropping. We want to guarantee that every idle user who is not receiving data is not 
timed in to a data channel, since this would present an eavesdropping threat. We introduce a challenge 
channel and a response channel on which no sensitive data is transmitted. Every idle user is required 
to tune her receiver to the challenge channel. How can we guarantee that users comply? The execution 
of the protocol is supervised by a central authority, or principal. For every user, the principal sends a 
different challenge — a random string, over the challenge channel. In the next time slot, the principal 
expects every user to echo the same challenge, or a suitable function of the challenge, back on the 
response channel. Suppose that, at time t + 1, for a given user, the principal receives a reply that is 
different from the challenge that was sent to the user at time t. This is a definite indication that the 
protocol was violated by the user if we assume error-free transmissions. Upon discovery of a discrepancy, 
the principal is authorized to take appropriate actions such as disconnecting the guilty party or even 
shutting down the network. 
On the other hand, if the principal receives the correct response, there are two possibilities. First, 
suppose that the user complies with the protocol: she tunes her receiver to the idle channel at time t. 
then she reads the challenge, and at time (4-1 she echoes it back to the principal. The tuning latency 
guarantees that she cannot read from a data channel at time t: there is not enough time for her to tune 
in to the challenge channel, read the challenge, then retune to a data channel and read a non-negligible 
portion of the data there. This is, in fact, the normal mode of operation of the secure protocol. If all 
users are complying with the challenge-response scheme, the responses received by the principal will 
not differ from the challenges that were sent. 
However, there is a second possibility. Even if at time t +1 the principal receives the same response 
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as the challenge that was sent at time t, the principal cannot be absolutely confident that no violation 
of the protocol has occurred. Consider the following scenario. Suppose a user, Eve, is idle at time 
t, yet she tunes in to a data channel. At that time she cannot receive the challenge, since it is only 
available on the challenge channel. However, Eve may try to guess the challenge, and at time t -+- 1 she 
can send back a random string, hoping that it coincides with the challenge. If Eve made a lucky guess, 
the principal cannot detect that Eve is in violation. However, the probability of her guessing a random 
string of n bits, is 2~". For example, even for a challenge as small as one byte (n = 8), Eve remains 
unnoticed with probability less than 0.4%. Thus, the probability of the principal missing a violation is 
negligible. 
In the rest of this section we will explain why we also need to modify the data channels and how 
we accomplish this. Our primary motivation for introducing challenge and response channels was to 
prevent idle users from eavesdropping on the data channels. However, we cannot assume that a user 
who is not idle (one who is scheduled to receive a message) follows the rules of the protocol either. 
This idea is illustrated in the following attack on the original protocol. Suppose Eve is scheduled to 
receive a very long message from Alice. At the beginning of the message Eve realizes that she already 
has a copy of the message and therefore she does not have to receive the remainder. At this time Eve 
can roam around the rest of the channels eavesdropping, while Alice continues to transmit. No other 
user, not even the principal, can notice that Eve is not listening on the scheduled channel since there is 
no feedback expected from her. In the worst case Eve may tune in to another channel and listen to a 
message from Carol to Dan without their consent. 
To prevent the attack described above, the principal sends challenges not only to the idle users but 
also to the ones that are scheduled to receive on a data channel. The latter must read the data as well 
as the challenge on the same channel. Also, users who are scheduled to transmit in a slot will piggyback 
their response with the data. More precisely, we define Dk(t), the slot on channel D& (1 < k < K) at 
time t, to contain three fields: Dk(d,t)  Dk(c,t)  £>fc(r,t) 
data, Dk(d.t)  
This field corresponds to the data transmitted in the original protocol, that is, 
Dk(d,t)  = data(k,t)  
At time t ,  user i, for whom k — sends(i. t) ,  writes the data to channel Djt and user j ,  for whom 
k = reads(j. t), receives the data from the channel. 
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• challenge, Dk{c, t)  
The principal writes in this field a challenge (a random string). User j who is supposed to tune 
in to channel Dt at time t in order to read data (that is, k = reads(j,t)) is also responsible for 
reading the challenge by the principal. This challenge is used in the next time slot, t +1, to verify 
that user j was indeed tuned to the proper channel. 
• response, £>t(r,t) 
In this field, user i  who is supposed to send data at time t  on channel D& (that is, k = sends(i,  t))  
writes her response to the principal, namely, the challenge that she received at time t — 1. The 
principal reads the response and compares it to the challenge to verify it. 
The three parts of the slot are bit-interleaved in order to prevent a user switching back and forth 
between a data and response channel within the same time slot. 
4.4 Solution against Attacks by Eavesdroppers Working Alone 
In this section we provide a solution against one or more eavesdroppers who are working alone. From 
now on, we will refer to this solution as Solution 1. Solution 1 is secure against attacks by eavesdroppers 
working individually. However, in Section 4.5, we will show that Solution 1 is vulnerable to an attack 
by several eavesdroppers working in collaboration. We will then show an improved version which is 
secure against collaborating attackers as well. 
4.4.1 Configuration of the channels in Solution 1 
We have modified the data channels as described in the previous section. Along with the K data 
channels , DK, we have added one challenge channel, C. and one response channel, R (see 
Figure 4.2). The challenge channel consists of time slots of equal length. Every time slot <7(0 is itself 
divided into N equal parts, with each part equal to the size of the challenge from the principal. We can 
think of C(i) as an array indexed by the number of each user. We denote the t-th part of channel C at 
time t as C(i.t); thus the slot <7(01 comprising /V challenges on C may be written as follows: 
C(M) C(2,0 
- * * C(iV,0 
Only the principal writes on the challenge channel. Every time slot of the challenge channel is bit 
interleaved. 
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channel time t time t +1 
Di DI(d,t)  Di(c,t)  Di(r,t)  £>i(d,t + l) Di(c,t  + 1) Di(r,t  + 1) 
D2  D2{d,t) D2(c,t)  D2(r,t) D2{d,t  + 1) D2{c,t  + 1) D2(r,t  + l) 
: : ; 
Dk Dfc[d,t) Dn{c,t) 0K-(r,t) DK{d,t  + 1) DFC(c,t  + I) DK(r,t  + 1) 
C C(l,t)  C(N,t) C ( l , f + 1 )  C(N.t + 1) 
R R(l,t)  . . .  R{N,t) R{l,t+ l) R(N.t + 1) 
Figure 4.2 The channels in Solution 1 (Individual Eavesdroppers). 
The response channel has an identical structure. We denote the i-th part of channel R at time t as 
R(i,t); thus the slot R(t), comprising N responses on R may be written as follows: 
R(l,t)  R(2,t) » . . fl(iV,f) 
Every user has one tunable receiver and one tunable transmitter. A slight modification of the 
protocol can be made to accommodate fixed-tuned transmitters. The principal must receive on and 
transmit to all the data channels. Also, the principal has to transmit to the challenge channel and receive 
on the response channels. This implies that the principal should have À* + 1 fixed-tuned receivers and 
K + 1 fixed-tuned transmitters. These transmitters and receivers, as well as the additional challenge 
and response channels, are the primary fixed cost incurred by our modified approach. 
4.4.2 The protocol 
How does the protocol work? At time t, every user has a specific location, including a channel and 
a field in the time slot, on which to transmit, and another specific location on which to receive. Users 
who are not scheduled to receive on any data channel must receive on the challenge channel. Users who 
are not scheduled to transmit on any data channel must transmit on the response channel. At time t, 
the principal sends random bits as challenges to each user on the channel on which the users receiver 
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should be timed. The principal expects the user to respond at time (4-1 with the same sequence of 
random bits that the user received at time t. 
First, we point out that the secure protocol does not alter the scheduling of data transmissions as 
defined in the original protocol. That is 
Dk(d, t)  = data(k, t)  
On the other hand, we define 
Dk{c,t) if reads(i. t)  = k 
C(i,t) if reads(i,t) = nil 
to be the location at which user i expects a challenge at time t. If the user is scheduled to receive 
data, the challenge is located in the corresponding field. Dk(c.t), in the scheduled data channel, D*. If 
the user is not scheduled to receive data, then she has to listen to the challenge in the corresponding 
location, C(i,t) on the challenge channel C. 
We also define {Dfc(r,t) if sends(i, t) — k R(i,t) if sends(i,t) = nil 
as the location in which a user is supposed to send her response. Note that, just like the challenges, the 
responses may be either on one of the data channels or on the response channel, depending on whether 
or not the user is scheduled to transmit data at that time. 
The actions for user i (1 < i < N) at time t are described in Figure 4.3. In the two conditional 
statements, the user commits her transmitter to a specific channel and her receiver to a specific channel, 
which makes switching back and forth impossible. 
The actions of the principal at time t are described in Figure 4.4. The principal ensures the main 
property of the protocol, that is, for every user, i, and for every time slot, t. 
response(i.t 4- 1) = challenged, t) 
If this property is violated for some pair (i , t) ,  the principal can detect the violation by the end of time 
slot 14-1. At time (4-2, the principal already knows that user i is not complying with the protocol and 
appropriate actions can be taken. 
challenge(i,t) = ,<   | 
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User(i.t) 
// The procedure describes the actions of user i at time t 
begin 
static 0 
// Assume that 0 stores the value of the 
// challenge from time t-1 
s <- sends(i,t) 
if (s / nil) 
then 
tune transmitter to channel D t  
D,{d,t) <- data(s,t) 
D,(r,t) «- 0 
else 
tune transmitter to channel R 
RCi.t) <- 0 
r <— reads(i,t) 
if (r # nil) 
then 
tune receiver to channel Dr 
data(r,t) <— Dr(d,t) 
0 <- Dr(c,t) 
else 
tune receiver to channel C 
0 <- CCi.t) 
end 
Figure 4.3 Actions of a user in Solution 1 
4.4.3 Analysis of Solution 1 
The protocol is successful against an attack by a single eavesdropper. At time slot t. Eve must 
commit to tuning her receiver to a single channel due to our assumption about the tunability delay. If 
Eve is idle (reads(Eve,t) = nil), then there are two choices for Eve. First, if Eve tunes her receiver 
to channel C, then she cannot eavesdrop. Second, if Eve decides to tune to a data channel, then she 
is not able to receive the challenge sent to her by the principal. Therefore, at time t + I she has to 
guess a response, and the chance of her remaining undetected after time t +- 1 is 2~" for a challenge of 
length n bits. A similar analysis applies in the case when Eve is scheduled to receive on one of the data 
channels, D., and she decides to eavesdrop on a different data channel, Dj (t ^ j). The challenge for 
Eve is sent on channel Di, interleaved with the data, so if Eve tunes her receiver to channel Dj, then 
she is not able to receive the challenge, and at time t +1, she has to guess the response to the principal. 
To compute the throughput for Solution 1, we assume a normalized capacity of 1 per channel. The 
data, challenge and response channels then have a total capacity of A" + 1 -t- 1 = A~ + 2. However, data 
is transmitted only on the K data channels, each having a throughput of 1 — 2/iV. (On every data 
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Principal(t) 
//The procedure describes the actions of the principal at time t > 0. 
//At time t=0, the principal sends challenges but does not check responses 
begin 
0[N] // This array stores the old challenges 
for i - 1 to K do 
if response(i.t) ^  0[i] 
then there is a problem with node i 
for i = 1 to N do 
0[i] <— random number 
challenge(i,t) <— 0[i] 
end 
Figure 4.4 Actions of the principal in Solution 1 and Solution 2 
channel Di, the challenge and response fields. D,(c , t) and Di(r,t),  are not used for data. Each field 
has a capacity of 1/iV. Recall from Figure 4.2 that the length of a challenge is 1/iV of a slot.) Overall, 
the throughput T\ is given by: 
K(l -  2IN) _ K(iV - 2) 
1 2 +A' jV(A* + 2) 
Thus, in the extreme case when all iV users have to share a single data channel, that is, K = 1. the 
throughput is just 1/3. On the other hand, for larger values of K we get a throughput close to 1 (see 
Figure 4.5), which means that, in Solution 1, we have added security without noticeably depreciat­
ing the throughput performance of the underlying scheduling protocol. Note that asymptotically the 
throughput of Solution 1 is close to 1, which suggests that the approach is scalable in the number of 
users,  JV, and the number of channels,  K. 
It is interesting to note that Solution 1 is secure against a simultaneous attack by any number of non-
collaborating users. However, it is vulnerable to an attack by two or more collaborating eavesdroppers. 
Suppose that there are several users who have decided to cooperate in order to allow one of them to 
eavesdrop. For simplicity, we assume that there are just two collaborators: Eve and Eric. Eve tunes 
in to her favorite data channel and starts to eavesdrop. Normally, she would be detected within two 
time slots, but now Eric covers for her. If Eric and Eve are both idle, then their challenges are received 
on C and they have to respond on R. However, Eric can read both the challenge directed to him and 
the challenge addressed to Eve. Furthermore, Eric can respond for himself and for Eve. The principal 
has no means of detecting that someone else has served as a proxy for Eve, and her violation remains 
unnoticed. A solution to this problem will be addressed in Section 4.5. 
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Throughput ol Solution 1 vs the original protocol 
number ol channels. K 
Figure 4.5 Comparison of the throughputs of the original protocol (above) 
and Solution 1 (below). 
4.4.4 Application of Solution 1 to an existing protocol 
We now illustrate how Solution 1 may be applied to an existing media access control protocol. We 
choose the dynamic time-wavelength division multiple access (DT-WDMA) protocol described in [8]. 
In DT-WDMA, nodes are connected to a passive-star coupler which is an optical broadcast medium. 
The system requires a single control channel and iV data channels, where 2V is the number of nodes. 
Each node is assigned its own unique channel on which to transmit data packets, but may receive data 
packets on any of the data channels. Thus, each node requires a fixed transmitter and a fixed receiver to 
access the control channel, a fixed transmitter to access a single data channel, and a tunable receiver to 
access all data channels. Time is divided into slots, with a slot length equal to the packet transmission 
time plus the receiver tuning time. The control channel is accessed using a TDM-based approach. Each 
slot on the control channel contains iV minislots. one for each of the iV nodes in the network. When a 
node i has a packet to transmit, it will send a request in its assigned minislot. The request indicates 
the source node, the destination node, and a priority level. After a node transmits its request in a 
minislot in time slot t, it will transmit its data packet in the following time slot (sends(i, t + 1) = i) on 
its assigned channel. Since each node continuously monitors the control channel, a node will be able to 
determine whether it will receive a packet in the following time slot and the channel to which it should 
tune its receiver. If node j receives a request from node i at time t, it will set readsfj.t + 1) = t and 
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tune its receiver to channel i  in slot (4-1. If more than one node transmits a request on the control 
channel to the same destination node, then the destination node will receive the packet with the highest 
priority. If the priorities are equal, then the destination node will choose one of the transmissions based 
on some deterministic algorithm, such as choosing the node with the lowest index. 
Modifying this protocol to accommodate Solution 1 requires one additional channel to serve as a 
challenge channel and one additional node to serve as the principal. The principal node requires iV-t-1 
fixed transmitters for the data channels and the challenge channel, and JV+1 fixed receivers for the 
data channels and the control channel. Since the principal monitors the control channel, it will know on 
which channel each of the other nodes' receiver should be tuned in a given time slot. The principal can 
then transmit the challenge to the node on the appropriate channel. If a node is not scheduled to receive 
a packet in a given time slot, then its receiver should be tuned to the challenge channel. Each node will 
respond to the challenge in the following time slot on the data channel on which its transmitter is fixed. 
Note that, for this particular protocol, there does not exist a problem of collaborating eavesdroppers. 
Since each node must respond to the challenge on its own channel, and since each node only has a single 
fixed transmitter for the data channels, one node cannot respond to a challenge for another node. 
4.5 Solution against Attack by Two or More Collaborating Eavesdroppers 
In this section we describe a more elaborate version of the secure protocol called Solution 2. This 
protocol prevents an attack by two or more collaborating eavesdroppers as was described in Subsection 
4.4.3. The main approach for improving Solution 1 is to increase the number of challenge and response 
channels, and to assign each user a distinct challenge-channel/response-channel pair. Since no two 
users share both the same challenge channel and the same response channel, one user will not be able 
to respond to another user's challenge while also responding to his or her own challenge. Details on 
Solution 2 follow. 
4.5.1 Configuration of the channels in Solution 2 
We assume that the number of users, N. is a square of an integer, let A/2 = V. This can be 
done without loss of generality: if iV is not a square, we can pick M = fx/iV]. The K data channels 
D i, D-2-.... DK are defined exactly as in Solution 1. However, now instead of a single pair of challenge-
response channels, there are M challenge and M response channels, denoted as - Cif and 
RI,R2 ,  - -  - ,  RM, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4.6, every challenge channel C, (1 < i  < AI) is divided 
time t  
J I 
time t  + 1 
Di(d,t) D t(c,t) Di(r,t) | Di(d,t 4- 1) 0i(c,*+l) Dt(r,t+1) 
D,(d,t) D2(c,t) D2(r,t) D2(d , (4-1) D2(c,t + 1) D2(r,t+ 1) 
I ; 
DK(d,t) D*(c,t) DK(.r,t) DK(d,t + 1) DK(c,t + 1) DK(r.t + 1) 
C i ( l , t )  . . .  Ci{M,t) C i ( l , <  +  1 )  Ci(M,t + I )  
C2(l,t) C 2 ( A / , 0  C 2 ( l , t  +  l )  ... C 2 ( A / , £  +  l )  
: : 
C j v / ( l , t )  C\r{M.t) C\t(l,t  + 1 )  C\r(M,t + 1 )  
Ri fli(M) Ri(AIJ) t + 1) ... 
R2 «2(1,0 fl2(A/,0 fl2(l, t  + 1) — R2(M.t + I) 
R\i fl*/(l,0 » • » RA/(A/,0 R\i( 1.1 + 1) — R\i(M,t + 1) 
Figure 4.6 The channels in Solution 2 (Collaborating Eavesdroppers). 
into time slots of equal length. A time slot C,(t) on channel Ci is itself subdivided into M equal parts. 
Similar to Solution 1, we can think of <7,(0 as an array indexed from 1 to A/. 
C.(1,0 <7.(2,0 ... <7i(A/,0 
Ci{j,t) is the j-th part of Cj(t) and it represents a single challenge sent by the principal. As in 
Solution 1. this array representation is only conceptual, because in reality the bits of all fields of Ci(t) 
are interleaved. The response channels are divided in an identical way, so that R,(t) (1 < i < M) 
denotes the slot of response channel R, at time t, consisting of A/ parts: 
Ri(t) = Riiht) Ri{2,t) 
- - -
Ri(M , t) 
Ri(j , t) is the j-th part of Ri(t) and represents a single response sent to the principal. 
Every user has a tunable receiver and a tunable transmitter. The principal needs K+-M fixed-timed 
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transmitters and K + M fixed-tuned receivers. 
4.5.2 The protocol 
As already mentioned, the data fields are defined exactly as in Solution 1. To complete the descrip­
tion of Solution 2, it  suffices to redefine the semantics of the functions challenge and response. 
User(i.t) 
// The procedure describes the actions of user i at time t 
begin 
static 0 
// Assume that 0 stores the value of the 
// challenge from time t-1 
s 4- sends(i.t) 
if (s nil) 
then 
tune transmitter to channel D, 
D,(d,t) «- data(s,t) 
D,(r,t) «- 0 
else 
tune transmitter to channel 
fl9(i)(f(i),t) <- 0 
r <— reads(i,t) 
if (r ^ nil) 
then 
tune receiver to channel D r  
data(r,t) «- Dr(d,t) 
0 «- Dr(c,t) 
else 
tune receiver to channel Cf^ 
0 <— C/(i)(g(i),t) 
end 
Figure 4.7 Actions of an user in Solution 2 
For a fixed A/, let us arrange the users as entries in a A/ x A/ matrix, starting from the top left 
entry and going from left to right and from top to bottom, such that every user is in a distinct row and 
distinct column of the matrix. For example, if N = 9 and M = 3, the matrix looks like: 
1 2 3 
4 5 6 
7 8 9 
We introduce functions, which for any user i, (1 < i  < N), help us to address the user as an entry 
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in the A/ x A/ matrix. For 1 < a < A/ and 1 < b < Af define 
h(a, b) = M (a — 1) 4- 6 f(h(a,b)) = a g(h(a,b)) = b 
Given row a and column b in the matrix, h(a,b) returns the index of the user corresponding to that 
entry. Also, for user i, /(:) and g(i) compute the corresponding row and column indices, respectively. 
In the example above, A(3,2) = 8, /(7) = 3, and <7(6) = 3. 
We denote by challenge(i, t) the location at which user i  expects a challenge at time t .  If the user is 
scheduled to receive data, then the challenge is located in the corresponding field of the scheduled data 
channel. If the user is not scheduled to receive data, then the challenge is in part g(i) of the appropriate 
challenge channel, 
We also define response(i,t) as the location at which user i is supposed to send her response. If 
the user is scheduled to transmit data, then the response is located in the corresponding field of the 
scheduled data channel. If the user is not scheduled to transmit data, then her response is in part /(<') 
of the appropriate response channel, 
Note that, if user i is neither scheduled to receive nor scheduled to transmit data, the challenge is at 
location Cfii)(g(i),t), while the response is at location Rg(,)(/(«),<)- Since for every i and j, such that 
1 < i < j < A/2 we have f{i) £ f{j) or g(i) # g(j), then it follows that no two users i and j can both 
share the same challenge and the same response channels: therefore, no user can cover for another. 
The actions of every user i ,  where t < i < X. are described in Figure 4.7. The actions of the 
principal are described in Figure 4.4. Note that the principals in Solution 1 and Solution 2 have 
different definitions of the functions challenge and response: therefore, the two principals perform 
different actions even though their code looks identical. 
challenged, t) Dk(c,t) if reads(i.t) = k 
Cfn)(g(i),t) if reads(i,t) = nil 
Dk(r,t) if sends{i,t) = k 
Rgli) (/(»)* t) if sends(i, t) = nil 
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4.5.3 Analysis of Solution 2 
The key observation is that Solution 2 guarantees that no two users expect challenges and send back 
responses on the same pair of channels. We can show that, if Eve and Eric want to collaborate and 
eavesdrop, then their attempt will be detected. Without loss of generality, assume that Eve eavesdrops 
and Eric tries to send back a correct response on her behalf. At least one of the following is true: Eric is 
assigned a challenge channel different from Eve's, or Eric is assigned a response channel different from 
Eve's. 
First, if Eric's challenge channel is different from Eve's, then he can read only one of the challenges 
and must guess the second challenge. With high probability his violation is detected in the next time 
slot. Second, if Eric's response channel is different from Eve's, then he cannot send back to the principal 
both his and Eve's response. Again, the violation is detected. The argument above can be generalized 
by induction to any number of collaborating eavesdroppers. 
The throughput of Solution 2 is less than that of Solution 1. This is quite natural since we had to 
prevent attacks by collaborating eavesdroppers. For this solution, we had to increase the number of 
challenge and response channels — channels on which no data is sent. To compute the throughput, 
let M = VTV be the number of users that share the same challenge or response channel. If we assume 
a capacity of 1 for a channel, then the entire system, including all the data, challenge, and response 
channels, has a capacity of K -+- M + M = K + 2A/. However, the K data channels only have a 
throughput of 1 — 2/M. Recall that on each data channel Di, we have the challenge and response fields. 
Di(c,t) and Di(r,t), each of which has length l/M of the data slot. For the throughput, T-> we get: 
K{ 1 - 2/M) K(M - 2) 
2  2M + K M{K + 2 Af) 
which is approximately c/(c + 2) for K = oJ~N and M » 1. 
Note that for all i, (1 < i < >/ÎV), we can combine the challenge channel Ci and the response 
channel A, into a single challenge-response channel CRt. With all other things being equal, this will 
decrease the number of additional channels in Solution 2 from 2y/X to VÏV. The drawback is that 
we also decrease by half the size of the challenges, thus increasing the chance for a correct guess of a 
response. However, if the original challenge was n bits, the size of the new one will be n/2 and then the 
probability that a guess will be unnoticed is just 2~nl- which is still sufficiently low. For the throughput 
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Throughputs of Solution 2. modified Solution 2, and Solution 1 
 ^200 
100 number 
of users. N 
number of channels. K 
Figure 4.8 Comparison of the throughputs of Solution 1 (above), Solution 
2 (below), and the modified Solution 2 (middle). 
of the modified Solution 2 we get 
_ K( 1 -  1/M) _ K(M -  1) 
- M + K M{K + M) 
which is much closer to the throughput of Solution 1. The comparison of throughputs for the different 
solutions is shown in Figure 4.8. The upper surface represents the throughput of Solution 1. 7\. The 
lower surface represents the throughput of Solution 2, 7%. Finally, the throughput of the modified 
Solution 2, is in the middle. Clearly, there is a trade-off between the throughput of a solution and 
the probability of detecting an eavesdropper. 
An interesting question is whether it is possible to implement a challenge-response protocol like So­
lution 2, which is secure against collaborating eavesdroppers, and which uses fewer than 2%/jV additional 
channels (the number used in Solution 2). For the purpose of this discussion, we define a protocol to be 
secure, if the probability that eavesdropping will not be detected does not exceed 2~™. where n is the 
size of the challenge. In Appendix B we show that at least 2y/N additional channels are required and, 
in that sense, Solution 2 is optimal, i.e., no other protocol with the same functionality can use fewer 
channels. Note that the existence of the modified Solution 2 (with only y/N) additional channels, does 
not contradict this result since each of the channels CRt in the modified Solution 2 in fact represents 
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a pair of multiplexed channels — one for challenges and one for responses. 
4.5.4 Application of Solution 2 to an existing protocol 
Let us now apply Solution 2 to an existing media access protocol. Consider a variation of the 
DT-WDMA protocol in which the number of data channels, K, is less than the number of users, 1V. 
Each node is equipped with a tunable transmitter rather than a fixed transmitter to access the data 
channels. The format of the control channel remains the same. A request message, in addition to the 
source, destination, and priority information, also specifies the channel on which the transmission is to 
take place. If more than one node requests to transmit on the same channel in a given slot, the request 
with the highest priority is allowed to transmit. A deterministic algorithm can be used to break further 
ties. 
In order to apply Solution 2 to this protocol, we require an additional 2>/V channels. Half of 
these channels will be allocated as challenge channels, while the other half will be allocated as response 
channels. Each node is assigned one challenge channel and one response channel in such a way that no 
node shares the same challenge-channel/response-channel pair. We also need to add a principal which 
is equipped with K + y/N fixed transmitters for the data and challenge channels and K + VÏV + 1 
fixed receivers for the data, response, and control channels. Since the principal only needs to listen to 
the control channel, it does not require an extra transmitter for the control channel. A node which 
is scheduled to transmit or receive a packet in a given time slot will tune its transmitter or receiver 
respectively to the appropriate channel. Nodes which are not scheduled to transmit must tune their 
transmitters to the assigned response channel, while nodes which are not scheduled to receive must tune 
their receivers to the assigned challenge channel. The principal will send a challenge to a node either 
on a data channel or on a challenge channel, depending on whether the node is scheduled to receive a 
packet or not. In the following time slot, the principal will expect a response on either a data channel 
or on a response channel, depending on whether or not the node is scheduled to transmit a data packet. 
4.6 Conclusions and Future Work 
In this chapter, we have developed a new method for detecting and preventing unauthorized disclo­
sure of information at the media access level in a multi-channel network, such as a broadcast-and-select 
WDM optical network. Our approach is not restricted to a single protocol. Rather, it is a methodology 
which can be applied to any collision-free media access control protocol which uses tunable receivers. 
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The approach presented does not use cryptography; instead, it relies on the resource limits of poten­
tial attackers and on a challenge-response scheme to guarantee that, at any time, idle users are not 
eavesdropping on the data channels. If a user does not comply with the protocol, there is a very high 
probability that the violation will be detected, and appropriate measures can be taken. We presented 
a solution for attacks by individual eavesdroppers as well as a solution for eavesdroppers working in 
collaboration, and illustrated how these solutions can be applied to existing protocols. For the latter 
approach (Solution 2) it was shown that at least 2y/N additional channels are required as challenge and 
response channels. 
Since, in the proposed scheme, an attacker is able to intercept at least one slot of data before any 
action can be taken, a possible approach for improving the scheme is to spread the contents of a private 
message over a number of slots [51, 1], such that the message is only compromised if more than a certain 
number of slots are intercepted. Investigation of such an improvement is a topic for future research. 
Further work is also required to define the appropriate action to take once a violation is detected. One 
possible action is to halt the transmission of sensitive information until compliance with the protocol 
has been detected over a number of slots. Algorithms need to be developed to determine how many 
slots a user should wait before resuming the transmission of private data. 
Another interesting question that needs to be addressed is how the principal can get truly random 
bits for the challenges. Indeed, truly random bits are generated very slowly, thus they are impractical 
in real applications. Fortunately, there are very fast generators for pseudorandom bits. Although as of 
today no algorithm for pseudorandom bits is proven to be secure, the ones that are used in practice 
have good random properties which makes our method feasible. A second issue is whether, if we have a 
reliable source of pseudorandom bits, it is easier to implement cryptography using a method similar to 
Shannon's "'one-time pad" [40]. However, such an approach would require the sender and the receiver 
to share the same sequence of random bits, that is, create the same sequence at two different locations. 
On the other hand, in our method the random bits are created in a single location by the principal and 
they do not have to be shared. 
In Solution 2. we assumed that every idle user receives challenges and sends responses on a distinct 
pair of channels. It would be interesting to explore whether randomization of the challenge and response 
channels can provide privacy against collaborators while using fewer than 2y/X additional channels, 
where iV is the total number of users. 
Although we consider our scheme and encryption to be complementary techniques for providing 
privacy, it is useful to compare the two approaches. Cryptography can provide a high level of privacy by 
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making it difficult for an attacker to decrypt an encrypted message. However, conventional cryptography 
offers no satisfactory method to detect possible attacks on the privacy of a transmission and no means 
to determine that a message has been compromised. Also, as we have mentioned, cryptography requires 
additional computation time for encryption and decryption, which may not be tolerable for real-time 
applications, and key management may become cumbersome. On the other hand, our scheme provides a 
mechanism for detecting and identifying possible eavesdroppers, and the scheme can provide information 
as to whether or not data has been transmitted privately. The drawback is that the scheme may allow 
a limited amount of private data to reach the attacker before preventive measures can take place. The 
proposed scheme also requires an additional trusted server to act as a principal as well as additional 
bandwidth for the challenge channels and the response channels. We see that both the proposed scheme 
and encryption have their own strengths and weaknesses. By combining these two schemes, not only 
can we achieve a high degree of privacy, but we can also identify and take actions against potential 
attackers. 
A further direction of research may be the development of a hybrid protocol, which can switch 
dynamically between two modes — one without protection of privacy, and one in which privacy is 
guaranteed. A good solution would be able to use the maximum bandwidth in the unprotected mode, 
while upon request and suitable payment, it will have security in the private mode. 
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5 APPROXIMATE BOUNDS AND EXPRESSIONS FOR THE LINK 
UTILIZATION OF SHORTEST-PATH MULTICAST NETWORK 
TRAFFIC 
A paper published in Performance Evaluation 1 
Borislav H. Simov. Srini B. Tridandapani and Michael S. Borella 
Abstract 
Multicast traffic refers to information with one source node, but many destination nodes. Rather 
than setting up individual connections between the source node and each destination node, or broadcast­
ing the information to the entire system, multicasting efficiently exploits network capacity by allowing 
the source node to transmit a small number of copies of the information to mutually-exclusive groups 
of destination nodes. Multicasting is an important topic in the fields of networking (teleconferencing, 
video-conferencing, local-area network interconnection) and computer architecture (cache coherency, 
multiprocessor message passing). In this chapter, we derive expressions for the minimum cost (in terms 
of link utilization) of shortest-path multicast traffic in arbitrary tree networks. Our results provide 
a theoretical best-case scenario for link utilization of multicast distribution in tree topologies overlaid 
onto arbitrary graphs. In real networks such as the Internet MBOXE. multicast distribution paths are 
often tree-like, but contain some cycles for purposes of fault tolerance, we find that for the shuffienet 
and hypercube regular topologies, our expression provides a good prediction of the cost (in terms of 
link utilization) of multicast communication. 
'Reprinted from Performance Evaluation. Volume 35. Numbers 1-2. Borislav H. Simov. Srini B. Tridandapani and 
Michael S. Borella, Approximate Bounds and Expressions for the Link Utilization of Shortest-path Multicast Network 
Traffic, Pages 49-74. Copyright 1999, with permission from Elsevier. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Multicast traffic refers to information with one source node, but many destination nodes. Rather 
than setting up individual connections between the source node and each destination node, or broad­
casting the information to the entire system, multicasting efficiently exploits network bandwidth by 
allowing the source node to transmit a small number of copies of the information to mutually-exclusive 
groups of destination nodes. Multicasting is an important issue in both the networking and computer 
architecture fields. Current and future networks will require support for the selective broadcasting of 
bandwidth-intensive information, such as digital audio, still pictures, and full-motion video. Multipro­
cessor architectures require efficient multicasting algorithms for message passing and cache coherency. 
Regardless of context, it is essential to deliver multicast traffic in a timely fashion, preferably with the 
smallest delay possible. 
We provide a theoretical lower bound on the number of links required to distribute a multicast 
transmission to random destinations in a tree topology. In order to support multicast communication in 
arbitrary networks that were designed for unicasting only, a multicast tree is overlaid onto the network. 
In real networks such as the Internet MBONE, multicast distribution paths are often tree-like, but 
contain some cycles for purposes of fault tolerance. 
In the Internet, multicasting is implemented through the MBONE [6], a virtual topology constructed 
on top of point-to-point links. The MBONE is used to distribute pre-recorded or live audio and video 
content in a bandwidth-friendly manner. Connectivity is assigned in an ad hoc manner - sites are 
connected to topologically-close upstream neighbors - resulting in an essentially random graph for 
which each node may have between one and five or so edges. The majority of MBONE routers have 
three or four edges. The overall MBONE graph is rather tree-like, with a small number of redundant 
paths between any source and destination. Routing in the MBONE is dynamic and changes based on 
the underlying IP routing decisions being made on the network layer. 
Regular topologies such as the shufflenet [19] and hypercube [39]. have been studied as intercon­
nection schemes for local-area networks and multiprocessors. The multicasting protocols proposed for 
these networks ([5] and [24], respectively) utilize shortest-path routing. Due to the regularity of the 
networks, routing can usually be achieved in a distributed manner and requires a very small amount 
of processing per hop. In particular, the shufflenet and related graphs [46] [22] are very attractive and 
popular as virtual topologies for multi-channel optical LANs [34]. 
The approximate lower bound derived in this chapter is a theoretical result which can be directly 
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applied to any regular topology. In particular, we derive expressions for the smallest possible number of 
links traversed by multicast information in a tf-regular graph (such as the shufflenet or hypercube) using 
shortest-path routing. This result allows a protocol designer or network engineer to evaluate the link 
utilization of their protocols against an idealized case. By setting d to the maximum number of links 
per router, this result can be used as a loose lower bound for required link capacity of mult leasts in the 
MBONE or any arbitrary tree-like topology where there is a single path between any source-destination 
pair. Our approach is based on generalizing the Moore bound, which is a well-established lower bound 
on the diameter of any (/-regular graph. 
This lower bound is a new and fundamental theoretical result, in that it provides mathematical 
confirmation of our intuition regarding the efficiency of multicast communication over pure unicast and 
broadcast mechanisms, and serves as a point of reference for the efficiency of multicast protocols in 
trees and regular graphs. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses Moore graphs, derives the Moore bound for 
directed and undirected graphs and serves as the point of departure for our approximate lower bound. 
Section 5.3 derives both recursive and iterative expressions for the expected cost of minimum-delay 
multicasting in a complete, arbitrary-degree tree with arbitrary multicast size. m. Section 5.4 derives 
recursive and iterative expressions for computing a lower bound on the expected cost of minimum-
delay multicasting in an arbitrarily-sized network with arbitrary-degree. Section 5.5 provides numerical 
results for graphs with varied degree and multicast set size. 
5.2 Moore Graphs 
This section serves as a mini-tutorial on the issues of Moore graphs, which are the theoretical basis 
of our approximate lower bound. We develop the relationship between Moore graphs and the Moore 
bound, and present the Moore bound equations for both directed and undirected graphs. We then 
introduce a recursive derivation of the Moore bound, which we later generalize for multicast traffic. 
A (d. K) graph consists of .V nodes, each with degree d. and has a diameter of AT. Thus, it is a 
tf-regular graph with maximum hop distance of K. A (d. K) graph with the maximal number of nodes. 
N'. is a Moore graph. A (d. 1) Moore graph is a clique (complete graph) with .V* =</+!. A (2.Â") 
Moore graph is a cycle of 2K + 1 nodes. For d> 2. each node can be thought of as the root of a tree. 
From the root, d new nodes can be reached in one hop. d(d — 1) in the second hop, up to d(d — l)K_I 
in the A'th (final) hop. The relationship between .V*. d, and K is given by 
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{ 2K + 1 if d = 2 (5.1) d{dSr2 i f d > 2  
Intuitively, a Moore graph is an optimal connectivity pattern for N" nodes of degree d. Unfortu­
nately, Moore graphs do not exist for many combinations of d and K. In particular, it has been proven 
that (d. K) Moore graphs do not exist for d, K > 3 [11] and for K = 2 except when d = 3,7 or 57 [13]. 
An example of a (3,2) Moore graph (otherwise known as the Petersen graph [2]) is shown in Figure 5.1. 
Figure 5.1 The Petersen graph, a (3,2) Moore graph. 
An important problem, due to its applications in communication networks, is to maximize the 
number of nodes of a (d, K) graph. Some approaches for constructing (d. K) graphs with large N are 
summarized in [32]. The dual of this problem is to, given iV and d, find a topology that minimizes the 
diameter K. 
The lower bound on expected number of hops, h, between any two nodes for any iV-node, (/-regular 
graph is known as the Moore bound, and is derived (for d > 2) as follows. On every hop, all nodes 
reached are reached for the first time. Thus, on the first hop, d nodes are reached, while on hop k, 
d(d — 1)* nodes are reached (for k < K). On the A'th hop, iV — —— nodes are reached. The 
expression for total mean hop distance is 
d [(</ -  l)A'~l[(<* - 2)(K -  1) - d + 1] -t-1] + (d - 2)[/TA-(rf - 2) - 2] 
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In many networks, however, the links between nodes are unidirectional (directed), and it is useful 
to know the Moore bound in these situations. For directed (/-regular graphs, each node has d incoming 
links and d outgoing links. The mean hop distance for these graphs (with d > 2). presented in [19], is 
In this chapter, we consider directed, (/-regular graphs with a total of .V\- nodes. To enable our 
lower bound to be topology-independent, we consider each graph to contain a subgraph which is a 
complete. d-ary tree rooted at the source. The A" -t- 1 levels of this tree are numbered 0.1 A' 
starting from the leaf level, and the number of nodes in a subtree rooted at level k is denoted .V& = 
dl,J^Ï1 = </jVfc_i + 1 (1 < k < AT). Using this notation, we can derive an elegant, recursive expression 
that is equivalent to the Moore bound. We are interested in AI.K- the expected number of links used to 
transmit information from the source node to the destination node, in terms of At.* (2 < k < A"), the 
number of links required to transmit information from an intermediate node at level k to the destination 
node. The destination node may either be (1) the node at the fcth level with probability or (2) 
below the fcth level with probability (1 — -^). For the former, the cost is 0: for the latter, the cost is 
(1 + fti.fc-i ). since one hop is required to reach one of the nodes in the (k — l)th level and /»i ,*-i hops 
are required, by the recursive definition, to reach the final destination from the (k — l)th level node. 
Therefore, the recursive version of the Moore bound can be written as 
Ai.t = < 
1 +- if & = AT 
(1 — 3^)(1 + Ai.|._i) if 1 < k < AT 
0 if k = 0 
(5.4) 
for 2 < k < AT. with the base case of A1-0 = 0. and the boundary condition = I + Note 
that d does not appear in Equation (5.4). yet it is implicit due to the relationship between .V. d. and 
AT. This recursive notation will allow us to generalize the Moore bound for multicast traffic. 
5.3 Generalizing the Moore Bound: Complete Tree Case 
In this section, we present two approaches for computing the average number of required links 
(expected cost or link utilization) for multicasting a message to m destinations that are randomly 
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chosen among the non-root nodes of a complete rf-ary tree of height K. The first approach is recursive. 
At every level of the tree we represent the expected cost of transmission to the destinations below 
that level as the sum of the expected costs of transmission to all subtrees, and we compute those costs 
recursively. This method is more intuitive and simple to derive. However, in practice, recursion leads to 
slower implementations. Therefore, we also derive a second approach, which is iterative and exhibits a 
faster running time. It exploits the symmetries at each level of the tree so that we compute the overall 
cost of multicasting as a sum of the costs along the different levels of the tree. We will also show that 
this latter method is more efficient in terms of running time and and storage space. 
5.3.1 Recursive approach 
We examine the case where the tree is d-ary and multicast size I < m < :V#f- We will show that 
the average cost hm,K of sending a message to m destinations from the root of a d-ary complete tree is 
given by the following recursive relation 
Note that our goal is to find the value hm ,K-
For the case where 1 < k < K . we know that by definition, is the expected cost of sending 
a message to m destinations where all nodes of the tree are potential destinations, including the root 
of the subtree. We divide the tree into the d subtrees each of which is of height k — 1. Let C, be the 
cost of multicasting to some number of destinations in subtree s. Since these subtrees are disjoint, the 
total cost Am.* is the sum of the expected costs of each of the d subtrees. Since all of the subtrees are 
identical, they will have the same expected cost. Therefore, by recursion 
£a + h i.K-l)(NYl)(SK-L-"K-1) for k = K I / 1=1 
*»•* = pry £(1 + for 1 < * < K 
V m / ,= 1 
(5.5) 
0 otherwise 
Am.* = d - E[C, 1 
m 
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m 
= d^(l 4- /»«,*_i) - Pr{i destinations in s} (5.6) 
i=l 
In order to calculate the probability that t destinations are in some subtree s, note that the total 
number of ways we can choose m destinations in a complete tree of height k is ( ^ ). Out of these there 
are ways to choose i destinations in subtree s and ways to choose m — i destinations 
outside of subtree s. Thus 
CV) (^.r) 
hm.k — ^5^(1 + hi,k-l) 
\ m ) 
« 
The case for k = K follows directly, with the modification that the possible destinations in the tree are 
iV f c  — 1 (the root cannot be a destination). Therefore for k — K. 
CVlm"1) 
Pr{i destinations in s} = —!— (5.8) 
Efficient computation of can be facilitated by dynamic programming. In the table below, we 
show how to build the array in memory for all /»,.* where i  is the number of destinations (0 < f < m) 
and k is the level of the subtree that we are considering (0 < k < K) 
hi.k 
o
 
II •S
t 
k  = 1 
- » - k = K -  1 k = K 
i = 1 0 Ai.i • * - hijc-i Al .K 
i  = 2 0 A 2.1 • » - h-y.K-l A2.K 
: 
• I ; 
i = m — 1 0 hm— I.I * » ' Am—I.A'—1 Am—I.AT 
i  = m 0 Am.I A m. AT—I hm.K 
The goal is to compute the value in the lowest right corner of the table. To do this we compute the 
elements of the table column by column starting from the leftmost column. We know that the leftmost 
column {k = 0) contains only 0, since this is the cost of sending messages in a tree that contains no 
nodes other than the root one. To compute the next K — 1 columns, we use the second line of Equation 
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(5.5), so we compute hi.* using the values Ai.t-i, • - -, which are in the column to the 
left and are already computed. Finally, to compute the values in the rightmost column (fc = K) we use 
the first line of Equation (5.5). (In fact, we do not need to compute column K completely. We can just 
compute its lowest element.) At any point in this process, we only need to store one column, so the 
space required by this approach is O(m). In addition, the computation will run in time 0(Km3). (If the 
binomial coefficients are precomputed, then the space complexity is O(Km) and the time complexity 
is simply 0(À'm2).) 
5.3.2 Iterative approach 
In this subsection we develop an alternate expression for the expected cost of transmitting a multicast 
to I < m < .Vfc- destinations in a d-ary complete tree. In particular, we show that 
X m / i=0 x 
Let CJi,, represent the cost of transmitting on some edge e on level i  given that there are m 
destinations total. By symmetry, the cost associated with transmitting on each edge on a level is the 
same. Naturally, Crmt = 0 if edge e is not used in the multicast transmission, and Cem i = 1 if edge e is 
used. Note that 
E[Cm2 = Pr{e is used} 
= 1 — Pr{e is not used} 
Since we exclude the root as a possible destination, there are (*V£,~l) ways to choose m destinations 
anywhere in the tree. Also, there are (Ak^~V')(O) = ('Vk^~'V') ways to choose the m destinations 
so that all of them are outside the subtree below edge e at the ith level (the number of nodes below 
the tagged edge is A*,, so the number of nodes not under the edge is — 1 — .V,. and we are choosing 
any m of the latter). Therefore 
E[Cm.t] = 1- C
VKm"iV-) 
("V1) 
(5-9) 
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At each level i  there are dK~' edges, each with expected cost E[Cem t\ .  So our total expected cost is 
The running time of this iterative approach is O(Km) and the storage requirement is O(l). 
5.4 Generalizing the Moore Bound: Incomplete Tree Case 
In the previous section, we derived a formula for the expected cost. of multicasting to m 
destinations in a complete d-ary tree of height K. In this section, we will generalize our approach to 
allow us to obtain the average cost in trees which are not complete (some leaves are removed from the 
lowest level of a complete d-ary tree). 
We define a left tree to be a tree where for every pair of siblings, the sibling to the left has at least 
as many children as the sibling to the right. We also define a compact tree to be a tree which has the 
minimal height of all trees of the same maximum degree and same number of nodes. Finally, we define 
a heap as a left compact tree in which all the leaves at the lowest level are "packed to the left.™ Figure 
5.2 shows two binary trees, the tree in Part (a) is a binary heap, the one in Part (b) is a binary left 
compact tree. 
In this chapter, we are interested in lower bounds on the cost of shortest-path multicasting. In 
Appendix C we prove that for all trees with the same maximum degree and same number of nodes, the 
heap exhibits the minimal expected multicasting cost. Thus, we will derive a formula for the expected 
multicasting cost, Am.jy(A"). for a heap, where m is the number of destinations. K is the height of the 
heap. A" is the total number of nodes in the heap and d is the maximum degree in the heap. This is 
K-1 
hm.K = 
i=0 
Since £*0l dK ' = d» = - d° = S'K - 1. we get 
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Part (a) Part(b) 
O 
Figure 5.2 Examples of (a) a heap and (b) a left compact tree 
the lower bound on the cost of minimum-delay multicasting in an iV-node tree with nodal degree d. 
5.4.1 Notation 
The height, K, of a heap with N nodes and degree d is K = (N(d - 1) + 1)1 — 1, and the 
number of leaves, X, at the lowest level (0 < X < dK) can be expressed as X = N — Nk-i- A heap 
has three kinds of subtrees: 
• Left subtrees: These are complete subtrees with NK-I  nodes. Their root nodes are left children 
of the root node of the heap. There are L (0 < L < d) left subtrees in a heap, where 
• Right subtrees: These are complete subtrees with Wk-2 nodes. Their root nodes are right children 
of the root node of the heap. There are R (0 < R < d) right subtrees in a heap, where 
• Central subtree: The central subtree is the only incomplete subtree in a heap. This subtree is 
between the left complete subtrees and right complete subtrees of the root. There are C — d—L—R 
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central subtrees, which will be either 0 or 1. The central subtree is also a heap and the number 
of nodes jV(c) in it is specified by 
iV<c> = N - L • JYFC-I - RNK-I -  I 
all nodes nodes in left trees nodes right trees root 
Note that jV<c' = 0 <=> C = 0. 
level 3 
level 2 
level 1 
level 0 
Figure 5.3 Heap with d = 3, N = 25 and Â" = 3 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the definitions of left, central and right subtrees of the heap. For purposes of 
illustration, let us consider several examples of heaps of height K = 2 and d = 4. For the heap with 
iV = 11 nodes, the number of leaves at the lowest level is X =6. Also, there is L = 1 left subtree of the 
root with Ni = 5 nodes. There are R — 2 right subtrees of the root with iV0 = 1 node. There is C = 1 
central subtree which has iV(c> = 3 nodes. For the heap with N = 13 nodes, X = 8, L = 2. R = 2, 
C — 0, and iV,c) = 0. For the heap with N — 17 nodes. X = 12, L — 3, R = 1. C = 0, and = 0. 
For the heap with N = 8 nodes, X = 3, L = 0, R = 3, C = 1, and iV'c| = 4. 
5.4.2 Recursive approach 
As we did in the previous section for complete trees, first we present a recursive formula for the 
expected cost of multicasting. Following this, we will show an iterative version of the formula. The 
expected cost of sending a message to m destinations from the root of a heap of N nodes with 
maximum degree d and height K can be obtained from the formula 
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Am.Jfc(^0 — (1 + Aj.Jfc_l) •Nk - 6(6) - iVfc-i 
m — i ) (5.10) 
+cf>+/.i,t-i(iV«c')) (iV!e)) ( 
jV<c>\ ZiVt - J(fc) - iV<e> ) i J \ m — i 
+«D.+^)('V) Cv'~ 1=1 ^ ^ 
'Nk - S( k )  - :Vfc-2 
m — i 
for 1 < *r < K and l<m<iV-hl — S(k). The base case of the recusion requires that /im,fc(A') = 0, for 
all other values of m and k. We define <$(Jfc) to be an indicator function such that 
The intuition behind this expression is very similar to that of the complete tree (Equation 5.5). However, 
there is a slight distinction. In the case of the complete tree all the subtrees of the root have exactly 
:Vfc_i nodes. In an incomplete tree this is not the case. We have a combination of subtrees of Nt-i 
nodes, subtrees of iVj._2 nodes, and possibly one incomplete subtree. We represent Atm.*(iV) as the sum 
of the expected contributions to the overall cost by each of the three separate types of subtrees. By 
symmetry, each of the subtrees of the same type (e.g. the subtrees with Wk-1 nodes) will have the same 
expected cost. Therefore, the contribution to the overall cost by each type of subtree is equal to the 
number of subtrees of that type times the expected cost of one subtree of that type. 
Consider the case in which k < K and 1 < m < iV*. The expected cost of a subtree of iV*_t nodes 
is given by the general form 
0 if k < K  
S(k) (5.11) 
1 if Jfc = A' 
(5.12) 
probability 
which has been used in various ways throughout this chapter. So the expected cost of the left subtrees 
with nodes is 
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Analogously, we find the expected cost of the right subtrees with Nt-2 nodes to be 
TO /lVfr_2\ /JVfc-iVfc.jV 
(5.14) 
i=l v m / 
Finally, the expected cost of the incomplete subtree is 
C£(l-t-/»*,*-! (AT<C'))V ' ' (5.15) 
i=l V m ' 
The sum of the expressions in Equations 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 represents the total cost /»m,fc(AT), which 
proves 5.10 for k < K. The case of Jk = K follows closely, except for a different probability of having i  
destinations in each of the subtrees. Just as in Equation 5.5, we only have to substitute jV* — 1 for iVfc 
in the formula for the probability since when k = K, there are only A* — 1 possible destinations. This 
is accomplished with the indicator function, S(k). 
The space and time complexities are the same as in the complete tree case: O(m) and 0(km3), 
respectively. This is because the computation for each type of subtree is similar to the computation 
performed on the complete subtree. 
5.4.3 Iterative approach 
In this subsection we will develop an iterative approach to show that the average cost, hm jc(N), of 
sending a message to m destinations from the root of a d-ary heap with AT nodes is 
K~l /X—l—/VA AT—I £,+iV,_i Ri —1\ fC—I Z^V—I — 
f t -  j r f i v ) = J V - I - 5 3  O ,,v" - E cA per, - Y. «• ,„m.n ' (3.16) 
t=0 x m / t=l x m / »= I x m / 
where for all levels i, 1 < i < K — 1 
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Li = is the number of complete subtrees of height i  (left subtrees) 
and each left subtree has M nodes 
is the number of complete subtrees of height i  — 1 (right subtrees) 
and each right subtree has A',_i nodes 
Ri = 
(5.17) 
Ci — d.K~l — Li — Ri is the number of incomplete heaps (either 0 or 1 central subtrees) at 
level i and there are N — LiNi — RtN,-i — AV-.-i nodes in the 
incomplete heap below level i  
For convenience, we assume that Lq = N — Nn-i- An example of the definitions of Li, Ci and Ri is 
provided in Figure 5.3. For this heap, jV0 = 1, Ni = 4, iV2 = 13, iV3 = 40. Also. L0 = 12, = 4, 
Ci = 0, RI = 5, and L-> = 1, = 1, RN = 1. 
The approach is a generalization of the one used in the case of a complete d-ary tree. Again, we 
exploit the fact that if at every level the subtrees below two edges are of the same size and shape, 
then the expected cost associated with transmission over each of the two edges will be the same. In 
the case of the complete tree, at the i-th level all edges have the same expected cost of transmission 
since all of the edges are above complete subtrees with jV, nodes. In the case of the incomplete tree, 
at the i-th level (we assume i > 0) there are three types of edges (left, central and right) according to 
the types of subtrees under them. We know that all the left edges will have the same expected cost 
of transmission; similarly, all right edges will have the same expected cost. So, for example, we can 
compute the expected cost for one, tagged, right edge at level i. By multiplying this by the number of 
right edges at level i, we can compute the total cost, associated with all the right edges at that level. 
Similarly, we can compute the total cost for all left edges. Now when we add the cost for the central 
edge to the total cost of the right and left edges, we get the total cost of all the edges at this level. So 
the expected cost at i-th level is 
£[cost at i-th level] = Li - £[cost of tagged left edge at level i] 
+Ci - 5 [cost of central edge at level ij 
+R, - Efcost of tagged right edge at level i] 
(5.18) 
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Generalizing Equation (5.9) we get 
f[cost of tagged left edge at level i] = 1 — (V~i) 
f.VK".l+.V,tl+.V,_IR,-l\ 
f [cost of central edge at level i] = 1 — p^1) (5.19) 
£[cost of tagged right edge at level i] = 1 — (
v
-
l
'
v
—  )  
(V) 
Substituting for the three costs from Equation (5.19) into Equation (5.18) yields 
/.v-l-.va Z.VK_,_,+.V,L,+.V,_tR,-l\ 
E[cost at i-th level] = £;(1 - • ) + C<(1 - -) + ft( 1 - ••• (v-i)" -•) 
z.v-t-.v.x 
= {Li + Ci + Ri) — Li Ci (v"~') 
Z.V-I-.V.X f-VK_,_t+.V,L, + .V,_lR,-lX ,.v_l_.vi_,x 
(5.20) 
The expected cost at the 0-th level is 
ZTV—I —NQ\ 
£[cost at 0-th level] — L0  — L0—TSprK— (5.21) 
x m / 
The expected cost of transmission for the tree is the sum of the costs for all levels so we add Equation 
(5.21) to the sum of Equation (5.20) for all levels i, where 1 < i < K — 1: 
K-1 K'-l /.V-l-.VjX K - t f.vK_._,+.vlLl+.v,_,R,-ix K  — I /.v-l-.v,_,x h-l v r X M / _ V* C \ !» L _ P V " ' Am.ic(iV) = £,0 + 52 <fK ' — 53 ^«"TXriX 53 Ci /.V-lx 22 ft /.V-tx 1=1 t=0 \ *n ) t=l \ »n / t= t \ m / 
K — l  Z . v - t - . v a  K - t  f . v K _ , _ 1 + . v i L , + . v , _ , R i - i x  A T - l  Z . V - t - . V i . t X  
= Lo + — 1 — 5Z /.V-lx 53 C' r.v-lx 53 % /.V-lx i=0 \ f* ) t— I \ / i= I v «* / 
K—I /.v-t-ViX K'-l Z-Vfc —-i + v,t,+.v,_lRi-tx K—l ,.v-t-.v,_,x 
= iV — 1 — E /.villx — E / N - l x  S ft —f.v"llx i=0 V •» / i=l \ ~% i i=l \ — I 
(5-22) 
This formula is much easier to compute than the recursive one since the required space is 0(1) and 
the time is O(Km). Note that these complexities are identical to the space and time complexities of 
the iterative algorithm for the complete tree case, because the same algorithm is being applied to the 
three types of subtrees in the incomplete tree case. 
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5.5 Numerical Examples 
In this section, we present numerical results based on the analytical expressions derived in the 
previous sections. These results will be presented in two parts. First, the accuracy of the analytical 
expressions for our lower bound on multicasting will be evaluated by comparing numerical results 
obtained from them with simulation results. Following this, the analytical expressions will be used to 
provide general recommendations on the effectiveness of multicast routing versus multiple point-to-point 
and broadcast routing. 
5.5.1 Effectiveness of the analytical expressions 
The Internet MBONE is largely tree-like although it does have a number of redundant paths between 
pairs of nodes for purposes of fault tolerance. A practical application for our expressions is to determine 
the lower bound on the expected link utilization of multicasting in MBONE-like networks. If a very small 
number of redundant paths (cycles) are added to a tree network, the expected cost of multicasting in that 
network is guaranteed not to increase, and will probably slightly decrease due to increased connectivity. 
Therefore, we expect our lower bound to hold only for sparsely connected, but not richly connected 
graphs. Furthermore, our approach also assumes d-regular connectivity, which is certainly not the case 
for the MBONE or most real networks. However, given a real network with nodal degree distributed 
between 1 and d, if we compute our expressions using d = d, we will produce a lower bound (possibly a 
loose one) for multicasting in the network. Thus, since the MBONE is a tree-based, sparsely-connected 
graph, we expect that our bound will hold for the MBONE and similar virtual multicast topologies if 
we compute our expression using d to be the greatest empirical nodal degree in the network. 
In order to test the usefulness of our bound, we created one hundred 64-node random tree networks. 
The outdegree of each node was uniformly distributed between 1 and d. For example, we start with a 
root, which is assumed to be the source of the multicast, and assign it 7 (where 1 < 7 < d) children. 
We then assign children to the newly created nodes, and so on until 64 nodes are assigned. Then, the 
m destinations are randomly chosen and the cost of multicasting is computed. This process is repeated 
for 100 destination sets is each random tree. 
In Figures 5.4 and 5.5 we compare the expected multicasting cost as a function of the number of 
destinations in a random tree versus our lower bound expressions. For example, in Figure 5.4, the upper 
curve corresponds to the cost of multicasting in a random tree with N = 64 nodes, and 7 distributed 
uniformly between 1 and 2. The lower curve is obtained from our analytical expressions applied to 
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gO - random tree with N=64.1 <= d <= 2 
SO 
heap with N=64, d = 2 
20 
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number of destinations, m 
40 
Figure 5.4 Expected multicast link utilization for various m on 64-node ran­
dom trees with d < 2 versus hi,m-
a heap with 64 nodes and degree d — 2. Figure 5.5 is a comparison between the multicast cost in a 
random tree with 64 nodes and 7 distributed uniformly between 1 and 4. The results show that the 
expressions we have derived are indeed lower bounds for multicasting in tree networks. Note that tree 
networks perform "single-path" routing; that is, there is a single path between any two pairs of nodes 
in the network. 
However, the tree approach may not yield the lowest overall multicasting cost in networks more 
richly connected than tree networks. We would now like to compare our analytical expressions with 
simulations of multicasting in networks such as the shufflenet and the hypercube, each of which have 
multiple paths between any two nodes. In Figure 5.6, we compare the analytical multicasting cost for 
various m in a 64-node, d = 6 heap (upper curve) with the simulated multicasting cost in a binary 
hypercube with d = 6 and V = 64 nodes (lower curve). A variation of the multicasting algorithm 
presented in [24] was used in the simulations. The figure shows that the analytical expression is no 
longer a lower bound. This is because the hypercube has multiple paths between the source and each 
member in the destination set. The multiple paths, as discussed above, lead to lower multicasting costs. 
However, the two curves follow the same trends. 
In Figure 5.7 we compare the analytical expression with the average multicast cost in a 64-node 
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Figure 5.5 Expected multicast link utilization for various m on 64-node ran­
dom trees with d < 4 versus A-t.m-
(2,4)-Shufflenet. For the shufflenet, the recently developed multicasting algorithm presented in [5] was 
simulated. Again, we find that the analytical results follow the same trends as the simulation results, 
although the difference is a bit larger than was observed in the hypercube case. From these results, it 
appears that the analytical cost of multicasting in a heap is a reasonable approximation of the cost of 
multicasting in corresponding regular networks. 
5.5.2 Recommendations on multicasting 
We will now use the analytical results developed in the previous sections to study the lower bounds 
of broadcasting, multiple unicasts and multicast communication. Comparing the performance of these 
three techniques allows the system designer to decide, based on the multicast set size (m), which 
technique is the most cost-effective. While broadcasting and multiple-unicast are usually simpler to 
implement algorithmicallv, multicasting will always perform as well or better than these rudimentary 
techniques. 
Note that the cost of minimum-delay multiple-unicast is obtained by simply multiplying the desti­
nations set size, m, with the cost of unicasting a message in the network, i.e., At.x(iV). The minimum 
cost of broadcasting a message is given by (N — 1). 
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Figure 5.6 Expected multicast link utilization for various rri in the 64-node 
hypercube versus Ae.m-
Figure 5.8 shows expected cost versus destination set size for multicast, multiple-unicast, and broad­
cast traffic, for a network with K = 5 and d = 2 (iVjc = 63)-. Broadcasting is a trivial solution; the 
cost does not change with m. Therefore, it is not a good technique for transmitting small multicasts. 
The cost of multiple unicast increases linearly with m and is therefore not a good technique when m 
approaches NK- As expected, multicast communication provides the low-cost solution for all values of 
m. 
We define the intersection of the broadcast and multiple-unicast curves to be the Maximum Benefit 
Point (MBP) of multicasting. 
MBP = xV- 1 
h i M N )  
At the value of m closest to the MBP (which we refer to as m'), multicasting demonstrates the greatest 
increase in performance over that of both broadcasting and multiple-unicast. In Figure 5.9 we plot 
m' for various N and d. We note that the increase in the MBP is more highly correlated with the 
degree than with the size of the network. This is more apparent in the next figure, Figure 5.10, where 
2Xote that the curves shown in this figure are very similar to the figures developed in [24| where a heuristic multicasting 
algorithm developed for hypercube networks was examined. The differences are the following: in [24], the curve for 
multicast communication plotted was obtained from simulating the heuristic, and the multiple unicast curve was obtained 
from an approximate analysis. In contrast, the curves which we plot in this chapter are exact. 
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Figure 5.7 Expected multicast link utilization for various m in the 64-node 
shufflenet versus 
we plot m', normalized to maximum possible destination set-size, for various values of JV and d. The 
figure shows that for a fixed degree, increasing the size of the network actually results in a smaller 
normalized m'. These results indicate that good multicasting algorithms are to be recommended for 
small destination set sizes for networks with small degrees. 
A measure of the actual amount of bandwidth saved due to multicasting can be given by subtracting 
the cost of multicasting at m' from the cost of multiple-unicast or broadcast at rn'. VVe define this 
difference to be the Maximum Benefit (c) of multicasting. Figure 5.11 plots c versus d for varied S. 
Note that, as the degree and the size of the network grows, the benefit of multicasting increases rapidly. 
In Figure 5.12 we plot the c normalized to the cost of broadcasting. The latter shows that for networks 
with large degrees multicasting provides relatively insignificant benefits. 
5.6 Future Work and Concluding Remarks 
Multicasting is an important area of research in telecommunications. In this chapter, we have pro­
vided a new and fundamental lower bound to the cost of building minimum-delay trees for multicast 
communication in tree-like networks. Furthermore, the expressions we have derived provide an approx­
imation to the cost of multicasting in regular graphs. The bound is similar to the Moore bound, which 
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Figure 5.8 Expected cost versus destination set size, for multicast, multi­
ple-unicast, and broadcast traffic, for a network with K = 5 and 
d = 2 (NK = 63). 
provides a lower bound on the expected cost of point-to-point communication in networks. 
The bound presented in this chapter will be useful in (1) comparing various network topologies 
designed to support multicasting services, (2) providing exact lower bounds on the performance of 
networks whose structures make them difficult to analyze, and (3) providing mathematically intuitive 
insights regarding the effectiveness of multicasting over that of multiple unicasting and broadcasting. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
In this dissertation we gave a general overview of visibility-based pursuit-evasion. We presented 
polynomial-time algorithms for clearing a polygonal region by a single 1-searcher and by a pair of 
1-searchers (each of them equipped with a single flashlight). 
While recently there have been a number of important advances in the pursuit-evasion field, there are 
still a number of interesting open problems. A natural extension of our results will be an algorithm for 
clearing a polygon with k collaborating 1-searchers, or oc-se archers. who are not required to maintain 
mutual visibility at all time. Note that LaValle et al [26] showed that the problem of finding the minimal 
number of pursuers required to clear a given polygon is NP-hard. However, in their proof they used a 
polygon with holes. It is not known whether a similar result applies in the case of polynomials without 
holes. 
Other interesting directions for future research is combining our results is with the minimal sensing 
approach of Sachs et al [37], i.e.. whether the two pursuers can find a winning strategy without prior 
knowledge of the shape of the polygon. 
Finally, extensions of the current results to three-dimensional environments will create greater in­
centive for implementation of the algorithms into real-world devices. 
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APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 3.4 
Assume that Xo, Yo, Xi, Ki and k are as defined in Lemma 3.4. Also, for convenience, assume that 
we order the points of dP starting from xo, the left boundary of the interval -Yo- We breakdown the 
proof according to the different values of k: 
• [Ar = 0]. We prove the following statement. 
Assume that k = 0. Condition 3.1 is satisfied if and only if i/o < rf. 
Proof. 
(*=) Suppose that yo > xf. It follows that for every (x;,y,) e B(X,,Yt), i = 0,1: 
yo > m > xf > xi , 
so ffo > X T  and Condition 3.1 cannot be satisfied. 
(=>) Suppose that yo < xT- Let (xg,go) and (xf,y { )  be two extreme points of C(XQ,YO) and 
C(.Yi, >"i ), correspondingly. Since, 
x5 < so < xf < yr 
the tuple I„ = (x5,yo,xf,yf,0) satisfies Condition 3.1. D 
Both the check yo < xT and the construction of /„ can be done in O(l) time, regardless of the 
whether the boxes are independent or not. 
e [k = 1]. 
- [X0 n .Yi ^ 0 and Vô n Y"i ^ 0]. We prove the following statement. 
Assume that k = 1, Xo n Xt ^ 0 and t'o fl Y\ ^ 0. Condition 3.1 is always satisfied. 
Proof. Let X = Xo fl Xi ^ 0 and Y = Y© n Yi ^ 0. From the lemmas in Section 3.2 of 
[29] it follows that B(X, Y) is a VHC box. Consider an interior point (xg,yj) e C(X, Y') Ç 
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C(.Y0, Yo)- Suppose we move in X from point (xô-j/ô) down and to the right to point (x[,y[). 
Assume that the move is sufficiently short, so that (xj,yj) 6 C(X, Y) Ç C(.Yi, Y'i). From 
the direction of the move it follows that xjj < xj < yô < y[, so Condition 3.1 is always 
satisfied by tuple /„ = (xô,yô,xl,yu 1). • 
Determining whether Condition 3.1 can be satisfied, or equivalently, whether sets X and Y 
are empty can be done in 0(1) time. In order to construct we compute the parameters 
of B(.Y, Y") by computing a finite number of visibility polygons in 0(n) time. Given the 
parameters of B(X, Y) we can construct /„ in O(l) time. 
— [.Yo n (A't U Y'i ) = 0, Yô n .Yi ^ 0 and Yô n Y\ / 0). We prove the following statement. 
Assume that k = 1, .Yo fl (.Y[ uY'i) = 0, Yô D .Yt ^ 0 and Yô n Y'i ^ 0. Condition 3.1 
is always satisfied. 
Proof. Pick y[ 6 Y QA Y I and construct a point (x{,y{) G C(-\'I, Y ' I). Similar)-, pick YÔ- where 
yô € (max(xJ,yo)»yi)- Construct (xg,yô) € C(.Y0,YÔ). Since 
xô < x^ < x^ < xi < yô <yl 
the tuple /„ = (xg,yj,x",yf,l) satisfies Condition 3.1. • 
In order to construct (xg,yg) and (x^,yf) we need to construct two visibility polygons. So 
/ „  c a n  b e  c o n s t r u c t e d  i n  t i m e  O ( n ) ,  
- [.Yo n (.Yi U  Y'i ) = 0 and Yô n Y'i = 0]. We prove the following statement. 
Assume that k = 1, .Yo ft (.Yi U Y'i) = 0 and Yô n Y'i = 0. Condition 3.1 is satisfied if 
and only if xt < yj. 
Proof. 
(*=) Suppose that x^ > yo- It follows that for every (x..y,) 6 B(.Y,, Y'i), i = 0.1: 
xt > > yô > yo 
So xi > yo and Condition 3.1 cannot be satisfied. 
Ill  
(=>) Suppose that X± < yo. Let (xJ,yo) and (£i_,y { )  be two extreme points of C(XQ,YQ) and 
C(Xi.n), correspondingly. Since, 
x ô  < x 5 <  £ i < y ô <  y i <  y [  
the tuple /„ = (x5'50.£i_ttff. 1) satisfies Condition 3.1. • 
Both the check x±<yô and the construction of /„ can be done in 0(1) time, regardless of 
the whether the boxes are independent or not. 
• [* = 2] 
We consider two cases, depending on the mutual position of the boxes. 
- [.Yo fl .Yi ^ 0 and Y'0 n Y'I  jt 0]. We prove the following statement. 
Assume that k = 2, .Yo H .Yt ^0 and Yô fl Y'i ^ 0. Condition 3.1 is always satisfied. 
Proof. Let Y = .Yo A .Yi ^ 0 and Y = Yô D Y't # 0. From the lemmas in Section 3.2 of 
[29] it follows that B(.Y, Y') is a VHC box. Consider an interior point (x5»tfô) G C(.Y, Y') Ç 
C(-Yo, Yô). Suppose we move in X from point (x£.YÔ) down and to the left to point (x*.y, ). 
Assume that the move is sufficiently short, so that (x*.j/j) G C(.Y, Y) Ç C(.Yi,Y'i). From 
the direction of the move it follows that XQ < xj < j/j < yô, so Condition 3.1 is always 
satisfied by tuple /„ = (x0,y0,x{.y{,2). • 
Determining whether Condition 3.1 can be satisfied, or equivalently, whether sets Y and Y 
are empty can be done in 0(1) time. In order to construct we compute the parameters 
of B(X. Y) by computing a finite number of visibility polygons in 0(n) time. Given the 
parameters of B(.Y.Y') we can construct I„ in 0(1) time. 
- [.Y0 fl Yi = 0]. We prove the following statement. 
Assume that k = 2 and .Yo fl A"t = 0. Condition 3.1 is satisfied if and only if 
yi <yô* 
Proof. 
(<=) Suppose that Y^>YÔ- It follows that for every (x,.y,) e B(XT .  Y",), I  = 0,1: 
yi > yi >ûô > yo 
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So yi > yo and Condition 3.1 cannot be satisfied. 
(=>) Suppose that yj_ < yô- Let (xg,yô) and ( x [ , y i )  be two extreme points of C(%o,^o) and 
C(Xi,Yi), correspondingly. Since, 
xJ<x0<x L<xi < < 5ô 
the tuple Iv — (xô, yô, x%, y±, 1) satisfies Condition 3.1. • 
Both the check yi < yô and the construction of Iv can be done in O(l) time, regardless of 
the whether the boxes are independent or not. 
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APPENDIX B LOWER BOUND ON THE NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL 
CHANNELS IN A CHALLENGE-RESPONSE PROTOCOL 
In this section we will prove that no challenge-response protocol which is secure against collaborating 
eavesdroppers, uses fewer than 2>/N additional channels, the number used in Solution 2. 
Suppose that we have a challenge-response protocol P for iV users, m. u2,, u/v- P uses a challenge 
channels, Ci.Cn, • • •C„ and 6 response channels, /Zt. fi2,..., fl»- P also has the property that no two 
users share the same pair of challenge and response channels, that is, no subset of users can successfully 
collaborate. 
For the protocol P we define an arbitrary bipartite graph G which represents the challenge and the 
response channels for each user. Note that in a graph we normally associate users with vertices and 
channels with edges. However, in our model we represent every user as an edge, while the challenge 
channels and the response channels constitute the two parts of the vertex set. We define the challenge-
response graph G as follows: 
e vertex set, V ( G )  = {Ci,C2,...,C„} U {fli,fl2,...,#&} 
That is, there is a vertex for every challenge or response channel. 
• edge set, E ( G )  = {(Ct,R } )  |  3k,t,t' : challenge{k.t) = C;(.) A response{k,t') = fl>(-)} 
There is an edge between a challenge channel Ci and a response channel Rj if and only if there 
is a user u* who is challenged on channel Ci, that is, /(Ar) = i and responds on channel Rj, that 
is, g ( k )  =  j .  The graph is bipartite since no edge connects two vertices from {C1.C2, C a  } or 
two vertices from {fli, F L 2 , . . . , F L & }  
An immediate observation for the challenge-response graph G is that ab > iV. There are at most ab 
edges between a vertex from {Ci,...,C0} and a vertex from {Ri,.... fl&}. Therefore, if there are more 
than ab users, there is a pair of users ux and uy both of whom correspond to the same edge (Ci,Rj). 
Then uz and uv share the same challenge channel Ci and response channel Rj and they can collaborate. 
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From ab > N, using the fact that a, b and N are natural numbers, we derive 
-ffl 
Our goal is to find a lower bound on a + 6: 
iV 
a 4 
a 
2 y/N 
with equalities for \fa = or equivalently, for a = 6 = \J~N. 
We have shown that Solution 2 is optimal in the sense that it uses a total of 2M — 2y/N challenge 
and response channels and every other challenge-response protocol which disallows collaboration needs 
at least as many channels as Solution 2. 
a + 6 > 
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APPENDIX C OPTIMALITY OF A HEAP 
C.l Notation 
Suppose that we are given a d-ary tree T which has K levels. For each level i, 0 < i < K — 1, we 
have dK~' edges immediately above the nodes of that level. For 1 < j < dK~l, let Ejj denote the 
jth edge on the ith level, counting edges from left to right (see Figure C.l). Also, let Ujj denote the 
number of leaves which are at the lowest (Oth and possibly 1st) level and under edge 
node level 3 
edge level 2 
node level 2 
edge level I 
node level I 
02 edge level 0 06 
(2) (^) node level 0 
Figure C.l Example of a heap with A* = 13 and d = 2 
For purposes of illustration, consider the compact tree T from Figure C.l. The the values of 
for the tree T are enumerated in the table below: 
J = 1 j = 2 j = 3 7 = 4  j = 5 II j = ~ II 00 
1 = 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
i = 1 2 1 2 1 
i = 2 3 3 
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Let us fix a compact tree T of height K. We may think of the expected cost CT of sending a message 
to m nodes of T as the sum for all levels (0 < i < K — 1) of the expected costs, Cj, of each level. 
c T = Y ^ c T  (c.i) 
t=0 
For every level i (0 < i < K — 1), and for every edge E,.j (1 < j < dK~') from that level, let Cij be the 
expected contribution of that edge to the total cost of level ». Then 
CT = E Clj (C.2) 
J=I 
We will now prove that of all compact trees of a fixed degree, the heap has lowest expected cost 
for sending a multicast to m destinations. It suffices to prove that a heap has a lower average cost 
compared to any other left compact tree of the same degree, due to the symmetry between left and 
right compact trees. Let H be a. heap and A be an arbitrary left compact tree of the same degree. We 
will show that 
C" < CA (C.3) 
To prove Equation C.3, we will show that 
C" < C,A (C.4) 
for 0 < i < K — 1. 
C.2 A Heap Has Lower Cost at Any Complete Level than Any Other Com­
pact Tree 
Proving Equation C.4 can be accomplished by showing that for every level i (0 < i < K — I) 
c
" (c-5) 
j=i j=i 
or, equivalent ly 
Z cï - E C" ^ 0 (C-6) j=l 7=1 
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At an arbitrary level i 
d K - i  d K ~ '  d K ~ '  d K ~ '  
C?j — E Cf!j = E — Pr{no dests use E*j }) — ^ (1 - Pr{no dests use E"j}) 
j= i j—i j= i j=i 
d K ~ '  d K ~ '  
= E Pr{no dests use E f j }  -  ^  Pr{no dests use E - j }  (C.7) 
j=i j=i 
The probability that no destinations use edge Ejj is the probability that there are no destinations below 
edge Ejj. The number of possible destinations below edge Ejj is equal to the sum of the number of 
nodes in a complete tree with i - 1 levels, and the number of nodes below edge Ej} in the Oth 
level, Ujj. Noting that iVj = 0 for i < 0, we get 
d K —  d K —  d K —  /X-l-.V.-i-t/-" \ «!*"• /JV-t-X._,-tZlA x 
E ct " E - E ' psftn - E ,n-H <c-8> 
;=l _/= I j—i \ m ) j= I v m / 
where .Y, = AT — 1 — iVj. So. to prove Equation C.5 it suffices to show that 
e "  
Consider the 0th lex-el of both the heap and the compact tree. Recall that the leaves of the heap in 
this level are "packed to the left." Therefore, if we compare the heap and compact tree, we will find 
that for any level », Ufj > U*j for values of j from 1 to some J, while £7," < Cr** for values of j from 
J + 1 to dK ~1. In general, J may not be unique, but for our purposes below, any valid ./ may be used. 
In order to prove that the summation in Equation C.10 is non-negative, we will partition it into two 
summations, based on J. 
% [(X"m "5) - ^)] * t C&) " (X-l„" ^ )] <C.U> 
left sum 
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right sum 
Next we will prove two lemmas. Lemma C.l will give us a lower bound on the left sum of Equa­
tion (C.ll) and Lemma C.2 will give us a lower bound on the right sum in Equation (C.ll). Later we 
use the two lemmas for a lower bound on the entire sum. 
Lemma C.l. 
j 
Z j=i ( 
X
'~
U Z  ) - [ X i  ^ ) ] > - (  X < " ^  )  
\ m ) \ m J \ m — 1 f }=i 
Proof.- For all j (I < j < J) we have 
Exploiting the combinatorial identity 52 "_0 (r^ t) = ("), we find that 
(C.13) 
(v-;c'") - rr4) - - - r^)] 
(C-15) 
(C.16) 
Since U*j < U-j < I in all terms of the summation 
(C.17) 
(C.18) 
(C.19) 
Summing over j (I < j < J) completes the proof • 
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Lemma C.2. 
E j=-'+1 ( *
Y<
"
1 ^ ) - f Xi"1 UA )] > f AVl Ut ) E (C.20) 
\ m / \ m / J \ m — 1 / j=y+i 
Proof: 77»is lemma proceeds in a similar fashion to Lemma C.l. For j (J + 1 < j < dK 1 ) we have 
( Xi u,lij Vf Xi ) = £ ( Xt 1 ) 
\  m  j  \  m  J  t = U H + 1  X  m - 1  /  
2 t 
i=u?t +1 \ m- I ) 
> (*".!?) 
(C.21) 
(C.22) 
(C.23) 
Summing over j (J + 1 < j < dK ') completes the proofO 
We can now combine Lemmas C.l and C.2 to find the lower bound for the sum in Equation C.IO 
d K —  
£ J=l 
> - ( x < " 1 ~^)e(^-^)  
\ m — 1 J j=i 
+ 
d^ {U,_LO 
\  m-1 J J=J+ I  
X  m - 1  J J=I 
X m — 1 J J=J+1 
= f *"~ut ) E (^-^)) 
X  m - 1  J \j=i v=J+t / 
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= 0 
This proves that Equation C.IO is true, therefore. Equation C.4 holds. But since Equation C.4 implies 
Equation C.3, this shows that a heap has the lowest expected cost of sending a message to m destinations 
compared to any other compact tree. 
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